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Legal information
DISCLAIMER
This contents of the MasterFile demonstration case, Arcade Towers vs. Sky High Elevators, is a work of fiction. Any resemblance
of any part or parts thereof to real organizations or persons, living or dead, situations or places is purely coincidental, and is in no
way intended to infringe on copyright, trademark, or other legal rights of intellectual property.
MasterFile publications and/or products may include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
THIS DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES ONLY. WHILE EFFORTS WERE MADE TO VERIFY
THE COMPLETENESS AND ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENTATION, THIS
DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY WHATSOEVER AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT
PERMITTED, MASTERFILE DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGEMENT AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WITH
RESPECT TO THE SAME. MASTERFILE SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR
OTHERWISE RELATED TO, THIS DOCUMENTATION OR ANY OTHER DOCUMENTATION. NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING
TO THE CONTRARY, NOTHING CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENTATION OR ANY OTHER DOCUMENTATION IS INTENDED
TO, NOR SHALL HAVE THE EFFECT OF, CREATING ANY WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS FROM MASTERFILE (OR
ITS SUPPLIERS OR LICENSORS), OR ALTERING THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE APPLICABLE LICENSE
AGREEMENT GOVERNING THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
Furthermore, MasterFile reserves the right to make changes to its products and/or publications at any time without notice and
without obligation to notify any person of such changes.
Any feedback, comments, suggestions, or other such information regarding any MasterFile product or publication provided to
MasterFile shall be deemed to be in the public domain and MasterFile shall have no obligation of any kind with respect to such
information and shall be free to reproduce, use, disclose and distribute the information to others without limitation. Furthermore,
MasterFile shall be free to use any ideas, concepts, know-how or techniques contained therein for any purpose whatsoever
including but not limited to developing, manufacturing and marketing products utilizing such information.
TRADEMARKS
MasterFile with the MasterFile logo is a registered trademark of Mohib Ebrahim, used under license by MasterFile Software North
America Inc.
Evidence Cruncher, Service Bureau in a Box, Argument Toolbox, "Take aim with MasterFile", the Evidence Cruncher logo and
functional graphic, the Extract graphic, the Fact graphic, the circular document, extract, fact graphic, “Extract Repository”,
"Advanced Case Analysis", “Issue Cross-Table”, “Grab n Go Briefs” are trademarks of Mohib Ebrahim used under license by
MasterFile Software North America Inc. ABBYY USA(TM), ABBYY(TM), FineReader(TM) are trademarks of ABBYY USA. All other
trademarks are owned by their respective companies.
COPYRIGHT
The MasterFile software, its source code, algorithms, know-how, user documentation and other intellectual property therein is
copyright © 2001-2013 Mohib Ebrahim. Some portions copyright ABBYY Software House Inc., Amyuni Technologies Inc., Glyph
and Cog LLC, Neevia Technologies Inc., and PdfLIB Gmbh. OCR copyright ABBYY Software House Inc. All rights reserved. The
software is licensed for use only on the terms set forth in the License Agreement therein. No part of the documentation may be
copied, photocopied, reproduced, translated, or reduced to any electronic medium, machine-readable or other form without prior
written consent.
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What's new in Version 6.0, 7.0 and 8.0
See the Quick Start guide for a conceptual introduction to MasterFile and hands-on
introductory tutorial.
Please see our knowledgebase for instructions on using the new features:
http://help.masterfile.biz/
1. NEW: Integrated Timeline tool.
2. NEW: macOS support.
3. NEW: Ability to update descriptions on doc-links.
4. NEW: Evidence review mode. Unique case analysis evidence trace tool
automatically tracks down and tags all evidence (documents, extracts and facts) used
to substantiate a set of selected facts and argument documents for reporting, etc.
5. NEW: Direct e-mail loading from webmail services (gmail, etc.) via IMAP.
6. NEW: Faster loading of large e-mail sets from MSGs/EMLs or Outlook PST files
7. NEW: Ability to reorganize issue topic hierarchy.
8. NEW: Ability to update doc-link descriptions across the database after editing
document, extract and fact profile information.
9. NEW: Power Assisted Edit (formerly Power Assisted Review) lets you jump to any
document selected.
10. NEW: Exhibit Briefcases for managing exhibits for transcripts, affidavits, etc.
11. NEW: Create player, document type and other keywords in bulk from documents
loaded.
12. NEW: Rewritten database upgrade process.
13. NEW: Utility to merge single page TIFFs into multipage TIFFs.
14. Improved: Simplified Express Load document loading
15. Improved: E-mail loading from Outlook.
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16. Improved: Document import and export facilities, on-the-fly loading and splitting of
documents aggregated into single PDFs and import/export support for parent/child
(e-mail/attachment) relationships.
17. Improved: Control over information to stamp during Bates stamping
18. Improved: Document production facilities, including vector PDF output, automatic
attachment handling, improved briefcase management, improved production history
views and improved compliance with newer production output requirements.
19. Improved: CaseMap Importer supports CaseMap® 9 and 10 files.
20. Improved: Ability to create pre-configured, practice specific case templates for fast
setup of new case databases.
21. Improved: Dozens of user interface and usability refinements as well as bug fixes.
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Learning MasterFile
Moving around MasterFile
MasterFile's main window, shown below, looks and works in the same manner as e-mail software; however, it
lists documents, extracts and facts instead of e-mail messages.



try it - the MasterFile main
window

1. Open a MasterFile database.
2. If it's the first time you have
opened it, the "About MasterFile"
document will also open.
3. After you have reviewed the
document, to open the MasterFile
database, press <Esc> or click
on the "Start MasterFile" button
at the top.
4. The MasterFile main window
shown at left will open.
5. Maximise the window to fill your
screen.
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Using the menu panels
All of MasterFile's document views and functions are found on two
fly-out "menu panels": the "left" (which displays views of
documents, facts, players, etc. of the case or research project) and
the "right" has actions and functions you perform, as shown here.
All menu panels have a common appearance:


Dark grey buttons group similar views or functions together.



Light grey buttons, all on the left panel, open different views to
its right; the views display a selection of profiles sorted and
categorized according to the view, just as the in-box in your
e-mail program lists e-mail you've received and the sent-box
lists e-mail you've sent.



Blue buttons, all on the right panel, perform commands or
functions on the profiles or on the database itself.



We refer to views on the left panel as [L+] and commands on
the right panel as [R+].



NOTE: If you have a narrow screen or prefer a wider view, you
can move the right menu panel below the left menu panel and
simply hide the right menu panel away using the option in [R+
Administration/User Settings].

Throughout MasterFile you will notice small triangles. These
control visibility of sections. Click on them to expand and reveal a
section. Click on it again collapse and hide the section.
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Using the document views
Views are similar to e-mail folders, but instead of listing e-mails,
views display MasterFile document, extract and fact profiles.
However unlike e-mail folders, where you drag e-mails into them
yourself, views search the database for a set of documents and
display them grouped and sorted in a specific way.
MasterFile's 75 views automatically keep evidence, research,
correspondence, etc. and their extracts sorted and grouped by your
own topics and issues, by document types, by author, by relevance,
etc. Simply browsing the MasterFile database lets you find what you
need quickly, although you can also search the database if you
prefer.
To see one or more documents, select them and click on [R+
General/View documents].
The view on the right shows documents "by Document type". Under
"Transcripts" and "Transcripts -- all", four document are shown.
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Views are similar to e-mail folders, except unlike e-mail
folders, MasterFile tips you don't put documents in views.
Instead views will search the database for a set of documents
and display them grouped and sorted in a specific way.
To open several different views into the same database so
you're able to browse several document collections, facts, etc.
simultaneously, click on [R+ General/Open database again].



try it - selecting a view

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Doc Type].
The view changes to show a list of document type categories.
NOTE: In some versions of Notes, views may appear with all categories
expanded. Press <Shift -> or click on the collapse all button.
2. Click on the grey triangle to the left of the "Court Documents" label to
expand the category and list the documents types in that category.
3. Click on the grey triangle to the left of the "Affidavit" label to list the affidavits
stored in the database sorted in descending date order, with some details
about each.

To open a profile displayed in the view list, simply double
click on its row, or select it and press the enter key, just like
you do to open an e-mail message. Once open you can then
examine the document attached to it
Profiles may be displayed in edit or view mode; however you
can only change its contents and save it back in edit mode. To
change to edit mode, double click anywhere in an open
profile.



try it - opening a profile from a view

1. Click on the first affidavit listed to select it.
2. Double click or press enter to open its document profile.
3. Maximize the window to see the whole profile.
The affidavit is the file attached to the first shaded field.
4. Click on the file to select it.
5. Click on the "Launch" button at the top of the profile form to open the
affidavit.
Your PC's default document image viewing software starts and the affidavit
is displayed.
6. Close the image window.
7. Press <Esc> to close the document profile.
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Due to the way Lotus Notes works, occasionally the menu
panels may disappear and be replaced with the default Notes
folder panel as shown at right.
To restore MasterFile's menu panels, choose "MasterFile Miscellaneous Functions\Restore MasterFile" from the Notes'
"Actions" menu or click on "Restore MasterFile" shown at the
top of the folder panel. Sometimes the Notes' "Actions" menu
may not be shown on the menu bar. To restore it click on any
row in the current view.
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Profiles
Information is entered into MasterFile's document repository and fact management
system using "profiles" which are forms you complete just like filling out an e-mail
message form. MasterFile has three profiles:




Document profiles,
Extract profiles,
Fact profiles.

Document profiles are used to store your client/case's documents and create the
document and evidence repository. They are also used for storing new or existing
work product, together with translations in other languages, related to the
case/investigation file.
Extract profiles are used to highlight critical portions of large documents such as
depositions, electronic transcripts, contracts, affidavits or authorities and research.
Fact profiles are used to document each fact, or chronological event, along with
doc-links to the fact's source, supporting arguments for or against it, the opposing
side's counter arguments, exposures and deficiencies, questions raised, and so forth,
all documented with links to substantiating or corroborating evidence or even other
facts.

Document Profiles
Every document from your case/investigation file in MasterFile is attached to a
document profile just as files are attached to e-mails.
Besides static documentary evidence, document profiles are also used to store new or
existing documents still under review. These no longer need to be stored on your hard
disk and can now be managed without expensive third party document management
systems. Saving a work product document, saves it back to its profile.
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A profile is a form you fill that describes the document. MasterFile uses this
information so you can locate it quickly by browsing or searching the database. A
profile includes details such as:


the document's date, type, author and recipient, if any,









a short description and your own notes,
draft copies of the document, if any,
the users who are allowed to view the document or edit the profile,
where original paper copies of the document can be found,
links to relevant issues, players or topics such as a location,
transcript text,
optical character recognition (OCR) text of a scanned document.
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As shown below, the profile fields are grouped into the following sections:





Primary Information
Additional Information
Security
OCR/Transcript /Full Text of Document

Note that when a document is in preview mode, the "Primary Information", "Security"
and "Delivery" sections are hidden from view.
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try it - looking at the Document profile

1. Open a document profile from MasterFile's main
view by double clicking on a row and maximize the
window to fill your screen.
2. Notice the "Primary Information" section is always
opened.
Most of the fields in the profile are optional and
don't need to be completed. However required
fields are always located in the section, "Required
Information", and have red field prompts next to
them.
Notice the shaded field has an image file of the
letter, the original Microsoft Word file and an image
of the Spanish original.
Besides static documentary evidence, document
profiles are also used to manage new or existing
documents that are still under review. As these
documents are edited, the revisions are
automatically saved back to the profile.
3. Click on the grey triangle on the left of "Primary
Information" to collapse it.
4. Click on the grey triangle next to the other section
titles to examine and review the other profile fields
available.
5. Move your mouse over any field prompt with a "?"
next to it and hold your mouse button down to see
an explanatory pop-up help window for the field.
6. Press <Esc> to close the document profile window.
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Fact Profiles
Fact profiles let you track and manage the status of each fact in your case,
investigation or research project. Every fact relevant to your case/investigation is
entered into a fact profile where its key characteristics are recorded. These include:


Its status, i.e. is it stipulated or disputed, a hypothetical fact, an assumption or an
authority.



An impact assessment, i.e. does it support or work against you, or a party, or the
hypotheses of an investigation.
The party/hypothesis impacted.
Its relevance to your case/investigation.
Your argument, the opposing side's counter-arguments and any
exposures/deficiencies with live reference links to the supporting evidence or
facts stored in MasterFile.
Any questions that need to be resolved.
Links to relevant issues, players or topics.
Associated dates, if the fact is an event in a chronology.









Fact profiles appear in a special set of views. These views group and sort your facts
by the above key characteristics. Facts are also colour coded by relevance and impact
assessment to let you focus at glance on those needing your attention. This lets you
track and manage a fact's status so it is neither forgotten nor inadequately addressed.
Shown at right is a fact management view showing all facts categorized by relevance.
Facts shaded green are highly relevant and strongly for you, a party, or a hypothesis.
Facts shaded red are the opposite. Yellow facts are of medium relevance and may be
for or against a party/hypothesis. The following table summarizes these relationships.
Relevance

Impact
Assessment

High

Medium

other values

The Smoking Gun
Strongly for
For
Neutral
Against
Strongly Against
Unknown
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To decide

Documents and extracts are also colour coded when the document or extract contains
evidence that must be added to relevant facts, and that evidence is for (green) or
against (red) a party/hypothesis, as shown at right.
To flag a document, simply select the appropriate choice in "To add to facts and why"
in "Things to do" in the "Primary Information" section of document and extract
profiles and enter a reason if necessary. Flagged documents appear in the [L+ Things
to do/Evidence to add to facts] views along with any reasons you entered.
Among the most important information about a fact you need to manage is:




the argument for a party/hypothesis,
the opposing side's counter-argument, and
any exposures you face.

As shown below, MasterFile uniquely lets you compose and store, within the fact
profile itself, all this information along with any questions raised or further research
needed. You can provide as much detail as you require, formatting it for clarity with
tables, bullets, numbered lists and text and paragraph formatting.
You can also insert doc-links (the yellow buttons) to other document, extract or fact
profiles in the MasterFile repository, which have the supporting or source evidence
you need. Doc-links can even hyperlink to documents, reference materials,
authorities, patents, video segments, etc. in other case/investigation or reference
MasterFiles.
Doc-links are buttons that point to profiles. They provide instant access to other
document, extract and fact profiles. Doc-links are not links to files stored on your
computer or server. They are links to other profiles stored in the MasterFile
repository, so they always work, even when you're disconnected from your office
network and using a replica of the MasterFile database on your notebook computer.
With doc-links to other facts you are able to build and substantiate solid arguments
which themselves build upon established facts or evidence.
To create a new fact and automatically insert a doc-link to the source evidence (a
document or extract) you are reviewing, simply hi-light the relevant information and
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click on the "Make Fact" button. Complete the few required fields. The fact is created
and appears in fact management views ready for the team to review and use.
To add additional or corroborating evidence to a fact, simply select the information
and click on the "Add to Existing Fact" button. The extract along with a doc-link to
the source evidence is automatically inserted at the beginning of the fact's "Sources /
Argument / Counter-argument" field.
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Fact profiles appear in fact management views, like the one shown below.



try it - examining a Fact management view

1. Click on [L+ Facts/by Relevance] to display this fact
management view.
The fact profiles are grouped according to their
relevance with the most relevant shown first.
Within each group, facts are further grouped by a
percentage value. The %age value indicates your
confidence in your argument to prove your position.
Alternatively, it can be used to indicate the how
complete your argument or research is, for that
fact.
Facts with the lowest confidence level, or most
work outstanding, are shown at the top of each
group.
As for document profiles, you open fact profiles by
double clicking on their row.
2. Click on other fact management view buttons to
see how they differ in the way they group and sort
facts.
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Facts that have a date assigned appear in the "Chronologies" views in descending date
order.
The chronology can be displayed as a date ordered list or in two-day, weekly and
monthly formats as shown below. Events that have a duration, i.e. a start and an end
date, are shown as repeating events on each day of their duration. The calendar format
view can also be full text searched to limit events to those relevant to a particular
issue or player, for example.



try it - examining the chronology views

1. Click on the "by Event Date" chronology view to see
the chronology event list.
2. Click on an event with a duration. These events
have a start date followed by an end date.
3. Click on the "Calendar format" chronology view to
see the chronology displayed in a monthly calendar
format.
Notice the cursor is positioned on the day of the
event selected above and the event is repeated on
each day of its duration.
Clicking on a chronology event (these are prefixed
by a clock icon) in any view, and then clicking on
[L+ Chronologies/Calendar Format] opens the
calendar at that event's date.
To move to the first day of a repeating event, click
on the event and then click on [L+
Chronologies/Calendar Format] again.
4. Click on the "Week" tab at the top of the view to
switch to a weekly view.
5. Hover the mouse over an event and notice a pop
up window appears with the event details.
6. Click on the "Day" tab to switch to a day view.
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Dates prefixed with a "±" are approximate and those prefixed with a "?" are guesses.
If you are using CaseSoft's TimeMap®, you can add facts to a TimeMap visual by
selecting them in a view and clicking on [R+ Intake : Reporting : Send/Add facts to
TimeMap]. Alternatively, you can use the "Add to TimeMap" button at the top of an
open fact profile. Fact boxes created in TimeMap are linked back to MasterFile so if
you need to see the supporting evidence for a particular event, simply click on fact
box's "linked files indicator" to open the corresponding MasterFile fact profile.
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Shown below is an example of a fact profile.



try it - looking at the Fact profile

1. Double click on the fact profile with the impact
assessment "The Smoking Gun" to open it.
As with document profiles, the "Primary
Information" section displays its fields with red
prompts. Note also the "?" next to field prompts
which indicates pop-up help is available for those
fields.
2. Click on the grey triangle next to the other section
titles to examine and review other profile fields
available.
3. Press <Esc> to close the fact profile window.
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Extract Profiles
Generally, only small extracts of documents are important. Keeping track of and
managing every one of these is crucial as they contain the most critical evidence.
To manage extracts, MasterFile has a special Extract profile which appears in all
MasterFile views. Critical evidence can always be found quickly, and is not forgotten
among hundreds of "notes" or "annotations".
MasterFile views display extract profiles in several different ways:


Under the main document from which the extract was taken, as shown below.
Note the small yellow torn page icon at the beginning of the row. This indicates
the row is an extract and not a document profile.



try it - seeing how Extract profiles are
displayed

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Doc Type].
2. Expand the "Transcripts" document category and
then expand the "Examination for Discovery"
document type.
Note the document profile row shown also has a
grey triangle next to it. This indicates it has extracts
associated with it.
3. Expand the document profile row to see its
associated extracts listed below it in grey.
Notice the small yellow torn page icon next to rows
indicating an extract rather than a full document.
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On a separate line:

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Issue/Topic].
2. Click on the grey triangle on the left of the red title
"Factual Issues" to expand the section. (Note:
"Factual Issues" may be called "Defective Parts
Issues" in your version of MasterFile).
3. Expand the "Sky High Elevators knew parts were
defective" issue.
Several rows are displayed.
As with document profiles you open extract profiles
by double clicking on their row.
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In an extract view, which only displays extract profiles:

1. Click on [L+ Extracts/extracts: by Doc Type].
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Shown below is an extract profile.



try it - looking at the Extract profile

1. Open one of the extract profiles shown.
2. Click on the grey triangle next to the other section
titles to examine and review the other profile fields
available.
3. Press <Esc> to close the extract profile window.

The "Segment type and number" is used to identify from where in its main document
the extract was taken. Typical types of extracts include a page, paragraph or question,
or a combination such as a page and line number, or time index for a video or audio
segment. For example the above extract is from page 1, line 7.
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Working with profiles
This section explains the following topics:














creating document profiles,
creating extract profiles,
creating fact profiles,
saving profiles,
modifying or editing profiles,
completing profiles,
doc-links,
attaching and embedding document files to
profiles,
deleting profiles,
protecting individual profiles - profile
security,
check-in/check-out of profiles,
assigning Reminder tasks to profiles,
refreshing extract profiles.

We also suggest you review Notes' help file to
learn more about its tools. For example, you
can view over 50 types of files in MasterFile,
even if you don't have the original software.
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Creating document profiles
Adding just one document or a batch of
documents to MasterFile is as simple as
clicking on [R+ Create/Document]. You can
then simply add one document, or pre-set some
defaults and use MasterFile's unique Express
Load, with its three modes, to rapidly load
small, medium and large batches of documents.



try it - creating a document profile

1. Click on [R+ Create/Document].
A blank document profile is opened.
2. Press <Esc> to close the form. If you are asked if you'd like to save it, answer "No".

To create a document profile:


Click on [R+ Create/Document].
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Creating extract profiles
To create an extract profile:


From the profile you are reading, select the
text you want and then click the "Make
Extract" button at the top of the profile
form.
A new extract profile is created with the
selected text inserted. If the start of the
selected text included line numbers, or page
and line numbers, then the "Segment type
and number" fields will be automatically
filled with the appropriate values.

When an extract's profile is created, it is
pre-filled with information from its parent
document's profile.



try it - creating an extract profile

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].
2. Scroll down to 15.Jun.2003 "Examination for Discovery" and double click to open it.
3. Expand the "OCR/Transcript/Full Text of Document" section at the bottom of the profile
form.
4. Select a few lines of text. Be sure to include the page and line numbers at the beginning of
each line.
5. Click on the "Make Extract" button

at the top of the document profile

form.
A new extract profile is created with the text you selected inserted.
Notice that the "Segment type and Number" fields are automatically filled with "Page.Line"
and the page and line number from the first line selected. The cursor is placed in the
summary field, ready for you to simply enter a summary description so it can then be
saved.
If you did not select any text, the clipboard contents may be inserted.
6. Press <Esc> to close the extract profile. When you are asked if you'd like to save it,
answer "No".
7. Press <Esc> to close the document profile. If you are asked if you'd like to save it, answer
"No".
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While viewing an extract profile, to go to the
parent or source document's profile, click the
"Go to Document" button
the top of the profile form.


at

The parent document's profile is opened and the
first line of the extract, in the
"OCR/Transcript/Full Text of Document"
section, is hi-lighted. If there is no text in the
source document's "OCR / Transcript/ Full Text
of Document" section (because you manually
entered the extract) then the source document's
image file is automatically launched for you.

try it - going to an extract's source document

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].
The "by Date" view is displayed.
2. Scroll down to 15.Jun.2003 to the "Examination for Discovery" document.
3. Click on the grey triangle to expand its row and the show extract profiles associated with
this document.
4. Double click on one of the extract profiles listed to open it.
5. Click on the "Go to Document" button

at the top of the form.

The parent document's profile is and the first line of the extract, in the
"OCR/Transcript/Full Text of Document" section, is hi-lighted.
6. Press <Esc> to close the window. If you are asked if you'd like to save it, answer "No".
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Creating fact profiles



To create a fact profile:


In this tutorial, we record a new fact from a deposition extract.

Click on [R+ Create/Fact].

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].

You can also create a fact directly from a
document profile you are reading as follows:


Select the text you want and the click on
the "Make Fact" button
the top of the profile form.

at

A new fact profile is created with the text
inserted.
Similarly, you can:


try it - creating a fact profile from source evidence

create a fact from a previously created
extract. In this case you do not need to
select any text. With the extract opened,
click on the "Make Fact" button. The fact
profile is created with a doc-link pointing
back to the extract inserted.

Once a fact has been created, you can add
additional or corroborating evidence from other
documents, extracts or even facts by simply
selecting the evidence and clicking on the "Add

2. Scroll down to 15.Jun.2003 to the "Examination for Discovery" document.
3. Click on the grey triangle to expand its row. The document's associated extract profiles
are displayed.
4. Double click on the first extract: "01.07 to 01.014 -- Doherety was asked what the internal
tests reports showed. ..." to open it.
5. Click on the "Make Fact" button

at the top of the form.

A new fact profile is created. Notice a yellow doc-link button to the source evidence is
automatically inserted in the "Sources / Argument / Counter-argument" section.
You can now write any notes regarding this extract and its relevance to either your
argument or the opposing side's counter-arguments, etc.
6. Complete the "Required Information" section fields of the fact as follows:
Fact description:
were defective."

"Sky High internal testing showed 2000' of cable and 89 brake sets

Relevance:
Impact assessment:
Impacted party:
Status:
%age:
Issues:

"1 - High"
"1 - Strongly for"
"Us"
"7 - To decide"
"40" (type "40" or "40%" or ".4 ")
"Issues\Sky High Elevators knew parts were defective"

to Existing Fact" button
at the top of the profile form.

7. Press <Esc> to close the fact profile. Save the fact when asked.

Doc-links are hyperlink buttons that point to
profiles. They are simple way to provide instant
access to other document, extract and fact
profiles.

9. Click on [L+ Facts/by Relevance].

8. Press <Esc> to close the extract profile.

10.Expand the "High" section, if it is not open, by clicking on the grey triangle.
Facts with high relevance are displayed by percentage. The %age value indicates your
confidence in your argument to prove your position. Alternatively, it can be used to
indicate the how complete your argument or research is, for that fact.
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try it - adding additional information to a fact from source evidence

In this tutorial, we update a fact with additional information from a deposition extract.
1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].
2. Scroll down to 15.Jun.2003 to the "Examination for Discovery" document.
3. Double click on it to open it.
4. Scroll down to page 4 of the "OCR / Transcript / Full Text of Document" section.
5. Select lines 4.10 to 4.16. Be sure to include the line numbers.
6. Click on the "Add to Existing Fact" button

at the top of the form.

7. Select the fact you created in the last try it tutorial.
You will find it under the "High" section. Its description starts with "Sky High internal testing
showed 2000' ..."
8. Click "OK".
The fact is opened and updated. Notice the selected text and a second doc-link to the
source document was inserted at the beginning of "Source and/or Argument" section.
You add any details regarding this extract and its relevance to your argument or opposing
side's counter argument, for this fact or combine it with other argument already written.
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Saving profiles
To save a profile, either:




Close the profile window or press <Esc>, and answer "Yes".
Choose "Save" from the "File" menu.
Or click on the floppy disk icon in the tool bar.



Or click on the floppy disk + arrow icon

to save and close the profile.

Modifying or editing profiles
To edit a profile, either:
1. Double click on its view row and it will open in read mode.
2. Double click anywhere in its window to switch the profile to edit mode so you
can modify it.

Completing profiles
As you will often write extensive notes and passages, there are many tools to help you
complete and format the information you enter into profiles including a spelling
checker and thesaurus. In addition, shaded fields, explained in detail below, are very
similar to the body of an e-mail message and allow paragraph and text formatting,
including numbered and bulleted points, alignment, spacing, tabs, etc. You can even
drag and drop files into a shaded field to attach them as in an e-mail message.
Any field which has a "?" next to its prompt, has an explanatory pop-up help window.
Click and hold your mouse button down anywhere on the field prompt to see its
pop-up help
You will notice many different types of fields on the profile forms. Most of the fields
are optional and don't need to be completed. However, some are required and these
are always all located in the first section, "Required Information" and have red field
prompts next to them.
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Many fields have a small button next to them which displays a pop-up list of valid
keyword values.
Some fields restrict what you can enter in the field to only the values shown in the
pop-up list. You can customize many of these keyword lists to suit your needs as
explained in "Appendix C - Keyword list set-up".



Some fields allow you to select more than one value; others only allow one.



try it - using a pop-up keyword list

1. Click on [R+ Create/Document] to create a blank
document.
2. Click on the "Set document type" button and select
the document's type from the pop-up keyword list.
A window with a list of document types, grouped by
document category, is displayed.
The "Set additional document types" button allows
you to assign additional document types for those
documents that could be classified in more than
one way.
3. Click on the grey triangle next to "Communications"
to expand this category.
4. Select "Letter" and click "Ok".
"Communications\Letter" is inserted in the field.



Some fields have a set of choices displayed as radio buttons. To select a value
click in a radio button circle. In these fields only one choice is allowed.
Selecting the "No choice" value, if displayed, will clear your selection and leave
the field value blank. This is allowed for some fields where you do not have to
provide a value or the value is unknown.



try it - using a radio button field

1. Open the "Additional Information" section.
2. Scroll to the "Miscellaneous" subsection.
3. Choose "Yes" for the "Draft" field
4. Then choose "No choice" and the value is cleared.
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Some fields have shaded backgrounds. Shaded fields are different from the others
and are very similar to the body of an e-mail message as you can attach or embed
computer files, such as word processing files, as explained in the next section.
You can attach as many files, including translations, as you need in these fields.
The shaded fields also allow:





formatting of text using font and paragraph settings, including bulleted and
numbered points, tabs, alignment, colour, etc.
embedding or attaching computer files,
doc-links to other profiles, and
horizontal rules, tables, columns, sections and page breaks.

You should attach or embed the document's electronic file in the first shaded field
("Scanned document image or application file") in the profile form under the
heading "Document". Generally, this file will be a copy of static evidence, such as
the scanned image of a paper document or photograph. The first file attached in
this field is opened when you use [R+ General/View documents] or the "Launch"
button and is also the main document used by the Evidence Cruncher when it is
processing documents.
Document profiles are also used to manage new or existing work product , as
explained in the section below, "Attaching and embedding document files to a
profile", and eliminate the need for expensive third party document management
products. As work product files are edited, they are automatically saved back to
the profiles and don't need to be stored on your hard disk.



If you have converted a scanned document image into text with OCR software,
you can also save the OCR text generated in a special field at the end of the
profile called "OCR/Transcript /Full Text of Document". See the section "OCR,
deposition and electronic transcript text" later in this chapter to learn how to
insert OCR text in a document profile.
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Doc-links
Doc-links are hyperlink buttons that point to profiles and provide instant access to
other document, extract and fact profiles. For example, you can use doc-links to link
your arguments set out in fact profiles to the substantiating evidence (as shown
below), identify the documents that were attached to a letter, or the exhibits in an
affidavit or amended versions of a document, and so forth. Doc-links can even
hyperlink to documents, reference materials, authorities and other research
documents, patents, video segments, etc. in other case/investigation or reference
MasterFiles.
Doc-links are not links to files stored on your computer or server. They are links to
other profiles stored in the MasterFile repository, so they always work, even when
you're disconnected from your office network and using a MasterFile replica.
The screens shot below shows several doc-links in the attachments field (they appear
as yellow icons).



try it - using doc-links

1. Click on [L+ Facts/by Relevance].
2. Click on the grey triangle to expand the "High"
section and double click on the fact profile with
"The Smoking Gun" in the impact assessment
column to open it.
Notice that In the "Sources of fact Sources /
Argument / Counter-argument" field there are
several yellow doc-link icons to expert reports,
extract and fact profiles which provide the evidence
to prove this fact.
3. Click on one of the "Extract" doc-link icons to
review the evidence in that extract.
The extract profile is opened.
4. Press <Esc> to close the extract profile.
5. Click on the on one of the "Document -- Expert
Report" doc-links to open the expert report's
document profile.
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6. Click on the "Launch" button at the top of the profile
form.
An image of the expert report is opened.
7. Close the image.
8. Press <Esc> twice to close the open profile
windows.

In edit mode, most shaded fields contain an "Insert doc-link" button:



try it - creating doc-links

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].

Click this button to display a list of fact, document and extract profiles and choose
those you want to insert as doc-links. Doc-links inserted by this button are added at
the top of the field above a short dashed line.
The "Insert doc-link" or "Insert external doc-link" commands from the doc-link
functions button
also create doc-links in any shaded field. Rather than
inserting the doc-link at the top of the field, these buttons insert doc-links in-line with
your text on a new line following the cursor. We suggest you first press <Enter> and
then insert doc-links with these buttons.
"Insert external doc-link" inserts doc-links to external MasterFile databases. You will
first be asked to choose the MasterFile database when creating a doc-links to external
databases.
"Put doc-link on keyboard" creates a doc-link to the current profile and places it on
the clipboard so you can paste it into any shaded field.

2. Scroll to 4.Jul.2003 and open the "Outline Part II"
profile.
This document is the response to a court
application and was filed with two affidavits (from
Jeff Landenburg and Sean Fratto) which we'd like
to link to the document profile so they can be found
immediately.
3. Double click in the document profile to edit it.
4. Click on the "Insert doc-link" button in the
"Attachments or related documents" field.
The "Insert doc-links" window is displayed. It shows
you all profiles in MasterFile. Choose the ones for
which you wish to create doc-links. You can size
this window if necessary.
5. Expand the "Jeff Landenburg" section and then
expand the "Affidavit" section under it.
6. Click in the selection margin on the row listing the
4.Jul.2003 affidavit.
A check mark should appear.
7. Scroll down and expand "Sean Fratto" and then his
"Affidavit" section.
8. Click in the selection margin to select the
4.Jul.2003 affidavit.
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9. Click "Ok".
Two doc-links to the affidavits are inserted at the
beginning of the "Attachments" field, above a short
dashed line.
10.Press <Esc> to close the profile and answer "No"
to cancel the changes.

Source Evidence Trace
As mentioned above, doc-links can be used in facts to allow you to link your arguments to their substantiating evidence. This can frequently
lead to a tree of connections, as shown below:

Since your arguments may only use a subset of all the documents in your case, you may sometimes need to track down and identify the source
documents and evidence on which your arguments rely (for example, the 5 leaves, the"other facts" and the documents from which the extracts
came from in the diagram above). To do this select the facts or argument documents (documents with the type 'Miscelleanous\Argument') you
wish to perform the trace on and then click on [R+ Intake : Reporting : Send/Add facts to TimeMap] and you will be prompted to enter a
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description of the trace. Once the trace is complete, you can see the results in the [L+ Everything/everything: by Issue/Topic] view under the
category "Source Evidence Trace" as shown below:

In the above screen shot, the results from a trace name "Red Fact Trace" are displayed. Under the category "Evidence discovered during trace"
are all the documents, extracts, and additional facts referenced in the facts selected for the trace, in this case only one was chosen and is listed
in the category "Facts selected for trace", in the red box.
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Document Management - Saving your work-product and evidentiary document
files in the repository
Documents stored in MasterFile's repository are either attached or embedded in
profiles. As explained on the next page, documentary evidence files such as scanned
images in TIF, PDF or other native e-discovery formats, which are static and do not
undergo revision, should always be attached. Your own work product files, that will
be updated or undergo revision, such as correspondence, pleadings, and other word
processing documents your organization drafts, should be embedded.
Attaching or embedding a document to a profile is no different from adding a file
attachment to an e-mail. Note that although document files are attached or embedded
in the first shaded field of a document profile (the "Scanned document image or
application file" field at the top), they can actually be placed in any shaded field.
If you embedded or attached a file and intended the opposite, it's easy to correct. You
can also cut and paste attached files, to create additional copies or versions for
example, in the same or other shaded fields.
Documents can be attached or embedded in existing document, extract or fact profiles
by either:



a simple drag and drop procedure, just like attaching a file to an e-mail, or
using the "Attach/Embed" button at the top of profiles.

New document profiles can be created:


automatically by MasterFile's Watch Folder Monitor which automatically
activates whenever you save new documents to the watch folder, or



by using [R+ Create/Document] and then using "drag and drop" or the
"Attach/Embed" button to add documents to the profile, or



by MasterFile's "Express Load" tool to bulk load batches of documents.
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Attaching document files to profiles
With the exception of your own work-product files, we strongly
recommend you always attach, not embed all of your files to a
profile.
Specifically, all evidentiary electronic documents, PDF, TIFF or
other scanned images, photographs, audio/video files, etc. should
all be always attached, not embedded, so they may produced or
disclosed and/or processed with the MasterFile Evidence
Cruncher, if needed, or extracted and dumped to disk.
Furthermore, attaching a file provides long-term application
independence as embedded files can only be retrieved by the
original application that embedded them, whereas attached files
can be viewed by any application that is able to view them.
For consistency and complete record keeping, we also suggest you
always scan and attach final, printed, signed or filed copies of
your own work product documents. Then, if you ever need to
produce or disclose the document, you won't have to waste time
looking for the signed or final copy, and you'll be able to produce
the document with MasterFile's Evidence Cruncher and stamp
Bates page numbers, for example, if the document is part of a
larger disclosure. Having a permanent copy of the document
attached to the profile (and not embedded) lets it be viewed by any
application capable of viewing scanned images.
Attach the scanned version to the same profile which has the
source work product file as the first file in the first shaded field
("Scanned document image or application file") in the profile
under the heading "Document". The Evidence Cruncher, [R+
General/View documents] and the "Launch" button both retrieve
only the first attachment in a profile.

Embedding documents into profiles - full function document
management
MasterFile's document repository also provides the document
management system functionality you need for documents you
create and update -- your own work product and work in progress.
Whether you are editing and/or working on word processing,
spreadsheet or virtually any other files which you need to update,
storing these documents in MasterFile, rather than on your hard
disk, lets you locate them quickly using MasterFile's views, share
them with your colleagues, assign security to them, work on them
while away from the office, and assign them to issues, etc.
You simply embed rather than attach such files to the first shaded
field (the "Scanned document image or application file" field) in
the document profile form under the heading "Document".
Once a copy of the file has been embedded in a profile, it becomes
an "embedded object" and can be edited and updated. Changes to
the file, made in your word processing program for example, are
automatically saved back to the profile.
You then save the profile, to save the changes and/or documents.
Since MasterFile uses Windows' OLE technology to embed the
documents, virtually any Windows application works with
MasterFile's document management facilities. For applications,
such as TimeMap®, which do not support Windows' OLE, please
see the section "Manually attaching or embedding individual
document files into profiles" below, for an alternative method to
embed document files from such applications.

For other files, select them first and then click "Launch". The
application set on your computer to view that type of file will start
and display it. Note that even if the application may allow you
make changes to the file once it is displayed, your changes will not
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be saved back to the profile document, even if you use the save
command in the application.
To make changes to attached files, such as to redact a portion,
simply double click in the profile to put it in edit mode, drag the
attachment to your hard disk for editing and then drag the revised
file back into the profile to reattach it.

Creating new versions of documents
Everything entered, embedded or attached into a shaded field can
be cut or copied and pasted to another shaded field (even in
another profile), just as you can cut, copy and paste text, file
attachments etc. in an e-mail message.
To create a new version of work product, you simply select and
copy the existing embedded document file and paste it into the
"Drafts of document" field located under "Additional
Information". You may also type some notes about the version
saved in the "Drafts of document" field itself, either before or after
the document. Also you may add other formatting such as
horizontal rules to separate other versions. Once you're finished,
save the profile to keep both versions.
You may now continue editing the main version stored in the
"Document" field at the top of the profile.
To delete a version simply edit the profile, select embedded file
and notes for the version to delete and chose "Edit/Delete" or press
the delete button.
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The Watch Folder Monitor - Automatic document profile creation
The Watch Folder Monitor is designed to automatically load documents into
MasterFile as you create them with your word processor or other applications.
However, besides using the watch folder for new documents you create, you'll also
find the Watch Folder Monitor invaluable to quickly load paper documents
received and scanned each day into the appropriate MasterFile case/investigation
file databases.
Also, if you're collecting research from the Internet, simply print web pages to
PDF format saving them directly into the watch folder.
To use the Watch Folder Monitor, simply create or scan your documents as usual
and save them to the watch folder (or drag and drop existing or scanned files into
it). Every few seconds, MasterFile checks the folder for new documents, and if
any are found, the "Watch folder alert" dialog box, shown below, is automatically
displayed.
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Clicking "OK" will create and open a new document profile with the document
attached or embedded along with a PDF version of the file, if found, and any OCR
text. The filename is automatically entered into the "Summary" field. This makes
the Watch Folder monitor ideal for quickly loading newly received mail into any
database after it's been scanned and processed by MasterFile's Evidence Cruncher.
Simply store the scanned files directly to the default Evidence Cruncher directory.
After OCR processing and PDF conversion by the Evidence Cruncher, they are
moved automatically to the watch folder directory for loading.
Once the profile is displayed, complete the few required profile fields and save it.
If you need to revise a document further, simply double click on the document's
icon. The document opens in its application, such as Microsoft Word. Once you
have finished editing, just choose "Save" (or "Update" from the application's
"File" menu and the edited version is saved back to the document profile.

Using the Watch Folder Monitor
Using the Watch Folder Monitor is simple and effortless. As explained above,
simply create your documents as usual saving them to the watch folder. Or drag
and drop them there. Every few seconds, MasterFile monitors the folder for new
documents and if any are found, the "Watch folder alert" dialog box, shown
above, is automatically displayed.
Note the following when using the Watch Folder Monitor:


The Watch Monitor's directory is set in [R+ Administration/User Settings].
Three sub-directories are created under the watch directory: "Completed",
"Ignored" and "Error". Processed files are moved to the "Completed"
sub-directory. Files you do not load when prompted are moved to the
"Ignored" sub-directory. Files that could not be embedded or attached are
moved to the "Error" sub-directory. NOTE: Files remain in the watch
sub-directories and you should delete them once they have been stored in
MasterFile.



The monitor is activated as long as you have at least one MasterFile database
open and have set the watch directory. There can be a delay of a few seconds
before a "Watch folder alert" appears.
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Stop the Watch Folder Monitor from producing additional alerts by clicking
on the button in the "Watch folder alert" dialog box. To restart (or stop) the
watch monitor, click on [R+ Document and E-mail Loading/Toggle watch
monitor on/off].



If you are using other Lotus Notes applications, such as Notes e-mail, the
watch folder will not activate until you make a MasterFile database the active
database. This is done by switching to an open MasterFile database and
performing an action in it, such as switching to a new view.



By default, when you click "OK", MasterFile will create a document profile
for the document in the current database, as shown. If the document needs to
be stored in a different MasterFile database, you can select it.



By default, files are attached to the profiles. To embed specific file types by
default, configure Express Load's "Document File Settings" with the a list of
file types (extensions) that should be embedded. The section below, "Express
Load", explains how to do this. You can override the default displayed
(attached or embedded) by selecting the alternative.



If a matching PDF version or OCR text file is found (as in the above
example), it will be loaded along with the document file in the new profile.
Matching files are found by comparing the file name excluding the file
extension.
If you're using MasterFile's PDF printer driver, the PDF and OCR file will be
created in the watch folder's directory. When you are prompted to name the
PDF file please ensure the PDF file name matches the document file name.



To simplify using the watch folder monitor, we suggest you set the default
document directory for your applications to the be the watch folder directory.
Each application will allow you to set this from its "Options" or "Settings"
menu item.



Files are attached or embedded in the first shaded field, ("Scanned document
image or application file") in the profile form under the heading "Document".
PDF versions are attached first, followed by embedding or attaching their
native file format counterparts. OCR text is inserted into the "OCR /
Transcript/Full Text of Document" section at the bottom of the profile. If a
PDF version of the document file exists, but an OCR text version does not,
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MasterFile will automatically extract the text from the PDF file and create the
OCR file prior to loading.


The "Add file to existing doc profile" button allows you to add files (along
with their associated OCR and/or PDF versions) to an existing document
profile. Select a document profile from the view that appears, and the file will
be attached or embedded as the primary document in the profile. Use this
button when, for example, you wish to store a signed and scanned copy of a
document already stored in MasterFile.



The "Delete file" button allows you to delete the document file, and any
associated PDF/OCR files. This is useful if you printed it by mistake, or you
need to change PDF printer settings, for example.



If several files are located in the watch directory (either from drag and drop or
have accumulated), after you process a "Watch folder alert" and a new
document profile is created, an alert for the next file will appear, and so on.
There may be a few seconds pause between each. Simply allow the alerts to
occur and handle them first, rather than trying to complete the profiles. You
will then find several new profiles created for you to complete and save.



If you need to revise a document further, simply double click on the icon. The
document opens in its application, such as Microsoft Word.
Although embedded documents appear as an icon, when you double click on
them to edit the embedded file opens for editing within the profile itself, and
doesn't start the associated application. To start the application in its own
window, follow these steps:


If the file has opened in place, click elsewhere in any other profile field;
the document's text will be displayed as if it has been inserted into the
profile.



Right click in the document's text, or its icon if that is still displayed, and
choose "Object properties".



Choose "Display as Icon" from the "Display As.." drop down list on the
first tab.



The document is now displayed as an icon which you double click to
open. You can now edit normally.
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When you have finished editing, choose "Save" (or "Update" in some
applications), or "Close", to save the edited file back to the document profile.
You must then re-save the profile to retain the changes you made to the file.


After files are attached or embedded, they are then moved to the "Completed"
watch sub-directory so they do not reactivate the Watch Folder Monitor. If
necessary, you can recover the files from the "Completed" sub-directory.



Click on "Cancel" to ignore the file. The file will be moved to the "Ignored"
watch sub-directory.



If an error is encountered while trying to attach or embed a file, it will be
moved to the "Error" watch sub-directory.



NOTE: Files remain in the watch sub-directories and you should delete them
once they have been stored in MasterFile.



If there is a file in the watch folder, but "Watch folder alerts" do not appear
for that file, and do for other files, check that the file is not open and in use by
another application, such as your word processor. If it is in use, close the file
which will release it and allow the Watch Folder Monitor access.



A file with the extension "MFW" (MasterFile Watch) is created in the watch
directory when the Watch Folder Monitor is active. If for some reason, the
watch folder alerts do not appear, (and files in the watch folder are not in use
by other applications) delete this file. Within a few seconds, the Watch Folder
Monitor will reset itself.



If the same file keeps appearing in a "Watch folder alert" either when you
click "OK" or "Cancel", then a file with the same name already exists in the
"Completed" or "Ignored" watch subdirectories respectively. Delete the file
from either the watch directory or the watch subdirectories.



The pop-up status bar at the bottom of the main Notes window will provide
status, error and other information when a "Watch folder alert" appears. Also,
when you open a MasterFile database, that status bar indicates if the watch
folder monitor is active.
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Editing embedded files



When you need to edit embedded work product, open its profile in edit mode and
double click the file's icon. The associated application will start and open the file.

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].

Although embedded documents appear as an icon, when you double click on them
they open for editing within the profile itself, and do not start the associated
application. To start the application in its own window, do this:


If the file has already activated in place, then click elsewhere in any other profile
field; the document's text will be displayed as if it has been inserted into the
profile.



Right click in the document's text, or its icon if still displayed, and choose "Object
properties".



Choose "Display as Icon" from the "Display As.." drop down list on the first tab.



The document is now displayed as an icon which when you double click to open
will launch its application in its own window. You can now edit normally.

When you've finished editing, from the application's "File" menu choose "Save" (or
"Update" in some applications), or close, to re-embed the changed file back into the
document profile. You must then re-save the profile to retain any changes you made
to the file.
NOTE: Documents created by applications, such as TimeMap®, which do not support
OLE and which you have embedded using the special drag and drop technique
described below, can be opened and revised just like applications that support OLE,
as described above. However to ensure revisions are saved back to the profile, you
must close the application, rather than just choosing save from the application's "File"
menu. In addition, only one file for any given application may be opened and edited at
a time using this technique.

try it - editing an embedded object

2. Scroll to 18.Jul.2003 and open the letter.
The profile has an image file of the letter and its
Word document.
3. Double click in the profile window to edit the profile.
4. Double click to open the Word document, or select
it and click on the "Launch" button at the top of the
profile form.
Word is started and the letter displayed for editing.
5. Type some text and close the Word window.
6. Close the profile window and select "Yes" when
asked if you wish to "Save your changes".
Your changes to the letter have now been saved in
MasterFile.
7. Reopen and edit the profile.
8. Double click again on the Word document to
reopen and edit it.
The letter should appear with the text you typed.
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Manually attaching or embedding individual document files into profiles
The Watch Folder Monitor automatically creates new document profiles and
attaches or embeds documents in them. However, if you have existing documents,
perhaps some that were e-mailed to you, that you wish to attach or embed into an
existing profile, this section shows you how.
For example, you may have a scanned copy of delivery receipt that you need to
store in the "Proof of delivery" field of the relevant document profile. Or you may
have located an old version of a document that needs to be saved -- in this case in
the "Drafts of document" field of the relevant document profile. The "try-it"
tutorials of this section walk you through the process of attaching or embedding
individual document files into shaded profile fields.
NOTE: If you need to embed documents created by applications, such as
TimeMap, which do not support Windows' OLE feature, you need to use the
special drag and drop technique described in the tutorial that follows.
Although in these tutorials, a new document profile is created and documents are
attached or embedded into a profile's first shaded field, the techniques apply to
any shaded field of document, extract or fact profiles.
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try it - attaching a file to a profile



try it - drag and drop to attach a file to a profile

1. Click on [R+ Create/Document].

1. Click on [R+ Create/Document].

2. Place the cursor in the first shaded field.

2. Select a file from Explorer.

3. Click on the "Attach/Embed" button at the top of the profile form.

3. Drag and drop it into the first shaded field.

The "Insert into profile" dialogue box is displayed with "Attach file from
disk" selected, as shown below:

A copy of the file is attached to the field. If you need to select more
than one file hold the Ctrl key down while selecting the files.
If you save the profile, the attached file is also saved and can be
accessed by opening the profile again.
4. Press <Esc> to close the profile, and choose "No" when asked if you'd
like to save the document.

4. Click "Ok".
The Windows file selection box is displayed.
5. Select a file and click on "Create".
A copy of the file is attached to the field. If you need to select more
than one file hold the Ctrl key down while selecting the files.
If you save the profile, the attached file is also saved and can be
accessed by opening the profile again.
6. Press <Esc> to close the profile, and choose "No" when asked if you'd
like to save the document.
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1.

try it - using drag and drop to embed a file to a profile

In general, only documents created by applications that support
Windows' OLE feature can be embedded. However documents created
by applications, such as TimeMap®, which do not support OLE, can also
be embedded if they are dragged and dropped into profiles using the
special drag and drop technique described in this tutorial.
1. Click on [R+ Create/Document].
2. Select a file from Explorer.
3. Drag and drop it into the first shaded field by holding down the right
mouse key.
4. When you let go of the mouse, choose "Create Embedded Object
here".
The file is embedded and displayed open, not as an icon.
5. Right click on the embedded file and choose "Object Properties..."
6. From the "Display As" drop down, choose "Icon".
A copy of the file is embedded to the field.
If you save the profile, the embedded file is also saved and can be
accessed and edited by opening the profile again.
7. Press <Esc> to close the profile, and choose "No" when asked if you'd
like to save the document
NOTE: Documents created by applications which do not support OLE
and which you have embedded using the above technique can be
opened and revised just like applications that support OLE; however,
to ensure revisions are saved back to the profile, you must close the
application rather than just choosing save from the application's "File"
menu. In addition, only one file for any given application may be
opened and edited at a time using this technique.
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Deleting profiles
Normally, to delete a profile from a Notes database you simply press the <Del> key
and the profile is flagged for deletion with an "X". Then, when you press <F9> or exit
the database, you are asked if you would like to permanently delete the flagged
profiles. If your security access allows you to delete profiles, they would then be
permanently deleted from the database.
To avoid deleting important information or documents by mistake, MasterFile
changes the way you normally delete information from its databases. If you try and
delete a profile with the Del key you will receive a message warning you not to
proceed. Instead, MasterFile uses a delete/un-delete function that marks profiles for
deletion and removes them from all views. However, the profiles remain in the
database, so if you decide you do need them, you can restore them by un-deleting.
Furthermore, permanently deleting a document from the database will cause doc-links
that reference it, either from the current or other MasterFile databases, to fail -- even
if you later cut and paste the deleted documents from a backup database. This is
another reason we suggest that you don't permanently delete documents.
If you open directly, or via a doc-link, a document that has been deleted you are
advised it has been marked deleted by the red "Deleted" indicator at the top right of
its banner as shown below.
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To delete/un-delete a profile use the "Delete/Un-delete" button
located at the top of the profile form.

,

If you delete/un-delete a document profile, the profile and all of its linked extract
profiles will be processed and they will all appear in the corresponding deletion views
in [L+ Miscellaneous/Deletions and Exclusions].



try it - deleting/un-deleting one profile

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].
2. Open a document profile and click on the
"Delete/Un-delete" button.
3. Press <F9> and notice the profile is removed from
the view.
4. Click on [L+ Miscellaneous/Deletions and
Exclusions/deleted Documents].
The profile you deleted appears listed in the view
with the delete/un-delete icon on its row.
5. Click on [L+ Miscellaneous/by Last edit date].
Notice the profile you deleted appears listed in this
view with the delete/un-delete icon on its row.
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If you have more than one document profile to delete you can select them by clicking
in the view's selection margin. You can also move the cursor to the document and
press the space bar to select. A check mark will appear on the document's row. Then
click on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Delete / Un-delete].
To permanently delete profiles that appear in the deletions views from the database,
press the <Del> key and then the <F9> key as usual. However, profiles are actually
deleted from the database only if your MasterFile security access allows you delete
rights.
Under some circumstances you may know that a profile should be deleted even
though you get a warning message when using the delete key. For example, you may
have made a copy of a profile for some reason and need to delete the extra copy. In
these circumstances you can delete the profile as you are aware that the profile should
not be there.



try it - deleting/un-deleting several profiles

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].
2. Click in the selection margin next to any profile's
row.
A check mark should appear in the margin.
3. Repeat this for 2 more profiles.
4. Click on any profile row that has not been selected.
5. Press the space bar.
Notice the row is selected and a check mark
appears in the margin.
6. Press the space bar again.
Notice the row is deselected and the check mark
removed.
7. Click on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Delete /
Un-delete] to delete the selected profiles.
Note all the select profiles are removed and
disappear from the view.



try it - restoring deleted profiles

1. Switch to the [L+ Miscellaneous/by Last edit date]
view and select all deleted profiles.
2. Click on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Delete /
Un-delete] to restore the selected profiles.
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Excluding document profiles from display
Often, your case database may contain documents you want to keep but remove from
views. For example, it is not uncommon to have documents that are of little relevance,
or documents and e-mails that are near duplicates of other, that should be retained but
do not need to be shown in the database document views.
To remove these, select them from any view and then click on [R+ Profile
Maintenance/Exclude / Un-exclude]. The documents will be moved to the "excluded
Documents" view.
Documents and their extracts will be removed from all views except the "by Last edit
date" and "by Entered date" views. If they contained near-duplicate analysis then they
also remain on the [L+ Duplicate and near duplicate docs] views. On these views the
documents appear in lighter text with the "Exclude/un-exclude" icon.
If you open a document that has been excluded, directly, or via a doc-link, you are
advised it has been hidden by the yellow "Excluded" indicator at the top right of its
banner as shown below.
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Protecting individual profiles - profile security
If your MasterFile database is stored on a Notes/Domino server and has multiple users
accessing it, you can override default security for users and restrict access to
individual profiles to protect sensitive information, or keep them private. Specifically
you can:


designate specific users to be managers of the fact or document profile so only
they can change the profile and prevent all "SeniorUsers" from being able to edit
it, or you can add them in addition to the "SeniorUsers".



designate specific users to be able to view the fact or document profile so only
they will be able to see the profile in views and open it.

Extract profiles are assigned the same security access as their parent document
profiles.
Note that the Administrator and Server roles are unaffected by these security controls
and will continue to have full access to all profiles.
To understand Notes and MasterFile security refer to "Appendix D - User set-up for
MasterFile".
Managers for fact or document profiles are entered in the "Managers" field in the
security sections of document and fact profiles shown below.

A pop-up list next to the field will display a list of users who have been granted
access to the MasterFile database. Simply select the users or roles to whom you wish
to grant manager access.
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To restrict which users can view a fact or document profile, enter the users' names in
the "Who can read this" field. As for the manager field, a pop-up list displays a list of
users who have access to the MasterFile database for you to select from. Since all
SeniorUsers are able to view and edit any profile, they will continue to be able to see
and edit the profile, even if specific names have been entered into "Who can read
this", unless you also enter in one or more user names as "Managers" to override the
default of "[Senior Users]".

Check-in/check-out of profiles
You can "check-out" a profile if you need to work on a document , extract or fact
profile for an extended period of time and need to ensure no other user edits or
changes it until you are finished -- such as while drafting an argument. While a profile
has been checked out, other users may not edit the profile (including users with the
"Administrators" role or Manager ACL access) although those who could view it may
still do so. When you are finished, simply "check-in" the profile to release it to let
others view or edit.
To check-out or check-in a document, click on the "Check-out" and "Check- in"
buttons, respectively, in the security sections of document and fact profiles, as shown
below.
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When a profile has been checked out, a yellow indicator appears in the banner, as
shown below, to advise you.

And the "Document managers" field is replaced with a message advising you who has
checked out the profile, as shown below.

Use the [L+ Miscellaneous/by Who's checked out what] view to keep track of
document and fact profiles that have been checked out.
In an emergency, users with the "Administrator" role may force a check-in of a
document checked-out by any user by clicking on [R+ Administration/Database
Fix-up Utilities] and choosing "Force unlock and check-in".
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Assigning Reminder tasks to profiles



Often there are a variety of tasks that need to be completed for documents, extracts
and facts. For example:

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].



A document, extract or fact has raised questions which other players need to
resolve.



A specific team member is required to review or complete fields in new document
profiles., for example, linking new profiles to relevant issues, topics, or players.



A document scanned from a poor copy may need to be re-scanned from an
original.

To help you keep track of such tasks, for hundreds or thousands of documents,
extracts and facts, you can set prioritized Reminders to profiles and assign them to
individuals. Profiles with Reminders are listed in a variety of special views that group
them by task, player, priority, document type, etc., as shown below. You can also
simply enter reminder notes without assigning them -- they will appear under the
category "Unassigned reminder notes" in the "Reminders" views.

try it - assigning Reminder tasks

2. Open profile for the 19.Jul.2003 letter.
3. Expand the window to fill your screen.
4. Double click in the profile window to edit it.
5. Click on the grey triangle next to the "Additional
Information" title to expand the section.
6. Scroll down to the "Things to do" section.
7. Click on the "Set reminder" button.
The following dialogue box will appear:

8. In the "Player" field, pop up the keyword list and
select a player to whom you wish to assign the
tasks.
9. In the "Tasks" field select the tasks you wish to
assign to the individual selected from the pop-up
list of Reminder tasks.
You can select more than one task by clicking in
the selection margin on the left.
You can customize the task list to suit your needs
as explained in "Appendix C - Keyword list set-up".
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10.Next, in the "Priorities" field, set the priority for
each task selected.
For each task, enter a number followed by a space
to set the task's priority. Lower numbers mean
higher priority.
11.Click "Ok" when complete to have the tasks set
and assigned and displayed in the profile.
If needed, in the "Reminder notes" field you can
enter any notes about the reminder task. If you
enter "Reminder notes" without assigning a
reminder task, the profile will still appear in the
Reminder views but under the category
"Unassigned reminder notes".



try it - removing a Reminder task

1. Click on the "Undo set reminder" button.
2. Select assigned tasks you wish to remove.
To select more than one, hold the Ctrl key down
while you click on the rows.
3. Click "Ok".
Note that only users assigned the "SeniorUser"
MasterFile role (or only the profile managers if
profile managers have been designated) may
remove assigned tasks.
4. Press <Esc> to close the document profile.
5. Answer "No" when asked if you wish to save your
changes.
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Managing questions raised
Questions in general are tied to a fact or evidence contained in a document or extract.
Managing these questions so they are not lost or forgotten is usually crucial to
proving your point.
As you review documents, extracts or facts, simply enter any questions raised along
with the player or players to whom they should be directed, in the "Questions raised"
profile field. Enter each on a new line and prefix the questions with the last name of
the player(s) to whom it is directed and a priority. For example:
"1..Doherty..When were the parts made?"
Profiles with questions appear in the [L+ Things to do/Outstanding questions] views.
We suggest also set a "Questions\..." reminder task for the players to whom the
questions are to be directed, with the priority of the questions, so you can find all
outstanding questions for a particular player in the "all questions: by Player" view. All
profiles with questions assigned to players appear in this view grouped by player.
Alternatively, instead of setting a "Questions\..." reminder task, if you prefixed the
question with the player's name, then simply perform a full text search of the "all
questions: by Player" view for a player's name in the "Questions raised" field to find
all questions addressed to the player.
As each question is resolved, delete it and the "Questions\..." reminder task, if set,
from the profile. If the answer is relevant to your argument for any fact, then record it
in the appropriate fact's "Sources / Argument / Counter-argument" section. Otherwise,
if necessary, record the answer in the "Commentary and notes" field of the profile
with the question.
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Refreshing extract profiles



As explained above, some information on the extract profiles is copied from their
associated parent document profile. However if this information on the parent
document profile is modified, then the extract profile will not be up to date with the
latest information and needs to be refreshed.

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].

Document profiles whose extract profiles that need to be refreshed will be flagged
with a lightning bolt icon, in the "by Date", "by Last edit date" "by Entered date"
views, as shown for the 15.Jun.2003 Examination for discovery document, below.

try it - refreshing extract profiles

2. Open profile for the 15.Jun.2003 Examination for
Discovery.
3. Expand the window to fill your screen.
4. Double click in the profile window to edit it.
5. Change the date from 15.Jun.2003 to 14.Jun.2003
6. Save the profile.
7. Press <Esc> to close the profile window.
8. Press <F9> to update the view.
Note the lightning bolt icon that appears on the
profile row.
9. Click on the grey triangle to expand the row and
display the document's extract profiles.
10.Open one of the extract profiles.
Note in the shaded section the extract still has the
document date as 15.Jun.2003.
11.Press <Esc> to close the extract window.
12.Click on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Extract
Refresher].

Document profiles flagged with the lightning bolt icon have their extract profiles
automatically refreshed with the new information by the Extract Refresher agent, if
activated. The agent is a program that runs automatically at 2:00am on your
Notes/Domino server. See "Appendix E - Configuring MasterFile options and server
agents" for details about the agent and how to activate it.
You can also manually refresh the extract profiles by running the Extract Refresher
agent at any time by clicking on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Extract Refresher]. Note
only Administrators may run the Extract Refresher agent.

13.Click "OK" to accept the default value "Only
documents that need to be refreshed" which forces
the Extract Refresher to only refresh extracts which
need to be refreshed.
Notice the lightning bolt icon has disappeared.
14.If the extract profiles are not listed in the view, click
on the grey triangle to expand the row and display
the document's extract profiles.
15.Open one of the extract profiles.

After the documents have been are refreshed the lightning bolt icon will be removed.
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Note also, that when you cut and paste document or extract profiles the links between
the parent document profiles and extract profiles get broken, but will be fixed when
users open the affected documents. Users may receive messages indicating that these
links have been broken and MasterFile is going to fix them. MasterFile will also fix
any broken links when refreshing extract profiles.

Note in the shaded section the extract has been
updated with the new document date of
14.Jun.2003
16.Press <Esc> to close the extract window.
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MasterFile's views
Conventional document management systems mimic filing cabinets and organize
your documents using a "file drawer, file folder, document" metaphor and store
every document for every case-file in one giant database, where each file-folder
represents one "case" or project.
Consequently these document management systems suffer from several problems:


Documents are organized by only one categorization hierarchy which means
you must typically perform a search and look the through the search results to
find documents.



These systems manage documents and not the information within them,
therefore you can't pull and organize extracts of key evidence from the
documents. Instead you're forced to remember what's important in each or
make notes and then remember that you did!



There’s no hierarchy of issues or research topics related to your case nor the
ability to tag relevant documents them, therefore you can't see everything
related to an issue at a glance. And what matters are issues.

Our research has shown that in 90% of situations, when people know the
document they are looking for, they are able to pinpoint it very quickly if the
document database was not organized by mimicking a "filing cabinet" but was
instead organized by date, by author, by recipient, by document type and by
issue/topic, and they are able to simply browse these categories rather than being
always required to do a search.
Therefore, in MasterFile, you won't find a "file cabinet" metaphor but instead
there are a set of views, which you rapidly browse to find your document -- in 2 or
3 clicks.
MasterFile's 75 views automatically keep evidence, authorities, research, work
product, document extracts and facts sorted and grouped for ready reference by
issue, by document type (which you define), by author, by relevance, etc. Simply
browsing the MasterFile database lets you quickly find what you need -- searching
becomes browsing. MasterFile does however also feature very comprehensive
search capabilities, including fuzzy searching, if you need. See the section "Full
text or content searching" below.
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For example, shown below is the "by Date" view. It displays all document profiles
in descending date order.

The view below is the "by From; To" view. It categorizes the documents by author
and then for each author, by recipients.
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Views are organized according to the profiles and information they display as
follows:


Documents, Research, Extracts
These views list all documents stored in the repository. Extract profiles are
also included, either grouped together with the source documents or separately
depending on the view.



Facts, Chronologies
These views organize fact profiles and the case chronology.



Everything
These views organize all documents, extracts, facts and players by issue/topic.



Evidence Cruncher



Near Duplicates
These views cluster similar documents and e-mail threads together.



Pleadings & Disclosures
These views let you review documents that have been disclosed or produced.



Things to do
These views list document, extract and fact profiles that require additional
work as set out in the "Things to do" section of their profiles, and include:




documents or extracts with evidence that needs to be added as facts,
documents, extracts and facts with outstanding questions that need to be
addressed, and
all profiles which have any other reminders or any reminder notes by
themselves.



Keywords
These views let you review all keywords in the database.



Miscellaneous
These views are used to manage MasterFile.
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Using views
Views are similar to e-mail folders, except you don't put documents in views.
Instead, views will search the database for a set of documents and display them
grouped and sorted in a specific way.


To display a particular view click on its grey button in the left menu panel.
These views are designated by [R+] in the documentation and help.



To open a profile or keyword list document, double click on its row. It will be
displayed in read mode (i.e. you will be unable to make changes to the
profile). To edit, double click anywhere in its window. You can also highlight
its row in the view and press <Ctrl e> to open the profile directly in edit mode.



To select several profiles listed in a view, click in the selection margin
between the menu panel and the view's list. Each time a document is selected
a check mark will appear. You can also select profiles by using the space bar.



If you need to find a particular row in a view which has a unique word or
phrase, you can search the view by choosing "Find/Replace" from the "Edit"
menu or pressing <Ctrl-f> The following dialogue box is displayed.

Enter the word or phrase to search for and click "Find Next" to search from
the currently selected row to the end of the view list, or "Find Previous" to
search backwards. The row where the word or phrase is found will be
highlighted. To continue searching, click "Find Next" or "Find Previous"
again.
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Some columns titles have one or two small black arrows to the right of their
title. Clicking on the caret sorts the view by that column's contents. Clicking
the caret again clears the sort and restores the view to its normal display, or, if
there are two arrows, sorts the column in the reverse order.



If you hold the Ctrl key down while switching views, the currently selected
document, extract or fact profile is automatically selected in the new view.
This short cut allows you to switch from view to view while automatically
keeping the same profile selected and immediately seeing the other profiles in
its category.



In some versions of Notes, views may appear with all categories expanded.
Press <Shift -> or click on the "Collapse All" button
to close them.



After you have made changes to a document, views may not always be
refreshed automatically and may display a button with a circular arrow, as
shown below, in the top left corner of the view pane indicating the view
should be refreshed.

Just click the button or press <F9> to refresh the view.
Sometimes, although very rarely, views will not update themselves even after
pressing the <F9> key and must be rebuilt. Do this by pressing <Shift-F9>, or
<Ctrl-Shift-F9> to rebuild all views. Note that rebuilding all views with
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<Ctrl-Shift-F9> can take some time, several minutes or more, on large
databases.

View Icons
As shown below, views display a variety of icons on each row to give you status
information about that profile. These icons indicate the following information:


Grey triangle arrow -- appears whenever there are extract profiles attached to
the document. This icon also appears on rows that represent categories in
views which organize documents into groups, such as by document type or
author. Clicking on the triangle, will expand that category as shown below.



Yellow torn page -- row is an extract rather than a document profile.



Face -- row is a player.
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Grey person -- row is a fact profile.



Red person waving their hand -- row is a fact with an impact assessment of
"The Smoking Gun", or a fact profile with a high relevance that may be for or
against you, a party, or a hypothesis.



Clock -- row is a fact with event dates set and the fact is part of the
chronology.



Red and blue arrows -- the document (and its extracts), an individual extract
or a fact profile has been deleted using [R+ Profile Maintenance/Delete /
Un-delete].
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Sleeping document (Zzz) -- the document (a near or exact duplicate of
another) and its extracts have been excluded from other document views by
using [R+ Profile Maintenance/Exclude / Un-exclude] to reduce clutter. These
documents still appear in the near-duplicate views.



Lightening bolt -- the document profile has been changed and its extract
profiles need to refreshed with the revised information.



Padlock -- indicates the document profile is locked because a user is editing it.
This icon will disappear once the person editing the document profile closes
it. To see who has locked the document, click on [R+
Administration/Database Fix-up Utilities] and choose "Force unlock and
check-in". For more information about locked documents see the section
"Document locking and replica or save conflicts" below.
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"Secret agent" -- the document is sensitive and has restrictions on who may
view it. Note that the document may or may not be internal to your
organization.



Red stop sign -- the document has been flagged as "Internal", "Privileged", or
"FOEO" (for our eyes only) and should not be released to the opposing side or
others.



Pencil & paper -- the document attached to the profile is a draft document
because the final version of the document is not yet available or is lost.
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When you open a document whose final version is not available or an extract,
from a such a document, the banner will display the following indicator to
alert you:



Document with a green check mark -- the recipient of a document has
acknowledged receiving it.



Document with a red cross indicates -- the recipient of a document has denied
receiving it.
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Document with the exclamation mark indicates -- the recipient of a document
first denied but then acknowledged receiving it.



Document with question mark -- it can not be verified if a document has been
received by the recipient as they have made no comment nor can this be
independently verified.
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The [L+ Miscellaneous/by Last edit date] view displays all icons in several
columns. You can sorted the view by clicking in the column title to bring all
profiles with a particular status or icon value together.
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MasterFile's views - detailed descriptions
We suggest you spend a few minutes familiarizing yourself with MasterFile's
different views as these are MasterFile's most valuable and efficient method to
find documents.
The view name indicates how document profiles are grouped and sorted. For
example in the "by From; To" view shown below, the documents are first grouped
by author, then for each author, grouped by recipient.

Some views provide further sorting within groups. In the example above, you can
see the documents are sorted by date. A red column title indicates that column is
being used to sort the documents within the group.
NOTE: Most document views display a column with the documents' Bates page
number range if the document has been produced and assigned Bates page
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numbers. If the document has been produced more than once and has several Bates
number ranges in the "Production history / Bates numbers" field, the last value is
displayed in the columns. Using the "Display 'Bates Range & Doc #' column in
views" option in [R+ Administration/Administrator Settings] you can remove this
column from most views.
The following tables provide a description of each of MasterFile's views.
NOTE: The currently displayed view's name is displayed in the Notes window
title area.
Document views
by Date

This is the main view and lists all document profiles in descending date order. Extract
profiles are displayed below the document profiles. This and the "by Last Edit Date" view
are the only views that display the lightning bolt and padlock icons explained above.
Besides sorting by date, five other columns allow sorting by their contents and these are
visible if you scroll the view horizontally.

by Doc Type
by Doc Type, From

These views group document profiles by document category and document type. Extract
profiles are displayed below the document profiles.

by Issue/Topic
by Issue/Topic, Doc Type
by Issue/Topic, From

These views group documents by relevant issues, topics or players linked to the
documents or extracts and then by further subgroups as indicated by the view names.
Since extract profiles may be linked to their own issues / topics / players they are not
collected together under their parent document profile, but instead, displayed
independently in their own rows.
There are two columns without titles. These display data according to the profile row. For
extract profiles, the extract identification number is displayed. For fact profiles, impact
assessment and relevance is displayed. For document profiles, the document's last
Bates number and whether the document is "ours" or "theirs" is displayed.

by From
by From, To
by To
by To, From

These views are very useful to see documents grouped by author and/or recipient.
Recipients who were copied documents (as a cc) are also included as recipients.
Extract profiles are displayed below the document profiles in all of these views.
The "by From" and "by To" views further group the documents by document type.
In all these views, clicking on the first caret, in the column headers row, will sort the
documents within each category by date.
If you have specified any organizations that individuals belong to, then these views will
also group all documents by organization in addition to the individual recipient so you
can see all documents sent to or received from an organization irrespective of the
individual within the organization.
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E-mails are also grouped by domain so you can see all e-mails to and from each
domain, irrespective of the address in the domain.
by Custodian, Doc Type

This view displays the documents grouped by their custodian and document type.
Extract profiles are displayed below the document profiles in all of these views.

By Whose document, Doc
Type

This view groups the documents by the "Whose document field" and doc-type to let you
see documents by privilege status, responsiveness, etc. Extract profiles are displayed
below the document profiles in all of these views.

Document Binder

This unique view displays all documents by type and also any of the "Binder Tab",
categories they have been linked to and thus simulates common case binders used to
organize the documents of smaller cases.

Legal Research views
research: by Date
research: by Type, From
research: by Issue

Choosing "research : by Date" lists all documents of type "Research" sorted by date. You
can further sort the research by jurisdiction or parties (if relevant), by clicking on the
view’s various column titles.
"research: by Type, From" lists the research documents by their document type (Case
lLaw, Statute, etc.) and then by their author.
To see all research categorized by issue or topic, choose "research: by Issue".
To switch between all these views, click on the first curved arrow in the column header of
each view.

Extract views
extracts: by Date
These views list only extract profiles so you can quickly locate all your key evidence.
extracts: by Doc Type, From
The "by Issue/Topic" view groups the extracts by linked issues, topics or players.
extracts: by Issue/Topic
extracts: by From, Doc Type
Fact views
by Relevance
by Impact Assessment
by Status/Type

These views rank facts requiring most attention at the top.
Clicking on the caret in the column header and toggles the sort within each section
grouping as follows:
For the "by Relevance" and "by Status" views, the caret switches the sort to "Impact
Assessment" within the existing section grouping.
For the "by Impact Assessment" view, the caret switches the sort to "Status" within the
existing section grouping.

by Issue/Topic

These view groups facts by linked issues, topics or players.

by Impacted Party /
Hypothesis

This view groups the facts by impacted party (player) or hypothesis and then by impact
assessment, so you're able to so see at a glance all facts relevant to a particular party
and their impact to that party. If you have several hypotheses or propositions under
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investigation, if each proposition has been made a "player" and facts assessed against
them, then this view will group the facts by proposition.
Chronology views
by Event Date
Tally by Month
by Issue/Topic, Event Date

These views display chronology events. Chronology events are facts which have the
"Fact (event) dates" field completed.
If a "±" is displayed, the dates are approximate; if a "?" is displayed then the dates are
unknown; otherwise the dates are exact.
The "Tally by month" view displays events grouped by month with the tally for each
month.
The "by Issue/Topic" view displays events by linked issues, topics or players.

Calendar format

This view displays chronology events in daily, biweekly or monthly diary formats. Simply
select a chronology fact (displayed with a clock icon) from any view and switch to the
Calendar format. The calendar is positioned at that event in monthly format.

Everything views
everything: by Issue/Topic

This view displays all document, extract and fact profiles, grouped first by issue or
subject index topic, then by profile type. In addition, it also shows players linked to issues
and topics as well as the issue itself under a heading "About this issue" so you can see
everything related to an issue at a glance.
The two columns, after the date column, and which have no column titles, display
different data for each profile depending on the type of profile displayed in the row. For
extract profiles, the extract identification number is displayed. For fact profiles, impact
assessment and relevance is displayed. For document profiles, the document's last
Bates number and whether the document is "ours" or "theirs" is displayed. For players,
their name and impact assessment is displayed. For issues the issue type and impact
assessment is displayed.

everything: by Issue/Topic
X-Tab

This view presents the issue cross-table. For more information about the issue
cross-table see "Appendix C - Keyword list set-up".

everything: by Issue/Topic,
Entered date

This view is the same as the "everything: by Issue/Topic" described above, however the
contents within each issue/topic category are sorted by the date the profile was added to
the database so you're able to quickly see new document, extract and fact profiles that
have been added to the database.
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Evidence Cruncher views
Evidence Cruncher Queue

Documents in a MasterFile database which have been queued for OCR/PDF crunching
appear in this view.
This view lists the size of each document and also provides a summary total for
reference. If you need to find the size of a set of documents you can create a folder
based on this view's design and simply drag the documents into it to create a summary
total for those documents.

Evidence Cruncher/docs: by Displays documents organized by the "OCR/PDF Crunch Status" so you can determine if
Crunch Status
any profiles need to be crunched, are missing OCR, missing documents, have OCR that
does not match text in the PDF, etc. Use [R+ Evidence Cruncher/Verify Crunch Status]
to analyze selected documents and determine their crunch status. If OCR/PDF
crunching a document fails, the view also displays the error message. Clicking on the
title of the "Error" column will sort the view to bring all documents with errors together.
Duplicate and near duplicate views
Everything as documents
Attachments with e-mails

Equivio NearDuplicate processing groups documents into EquiSets and e-mail threads
into E-mailSets. All documents in an EquiSet are either identical or similar to each other.
Both of these views show all documents and e-mails grouped by their EquiSet or
E-MailSet, the difference being where e-mail attachments are grouped.
In the "Everything as documents" view, attachments appear with all other documents
they may be similar to -- that is, they appear in the EquiSets.
In the "Attachments with e-mails view, attachments appear following the e-mail they were
attached to -- that is, they appear in the E-mailSets.

Duplicates by MD5 Hash

This view groups together documents which are exact duplicates of each other based on
the MD5 hash values computed by MasterFile.

Pleadings / Disclosures views
Briefcase's unproduced docs This view is only available in MasterFile briefcases, and lists all documents which have
not yet been produced either due to errors, or have not yet been selected for production.
The view is sorted in the order by which documents were added to the briefcase.
This view also lists the size of each document, and a summary total for reference.
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by Production History : Bates Each time a document is produced in a briefcase, this view displays a row for that
document/production set. Therefore, documents may appear in the view more than
once. The view is sorted by production set date, description, exhibit number and Bates
page number, if any, which are all displayed in the first column.
If you erase the production history for a particular document set all documents from that
set disappear from this view, unless they have been produced in other sets.
In MasterFile briefcases, the view displays the documents which have been produced. If
all documents have not been produced, the remainder are displayed in the "Briefcase's
unproduced docs". Once a document has been produced, it is not possible to delete the
document from the briefcase, or remove it from this view.
This view lists the size of each document, and also a summary total for reference.
by Hearing
by Hearing, Doc Type

These two views display pleadings and other documents that have been used in
hearings. Documents which have the field "Hearings document used in" completed
appear in this view.

by Disclosee, Doc Type
extracts: by Disclosee, Doc
Type
facts: by Disclosee

Documents, extracts or facts which have the "Disclosed to" profile field completed
appear in these views, grouped by the document's recipient and document type or fact's
relevance, respectively, so you can see at a glance what has been disclosed to whom.

Everything disclosed

This views displays everything that has been disclosed, either to an individual, an
organization or in a hearing.
All document, extract and fact profiles appear grouped by disclosee and profile type.
Additionally, documents disclosed in a hearing also appear in this view.

"Things to do" views
Views which list document, extract and fact profiles that require additional work set out in the "Things to do" section of
their profiles. These views include:





Documents or extracts with evidence that needs to be added as facts.
Documents, extracts and facts with questions that need to be addressed.
All profiles which have any other reminders or reminder notes.

Evidence to add to facts
by Doc Type
by Issue/Topic

All documents and extracts that have important evidence and have been flagged as
"To add to facts" appear in these views.

Outstanding questions views
facts with ?
extracts with ?
docs with ?

These views only display facts, extracts, or documents with questions in the "Raises
questions" field, even if a "Questions\..." reminder task has not been set.
As you review any document, extract or fact , if questions arise, simply type them in the
"Raises questions" field and set an appropriate "Questions\..." reminder task for the
player or players to whom the questions will be directed.
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These views list all facts, extracts or documents with outstanding questions, grouped by
all questions: by Player
all questions: by Issue/Topic player, if one has been assigned, or grouped by issue/topic.
Reminder views
by Priority, Task
by Priority, Player
by Player, Task
by Player, Priority
by Task, Player
by Task, Priority

by Issue/Topic, Task
by Priority, Task, Doc Type
by Doc Type, Task

Reminders tasks have three parts:
the task description,
the player to whom the task is for, and
the task priority.
These six Reminder views sort and group profiles in various ways using this information
so finding tasks for particular individuals, high priority tasks, tasks set for particular types
of documents etc., is fast and simple. Profiles which have reminder notes but have not
had a reminder task assigned to player also appear under the category "Unassigned
reminder notes"
Two columns in these views have no titles. They display data according to row - whether
it is a fact, extract, etc. For extracts, the extract identification number is displayed. For
facts, impact assessment and relevance is displayed. For documents, the document's
last Bates number and whether the document is "ours" or "theirs" is displayed.
These views group documents, extracts and facts with Reminder tasks in other ways that
are very useful.
Two columns in these views have no titles. They display data according to row - whether
it is a fact, extract, etc. For extracts, the extract identification number is displayed. For
facts, impact assessment and relevance is displayed. For documents, the document's
last Bates number and whether the document is "ours" or "theirs" is displayed.

Keyword views
all Keywords

This view displays all keywords grouped in their respective keyword lists. Keywords are
sorted alphabetically. To see sequence number ordered keyword lists displayed in
sequence number order, click on the black caret on the left of the "Keyword" column title.

doc types

This view displays the categorized list of document types.

players
players: by Issue/Topic

These views list all players and their roles in the case/investigation. If they were
identified as a member of an organization, that is listed as well.
The "players" view is sorted by player name, however it may also be sorted by
organization name or position by clicking on the respective column title.
The "players: by Issue/Topic" view displays players by linked issues or topics.

issues/topic

This view provides a categorized list of issue and subject index topic keywords. The view
is sorted by category; however you can sort it by impact assessment by clicking on the
column title.

issues: by Name
These views display issues sorted and grouped as described. Opening any issue lets
issues: by Impact Assessmt you review details about it as well as the documents, extracts, facts and players linked to
issues: by Type
the issue. Double click again on any item linked to the issue to open that item.
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Miscellaneous views
by Last edit date
by Entered date

The "by Last edit date" view provides the name of the last user to edit the profile. It is
very useful for:
 finding out what's new or updated,
 finding profiles you remember were added, deleted or updated recently but about
which you have forgotten other details, or
 finding documents that were recently Express Loaded.
The "by Entered date" view provides the date the profile was entered into MasterFile and
the user who created the profile and is useful for finding out what's new.
These are the only views in which:
 profiles deleted with the "Delete/Un-delete" function continue to be displayed. They
remain marked with the "Delete/Un-delete" icon.
 documents flagged with the "Exclude/Un-exclude" function continue to be
displayed. They remain marked with the "Exclude/Un-exclude" icon.
 display all the status icons described earlier.
In addition, these views show you the size of the document in KB and the amount of KB
truncated from the document and not replicated.
NOTE: The size value reflects the size of the document as stored in the database you
are using. If you are using a local replica stored on your notebook computer which has
been set to truncate profiles or file attachments to 40KB during replication, then the size
value will reflect the amount that has so far been replicated and stored on your
notebook. If the entire document has not been replicated, these views also show you the
number of KB not replicated.
NOTE: When you open a truncated profile, a purple "TRUNCATED" indicator will appear
in the banner to alert you.
NOTE: You may replicate the remainder of a truncated profile by selecting it in a view, or
opening it, and choosing "Retrieve entire document".

by Manager
by Reader

These two views display the profiles grouped by Managers or Readers specified in the
"Managers" and "Who Can Read" fields. This lets you quickly find profiles which have
restricted access and who has access to what profiles.

by Who's checked out what

This view lists all document and fact profiles that have been checked out, by user. In an
emergency, users with the "Administrators" role may force the unlock of a locked profile
by clicking on [R+ Administration/Database Fix-up Utilities] and choosing "Force unlock
and check-in".

Deletion Views
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deleted Documents
deleted Extracts
deleted Facts
deleted Keywords

These views show document profiles, extract profiles and keywords that have been
deleted using [R+ Profile Maintenance/Delete / Un-delete]. You may restore them by
selecting them and using the [R+ Profile Maintenance/Delete / Un-delete] again or at the
top of their forms when they are opened.

excluded Documents

This view shows unnecessary documents, such as duplicates or near-duplicates, that
have been removed from other views using [R+ Profile Maintenance/Exclude /
Un-exclude] to reduce clutter. Any document(s) can be selected and restored by using
[R+ Profile Maintenance/Exclude / Un-exclude] again.

Administration views
locked or conflicts: by User

This view shows all profiles that are locked by users or are replication conflicts. It can be
used to troubleshoot any problems with locked profiles, such as a one left locked
because the user's machine crashed. In an emergency, users with the "Administrators"
role may force the unlock of a locked profile by clicking on [R+ Administration/Database
Fix-up Utilities] and choosing "Force unlock and check-in".

doc-link lookup

This view is used by the "Insert doc-link" buttons used to create doc-links.

docs: by UNID and Doc #

Every document, extract, fact and keyword in a MasterFile database has a unique
Universal Identifier. It is displayed in the profile just below the red required information
fields. The UNID for a document remains the same across all replicas of a database.
Documents in a briefcase also have UNIDs, different from their source documents, but
again unique within all replicas of a briefcase. When documents are extracted for
processing by the Evidence Cruncher, dumped to disk, or viewed by using [R+
General/View documents] or the "Launch" button, the UNID of the document is
appended to the end of the filename. Also, when a document is produced, the
document's file name and UNID is stamped on the document image.
This view lists all documents sorted by UNID and allows you to locate the document
profile which corresponds to an extracted file.

docs: with attachments

This view shows documents with their attachments if any. Use <ctrl-f> and search for the
"attachments" to jump to each of those. If the parent doc-link in the 'Parent document'
field was manually changed, or a new database copy has been made using Notes' 'New
Copy' command, this view needs to be refreshed with the [R+ Administration/Database
Fix-up Utilities].

docs: by MD5 hash
compared

This view categorizes the documents into the following 4 groups based on a comparing
the MD5 hash computed by MasterFile and the MD5 hash supplied with the documents
were loaded:





No MasterFile MD5 hash computed (profiles may not contain an attached document)
No MD5 hash supplied (unable to compare with MasterFile's computed MD5 hash)
MD5 hash values match (supplied MD5 hash = MasterFile's computed MD5 hash)
MD5 hash values don't match (supplied MD5 hash <> MasterFile's computed MD5
hash)
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Reports and printing views



If you need printed reports of document, extract or fact profiles, or player lists,
keyword lists, etc., you simply need to print a view that matches your
requirements, such as the "by From; To" view printed below.

1. Choose "Print" from the "File" menu.

try it - printing a view

2. Choose "Selected view" in the "What to Print" section, as
shown below, to print the currently displayed view.

3. Click on the "Page set-up" tab and choose "Landscape"
orientation.
4. Click on "Preview..." to see a preview of printed view.
5. Click "Done" to close the preview window.

The following tips will help you get the most from MasterFile's view printing
capabilities.


Views are best printed in landscape mode as they are always quite wide.



Views print as they are displayed on the screen. If categories are expanded
they will be printed otherwise just the unexpanded title will print, as shown
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above. You can expand or collapse all categories in a view by choosing
"Expand All" or "Collapse All" from the "View" menu.


If you only want to print certain rows or category titles of a view, select just
those rows by clicking next to them in the selection margin.



Grab n Go Briefs, described on page 189, are the simplest and fastest way
to polished Word or PDF reports for your client, or other use. There is no
need to accurately configure dozens of nitty gritty details for each report in
advance -- simply grab (select) the information needed and add it to the
brief as you go.



Report folders, explained in the next section, let you create folders which
can be customized to display a view of fields of your choosing from
document or fact profiles, or player keywords. These folders can then be
used with Grab n Go Briefs to create reports of your custom view(s).
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Printing Digest Reports



If you require a more detailed report of a view, you can print a summary
"Digest Report" (shown below) of any number of selected document, extract or
fact profiles, or players in a view or folder.

1. Click on [L+ Everything/everything: by Issue/Topic].

try it - printing a Digest Report

2. Expand the "Factual Issues" section.
3. Expand the "Sky High Elevators knew parts were
defective".
4. Expand each of the "Documents", "Extracts" and "Facts"
sections.
5. Select the affidavit, an extract and the fact by clicking in
the selection margin next to each row. To print all
documents press <Ctrl A> to select every document.
6. To immediately print the digest report, using the current
page setup, click on [R+ Intake : Reporting : Send/Print
Digest Report].
OR
7. Choose "Print" from the "File" menu.
8. Click on the "Page Setup" tab.
9. Click on "Landscape" orientation.
10.Click on the "Documents Style" tab.
11.Select "Print continuously with no blank ..." in the "How to
print each document" section, as shown below.

Printing digest reports are useful for example when you need to prepare for a
deposition. They let you collect relevant extracts, facts, documents, etc.
together with your notes in preparation for further questioning. You can print
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each summary digest on a separate page, leaving room to write new notes or
comments.
NOTE: Digest reports must be printed in landscape paper orientation to fit on
the page.
If needed, you can also print the full profile.

12.Select "An alternat form" and choose the "Digest Report"
in the Format each document using" section as above.
13.Click on "Preview..." to see a preview of printed view.
14.Click "Done" to close the preview window.
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Folders
Besides views, you can create private and public folders in MasterFile to:






cherry pick hot facts, documents or extracts,
collect material, such as documents, extracts or facts which have raised questions,
in preparation for depositions, etc.,
share a set of evidentiary or work product documents with a colleague,
create chronologies of certain events,
make limited collections of documents or extracts in replica MasterFile databases
to share with co-counsel or third parties on a need to know basis.

Views automatically search the MasterFile database and display relevant document or
extract profiles. Folders only display profiles you specifically put there. Profiles in
folders are grouped, categorized and sorted like views and also remain in their
original views.
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Displaying folders



Folders you create are listed under [L+ Folders].

1. Click on [L+ Folders] then click on one of the
folders lists to display its contents.

try it - displaying your folders
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Creating folders



Folders look and feel very similar to views and when you create a folder you must
choose an existing MasterFile view on which to base the folder's design. The folder
then sorts and categorizes its contents to mimic the view's organizational structure.

1. Choose "Folder..." from the "Create" menu. The
following dialogue box is displayed.

try it - creating a folder

For example, if you need to create a chronology from certain but not all chronology
events, you can make a folder that is based on the chronology view design. Similarly
you can create folders to group profiles categorized by relevant issues, topics or
players document type, author, etc.
By default, new folders are modelled on the "everything: by Profile Type" view.
Folders you create are private and can only be viewed by yourself. If you require a
public folder that will be used by many users, it must be created by a MasterFile
"Administrator" as a "Shared Folder".
Lotus Notes has many tools and features which will help you get the most from
MasterFile when working with private and shared folders. For example, you can
create sub-folders or group folders into categories, as shown below. Once you are
familiar with the basics of using MasterFile folders, as explained in this section, we
suggest you review Notes' help file to learn more about Notes' folder tools.

To select the view on which to base the folder's
design, click on "Advanced...", then "Copy From"
and select a view to copy.
2. Type the folder name "My Folder".
Notice that "- Private Folders -" is selected under
"Select a location for the new folder".
If you have already created some folders and want
to create a sub-folder under an existing one, simply
choose that instead of "- Private Folders -". "Private Folders - " places the new folder at the top
level.
Alternatively, if you wish to categorize your folders,
then enter the category name followed by a
backslash and then the folder name. For example,
"Critical\Affidavits" and "Critical\Judgements".
3. Click "Ok".
4. Click on [L+ Folders].
Notice the folder "My Folder" under the views.
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Adding profiles to folders



To add documents, once you have created a folder, do one of the following:

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].




display the folders and then from any view just drag the profiles you wish to add
to the folder over the folder name, or
open the profile in read mode, or preview it, and click on the add to folder button
.

try it - drag and drop profiles to a folder

2. Click on [L+ Folders] to display your folders.
3. Select two document profiles by clicking in the
selection margin next to each profile's row.
A check mark will appear next to each row
selected.

Removing profiles from folders

4. Drag and drop the selected rows to [L+ Folders\My
Folder]

To remove profiles from a folder, open the profile in read mode, or preview it, and
click on the remove from folder button.
.

5. Click on [L+ Folders\My Folder] to see the two
profiles that were added.

Do not use the delete key as this will flag the profiles to be permanently deleted from
the database not just the folder.



try it - adding an open profile to a folder

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].
2. Open any profile.
3. Click on the click on the
Folder", and click "Add".

button, select "My

4. Close the profile.
5. Click on [L+ Folders\My Folder].
The folder now shows three profiles.
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Report Folders
Report folders let you create folders which can be customized to display fields of your
choosing from document or fact profiles, or player keywords.
These folders can then be used with Grab n Go Briefs to create reports of your
customized column views. For more sophisticated manipulation, they can also be
easily copied and pasted into Excel.
To create new Report Folders or revise existing ones:


Click on [R+ Intake : Reporting : Send/Customized Report Folders]. The
following dialog is displayed, listing any existing Report Folders.



To create a new Report Folder, enter its name in the "Report Folder name" field
and select the columns to display from the pop up list available in the "Folder
columns" field. New Report Folders appear in [L+ Folders] under "w. Report
Folders".
Field names for document and fact profiles, as well as player keywords, are listed.
If you are unsure of a field name, it is also provided in the pop-up help for each
field on the profiles. To reorder the columns after defining a folder, simply open
it and drag and drop the column titles in the order you wish.
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You can add fields from different profiles; however, note that columns of the
folder will appear blank on rows where a field is not present in the corresponding
profile to that row.
You can sort the folder’s contents by designating which column to sort it by.
More sophisticated sorting can be easily performed by selecting the required
rows, copying them using "Copy selected as table" on the “Edit” menu, then
pasting them into Excel more sophisticated sorting or other manipulation.


To revise a Report Folder, select it from the list of existing folders. Its current
details will be displayed for you to revise as necessary. Click "OK" to update your
changes. If you select another folder to revise, your changes will be lost.



To use a Report Folder, display them under [L+ Folders] and drag and drop
profiles from MasterFile’s various views into it.
You can then use Grab n Go Briefs as described on page 189, to create polished
reports from the report folders' contents.
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OCR, deposition and electronic transcript text
Scanned images of documents are necessary when you need to print a
copy of the original document for evidence. However, for many types of
documents such as affidavits, depositions or electronic transcripts, being
able to search their content is vital, especially if there are hundreds of
pages of testimony.
To convert scanned images into text you process the images through
OCR (optical character recognition) software. See "Appendix A Document imaging, scanning and storage" for more information about
these scanners and scanning and creating OCR text.
OCR and transcript text is placed at the end of a document profile in the
section "OCR/Transcript/Full text of Document".
MasterFile provides several formats to insert OCR and transcript text
into a profile:
i.

Without line or page numbering by cutting and pasting the text from
the OCR file into the Full Text field.

ii. With or without line and/or page numbering with the "Insert
OCR/Transcript" button.
iii. With or without line and/or page numbering while Express Loading
document batches. Please see the "Express Load" section below for
details about using Express Load.



try it - inserting a transcript file with line numbering

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date]
2. Scroll down to the 3.Mar.2003 Expert Report by Rob Lee and
open it.
3. Double click in the profile window to switch to edit mode.
4. Open the "OCR/Transcript/Full Text of Document" section.
5. Click on the "Insert OCR/Transcript" button.
The following dialogue box appears:

iv. If the file attached to a profile is in PDF format and an OCR file is
not provided, the text can be extracted using "Insert OCR/Transcript"
in the OCR field. Similarly, PDF files loaded by the Watch Folder
Monitor or by Express Load will have their text extracted. The PDF
text extracted will be paginated and loaded with page and line
numbers, as per the PDF file.
v. Extract text preserving table formatting for specific pages (or page
ranges) from a PDF attached to the profile instead of normal text
extraction in reading order.
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6. Click on the "Select file" button and choose the file
"2003.03.03.01 - Robert Lee report.OCR" from the "Tutorial"
subdirectory where you originally downloaded MasterFile.
7. Enter "30" in the "Pagination style" field to indicate every 30
lines, a new page begins and line numbers should restart at 1.
8. Click "OK".
The OCR file is loaded and the profile saved.
9. Expand the "OCR/Transcript/Full Text of Document" section
again to see the OCR text.
Notice the page and line numbers inserted at the beginning of
each line.
10.Leave the profile open in edit mode.
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Tools for managing OCR and transcript text of large documents
Many documents, such as deposition transcripts or contracts, are often dozens if not
hundreds of pages in length. Usually only small extracts are important. Explained
below are the many tools MasterFile provides to help you manage the text of such
large documents so that important sections, and your notes about them, are not lost or
forgotten.


Extracts
Extracts are one of MasterFile's most powerful features for breaking down large
documents. Creating an extract from a piece of OCR text is as simple as
highlighting the text and clicking on the "Make Extract" button at the top of the
profile form.
Once you've made an extract you can create doc-links that refer to it in other
document profiles, fact profiles, and even within deposition text itself (as shown
in the screen shot below). These doc-links can either be in the same or other
profiles, for example to refer back to contradictory statements you've uncovered.
Doc-links to extracts, like any other doc-link, can be e-mailed to other team
members.
Extracts can be assigned reminder tasks, linked to issues, players or topics. All
notes and thoughts about the extract you enter in the profile will be full text
indexed so even if you can't remember which extract you want, search for the few
words you remember and you'll find it again.
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In-line comments and notes with doc-links to other profiles, such as exhibits.
As an alternative to creating an extract for your notes, you can type them in line in
the text itself. To enter comments, simply click on the Permanent Pen button
,
and begin typing. Your notes are automatically inserted in red as shown below:



try it - entering comments into OCR text

1. If you did not leave the profile open in edit mode
from the previous "try it" tutorial, double click in the
profile window to enter edit mode, and re-expand
the "OCR/Transcript/Full Text of Document"
section.
2. Click at the end of line 1.13 in the
"OCR/Transcript/Full Text of Document" section.
3. Press enter 3 times.
4. Press the <Up arrow> key once.
5. Click on the Permanent Pen button

.

6. Type some text or comments.
Notice the text is bold red so it stands out clearly
from the OCR text.
7. Press enter and type some more text.
8. Repeat this a few times so you have a few lines of
text.
9. Select the comments you entered.
10.Click on the various text formatting buttons in the
button bar to see how you are able to format your
comments to suit your needs.



Highlighting
Text can also be highlighted by selecting it and changing the colour or font of the
text.
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Sections
Often large sections of a document such as a deposition
transcript are not relevant and would be best left hidden until
needed. You can paint a block of text and collapse it into a
section with your own title, just like sections of profiles
themselves.
To create a section, select the text and choose "Section" from
the "Create" menu. To see the text, expand the section by
clicking on the small grey triangle next to the section title.





try it - creating a section to hide unimportant transcript text

1. Click at the beginning of line 1.18 so the cursor is in front of the
numbers.
2. Scroll down until the whole of page 3 is displayed on the screen.
3. While holding the Shift key down, click the mouse at the end of line
3.11 to select all the text between line 1.19 and 3.11.
4. From the "Create" menu choose "Section".
Your screen should appear as follows:

Full text index searching
As with all other information in MasterFile, all your comments
and notes, either entered in an extract profile, or in between
the OCR text, are full text indexed and can be found by
searching for the few words or phrase that you remember.

5. From the "Section" menu choose "Section Properties".
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6. Click on the first tab of the property window and type "Stuff that's not
important" and click on the check mark as shown below

7. Click on the section title to expand the section and show the text within
it and again to collapse the section.
8. Press <Esc> to close the profile and answer "No" when asked if you
wish to save the profile.
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Full text or content searching
Besides browsing for profiles using the various views, you can
search for profiles by their contents using MasterFile's exceptional
full text and content searching capabilities.
For example, you can locate profiles by searching for your
comments. Similarly you can find scanned documents by searching
their OCR text. If several documents are found, they will be
ranked by relevance.
The full text engine is extremely quick and very easy to use,
whether you're searching a few or hundreds of thousands of
documents. It has many advanced features listed below.



try it - creating a full text index

When you create a new MasterFile database, a full text index is created
automatically. However the instructions below explain to how to create a
full text index yourself.
1. Click on [R+ General/Update full-text index].
2. Answer "Yes", if you are asked if you would like to create an index
now. If you are not asked, the database was already indexed, and it
will merely be updated.
If the database was not indexed, the "Create Full-Text Index" dialog
box will be displayed.
3. Complete the full text options as below.

To use full text searching, a full text index for the database must
be created. The index will be created automatically when you
create a new MasterFile database, or, when you open a database
for the first time as a local database (i.e. not connecting to a
server), if the index did not exist.
On a Notes/Domino server, the MasterFile index is kept up to date
for you automatically. On a stand-alone or single user version, you
need to periodically update the MasterFile index yourself with a
few mouse clicks.

For full details regarding these options, please see your Lotus Notes
documentation.
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If your database is on a server, choose the frequency with which the
server should update the index. We recommend hourly as a
reasonable choice. However, if you require, you may force a manual
update of the index at any time by again clicking on [R+
General/Update full-text index].
4. Click OK to create the full text index.
The full text index will be created and you will be advised when it is
complete in the status bar at the bottom of the Notes window.
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Searching with the full text index
Searching is done using the full text search bar show below in its fully expanded mode.

The full text search bar is where you enter words or phrases to search for.
NOTE: Only profiles displayed in the current view will be searched; therefore, if the
current view does not contain all the document, extract or fact profiles, then the full
database will not be searched.
To search, simply type the word or words you are looking for and click on the
"Search" button. If you need to search for a phrase, enclose it within double quotation
marks. Profiles which meet the search criteria will be displayed ranked according to
their relevance.



try it - searching the full database

1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].
2. From the "View" menu, choose "Search this view"
to display the collapsed full text search bar shown
below.

3. Click on "More" on the right hand edge to expand
the search bar and display additional options.
4. Type "metallurgy" in the "Search for" field and click
on the "Search" button.
Three documents are displayed in order of
relevance, with the more relevant documents listed
first.
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In addition to just typing a word or phrase, MasterFile features many advanced search
methods, including:


Searching for content of one or more fields in a profile form by simply filling out
the relevant fields in the form as shown below.

The grey shaded bar in the selection margin
indicates the document's relevance.
5. Open the letter of 6.May.2003.
Notice the word metallurgy in the "Summary" field
in the "Required information" section is highlighted.
6. Press <Esc> to close the profile.
7. Click on the "Clear Results" button to redisplay the
view without searching.
8. Select the word "metallurgy" in the "Search for"
field and delete it.
9. Click on "Fill out example form...".
A dialogue box will appear with a blank Document
Profile form displayed.
10.Size the window so you can see the full width of
the document profile form.
11.Click on the "Set document type" button and
choose "Communications\Letter" from the pop up
keyword list.
12.In the "Whose document" field, click on "Ours".
13.Click "Add"
Notice the "Search for" field now states "matches
example form".
14.Click on "Search" to search the view for letter
documents sent by your organization.
Six documents found and are displayed in the view.
15.From the "View" menu, choose "Search this view"
to remove the full text search bar.
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Word variants. This option finds words with the base word + certain suffixes. For
example, a search for "swim" will also find "swims", "swimming", "swimmer",
and even "swimmed". It will not find the variation "swam", however, because the
base word has changed, or "swimmet", or "swimsed" because the suffixes are not
acceptable with that word.



Fuzzy search. This option finds documents that have matches similar to your
search. For example:
Sample query

Finds

user requirement

user group requirement
user has a requirement
California (correct spelling)
communicate, communicating, communi-cation
Paloalto (incorrect spelling)

Califorrnia (incorrect spelling)
communication
Palo Alto (correct spelling)



Logical operators such as "AND", "OR" or "NOT" so you can search for "dogs
AND NOT cats".



Proximity operators such as "PARAGRAPH" or "SENTENCE" so you can search
for words with a sentence or paragraph



Wild card operators such as "?" and "*" so you can search for partial words.



Numerical operators: "=", "<", ">", "<=" and ">=".



Other operators including "CONTAINS", "FIELD", "TERMWEIGHT",
"EXACTCASE" and parentheses "( )" to specify a particular field, the importance
of a word in the search, to match the case of the word, or specify the precedence
of the search. For example:
(FIELD Projectname CONTAINS top secret OR FIELD Title CONTAINS tuna)
AND (Field body CONTAINS cat OR Field revdate > 01/01/2004)

Please refer to Notes help for full details on full text searching.
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Updating the full text index
As you edit your document and extract profiles, the full text index needs to be
updated. If your MasterFile database is on a Notes/Domino server, the server will
update the index every hour or every day depending on the update interval specified
when the index was created. However, if you have a stand-alone single user version of
MasterFile, you will need to periodically update MasterFile's full text index manually.



try it - updating the full text index

1. Click on [R+ General/Update full-text index].

Alternatively, you can ...

2. Choose "Search this view" from the "View" menu.
The full text search bar will appear.
3. Click on the "More" button at the right hand side to
reveal the expanded search bar.

4. Click on the "Update Index" button.
Regardless of which method you use, MasterFile
will update the full text index and advise you when it
is complete in the status bar at the bottom of the
window.
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Browsing and exploring vs searching
Often in litigation, investigations and research you can feel there is
an important underlying relationship but you can't put your finger
on it. Since you don't know what you are looking for you can't do a
regular database search.
In such situations you'll know what you're looking for when you
see it and so you need to be able to browse and explore
information and relationships. Browsing lets you quickly review
information you might not have thought to examine or would have
missed in search. Exploring, on the other hand, is for when you
need to follow relationships and your thoughts, while keeping
intermediate results available from which to explore alternate
paths.
However, the synergy and effortless freedom to fluidly move
between browsing, exploring and searching, needs to be
experienced to fully appreciate. This section explains MasterFile's
"Explore" tool and then takes you through a small
exploration/browsing session to let you experience this synergy.

Browsing
One of MasterFile's key strengths is that although database
searching is possible, information is always visible and readily
available for review or perusal by simply browsing.
Some of MasterFile's browsing tools include, for example:


Views that constantly keep documents, extracts and facts
sorted, categorized and organized in critical ways so you can
instantly find documents by type, author or recipient, or find
facts by relevance or impact assessment, without any work at
all.



Key evidence in extracts constantly visible and accessible:
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next to the source documents in all views,
from within source documents in an "embedded view" -- a
live extract list,
in their own views sorted by document type, relevant
issue/topic/players, etc.

You can instantly locate an extract within its source document
so you can review it in context.


The Summary Browser which lets you scan views of players,
documents, extracts, facts, chronology events, research
documents and authorities, pleadings, or everything quickly
from anywhere in MasterFile. You can even switch among
various views by clicking in column titles that have a small
arrow.



Many views allow you to you temporarily reorganize them by
resorting their contents. For example on the player view,
clicking on the "Organization" column sorts the view by
organization and groups all players from the same organization
together.



The "everything: by Issue/Topic" lets you quickly see all
documents, extracts and facts linked to an issue, topic or
player.
Although you can search by full content for any information in
MasterFile, linking to issues and topics has several advantages
over content searching:


Searching for critical material is not always reliable as
searches often return many dozen or hundreds of hits, all
of which must be reviewed again for relevance.



If you don't use the correct search terms, or if others
search with different terms, many items may be missing
from the results.



If you've uncovered half a dozen or more important pieces
of evidence on a topic, and have several dozen topics or
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issues under investigation, you will most likely forget
many of the items and so critical evidence, although
present in the database, is for all practical purposes "lost".

Exploring



When you need to explore or dig through relationships, MasterFile
offers many tools to help you explore various relationships. For
example:

Although somewhat lengthy, in this "try it" tutorial will use some of
MasterFile's browsing and exploring tools to let you experience the
freedom they give you to follow your thoughts.



The Calendar
Whenever you are examining a chronology event, you can
view the event in context to other events in various calendar
formats. Simply click on [L+ Chronologies/Calendar Format]
or from an open fact profile click on the "Go to Calendar"
button

The Explore button -- explained below.



View switching
If you select a document, extract or fact profile, you switch
views and leave the cursor positioned at the same profile by
either clicking on view column title with a small arrow or
holding the <Ctrl> key down when you click on another view
on the menu panel.
For example:



1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].
2. Click on the preview button

to open the preview pane.

3. Drag the pane divider bar so the preview pane occupies half the
screen.

at the top of the profile form.





try it - browsing and exploring

You are positioned at an expert report in the [L+
Documents/by Date] view and you want to see all Expert
Reports. By holding the <Ctrl> key down and clicking on
[L+ Documents/by Doc Type], the view switches. The
cursor stays at the same report within all other "Expert
reports".
You then want to see what else has been sent by the
report's author. Holding down the <Ctrl> key again and
clicking on [L+ Documents/by by From], switches the

We will start with a report of 21.Feb.2002 provided by the opposing side.
1. Select the 21.Feb.2002 report from Janice Braken with the description
"FAKE REPORT - Brakes safety test".
The report's profile should appear in the preview pane.
Notice the yellow "AMENDED" indicator in the profile header. This
means this document has an amendment in the database.
2. Click on "Additional Information" to open the section.
Notice the yellow doc-link icon to the amendment, as well as other
information, in the "Amendments" field.
3. Click on the doc-link button.
The document profile for the amendment is displayed.
4. Click on the "Explore"

button at the top of the profile form.

A pop window that will appear (which you can make larger if needed)
with the following options:



"Wherever this profile is referenced with a doc-link".
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"Everything linked to ... Factual Issues\Sky High Elevators knew
part were defective"

view to a list of all documents sent by the report's author
grouped by document type.



You then want to see all the documents from that author
sorted by date and no longer grouped by document type. In
this view, there is a caret at the beginning on the row of
column titles. Simply click on it. This will keep the
documents grouped by author in the "by From" view but
sort them by date only.

The first option will do a full text search for a descriptor as explained in
the section "The 'Explore' Button" at left, the second will take you to the
issue keyword listed and show you other documents, extracts or facts
linked to the issue.
Note: Incomplete topics can not be "Explored"; instead use a "by
Topic/Issue" view to see all profiles linked to an "incomplete topic" that
was completed with a specific value.
5. Double click on "Everything linked to ... Factual Issues\Sky High
Elevators knew .....".

The "Explore" button
With the "Explore" button, at the top of document, extract and fact
profiles and player forms you can:




Review relevant issues, topics and players linked to the profile
to see the other profiles linked to the same issues, topics or
players. These profiles can then be opened to follow new
links.
Determine if any name in information you are reviewing is a
player by selecting it first. If they are a player, you can
"Explore" their role and the key profiles linked to them.
You can then "Explore" again from the player form to full text
search their name and any aliases to find everything where
they are mentioned.
If the person is not a player, you are able to directly full text
search their selected name to see where else they are
mentioned.



Select any word or phrase and immediately do a full text
search on the whole database for all occurrences of it.



Locate all profiles which have doc-link references to the
current profile.

The keyword form for the issue is opened with an "embedded view"
listing all documents, extracts and facts linked to this issue.
6. Double click on the extract for 15.Jun.2003, 0001.07 for Steven
Doherty about the amount of defective parts manufactured to open it.
For demonstration purposes the extract is just Latin text whereas in
reality it would contain evidence from a deposition, for example.
7. Click on the "Go to Document" button at the top of the profile, to locate
this extract within its source document so it can read in context with
other statements.
The parent profile is opened and the first line of the extract hi-lighted.
Notice the list of other extracts from this document summarized in the
embedded view on the right side of the profile form.
8. In the embedded view, double click on the row for the extract of
0005.12 in which Doherty states he doesn't know when the meeting to
put the faulty parts into production was held but perhaps it was while
he was on vacation.
9. Click on the "Explore" button and double click on "Wherever this
extract is referenced with a doc-link" to search all facts and other
references that have used this extract as evidence.
The database is searched with descriptor that identifies the extract and
the results displayed in the "g. Everything\Explore results" folder.
10.Expand the "Facts -- by relevance" section.
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When you click on the "Explore" button, at the top of the profile
and player forms, a pop window that will appear with some or all
of the following options:






"Wherever this profile is referenced with a doc-link" for a
profile or "Wherever this player is mentioned" for a player
form.
"Everything with this phrase:" followed by the phrase if you
had selected some text before clicking on "Explore". If the
selected text is a player, the text will be treated as though the
player was linked to the profile.
a list of issues, topics and players the profile or player has
been linked to. Note: Incomplete topics can not be "Explored";
instead use a "by Topic/Issue" view to see all profiles linked to
an "incomplete topic" that was completed with a specific
value.

Simply double click on an option, or select it and click "Ok".
Please note the following tips when using the "Explore" button.


For issue/topics or players linked to the profile, the keyword
form the selected link will be displayed with an "embedded"
view displaying other documents, extracts and facts linked to
it.
You can double click on any row in the view to open the row's
profile. In some versions of Notes the view may become blank
after exploring a chain of links. If this happens, click in the
view and press <F9> to refresh the display.



If you selected a player, you can click "Explore" again to do a
full text search to find all documents, extracts or facts that
mention the player, by their name or any aliases.



If you choose "Wherever this profile is referenced with a
doc-link", a full text search is made for doc-links to the current
profile.

11.Expand the "Medium" section.
One fact is listed setting out when Doherty was on vacation. The clock
icon indicates the fact has dates associated with it and has been
recorded as a chronology event.
12.Select the fact so it appears in the preview pane.
Notice, as expected, in the "Sources / Argument / Counter-argument"
section the doc-link to the extract 0005.12 as the source for the
evidence for the fact.
Also notice the "CHRONO" indicator appears because the fact has
event dates associated set and is part of the chronology.
13.Click on the "Go to Calendar" button

at the top of

the profile form.
The monthly calendar view is displayed with the cursor on 18.Apr.2002
-- the first day of the vacation. The event has a start and end date and
is repeated on all days between the two. The event repeats daily until
27.May.2002.
Notice on 2.May.2002 there is another event which was the meeting
that Doherty suspected was held while he was away.
14.Move your mouse over the meeting event on 2.May.2002 and a wait a
second. A pop-up will appear with the full event description.
15.Double click the meeting event to open it.
Jeff Landendburg claims the meeting never took place.
16.To find out who Jeff Landenburg is, open the Summary Browser by
clicking on its button

at the top of the profile form.

17.After reviewing the list of players, close the browser.
Debbie Varney is mentioned in the first doc-link. Let's examine to find
out not just who she is but also if there are any documents, extracts or
profiles linked to her:
18.Hi-light "Debbie Varney" by painting it with your mouse.
19.Click on the "Explore" button at the top of the profile.
Notice the entry:
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The full-text search results from the "Explore" button are put
in the folder "g. Everything\Explore results" which will be
displayed with the results of the search. You can reopen this
folder by clicking on [L+ Folders].

"Everything linked to ... Players\Debbie Varney"

The text searched for is a descriptor that identifies the profile
or player.

"Everything with the phrase ... Debbie Varney"

Descriptors for document profiles, will find all doc-links to the
document profile and any of its extracts. To locate just
doc-links to the document profile, prefix the descriptor in the
search bar with "Document -- " (the word "Document", space,
dash, dash, space).
For players, if there are any alias names provided in the "Also
known as" field, they will be included in the descriptor.
The descriptor will also be placed on the clipboard if you need
to examine it or paste into a the full text search bar to search
the results folder itself so the text results are hi-lighted.
Or, you can enter the descriptor to search specific views or
fields. For example, if you search using the "Fill out example
form..." full text search option, and paste the descriptor in a
field, you can find if a document, extract or fact has been
referenced in that specific field.
Similarly if you can use this technique to find out in which
documents another was an attached to by searching for the
descriptor in the "Attachments" profile field.

This tells you she has been identified as a player and selecting it will
take you to her keyword form. If her name was not already in the
player list, the entry would have said:

and selecting it would have done a full text search on her name.
20.Double click on "Everything linked to ... Players\Debbie Varney".
Her keyword form is opened. Notice there aren't any documents,
extracts and facts linked directly to her.
So let's see where her name appears in the database:
21.Click on the "Explore" button again.
22.Select "Wherever this player is mentioned (including aliases).
The database is searched for her name and several documents,
extracts and facts are returned.
23.Expand the "Documents" section.
Several documents types listed.
24.Expand the "Meeting minutes" section.
Meets of a meeting on 2.May.2002 are displayed and Debbie Varney
was listed as an attendee.
25.Expand the "Memo" section.
A draft copy of a memo she wrote to Jeff Landenburg is listed.
26.To see other documents that she is the author of, select the memo.
27.Click on [L+ Documents/by by From] while holding the <Ctrl> Key.
The view is opened, the section with documents authored by her
expanded to list them grouped by document type. The memo selected.
Since there seem to be just a few documents, lets see them all as one
list in descending date order and not categorized by document type.
28.Click on the first caret symbol in the views column header row so it
turns black.
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The view has been resorted and categorized so the documents are
listed in descending date order.
We see Debbie Varney has one other document: a deposition with
some extracts.
Let's examine the documents.
29.Select both documents (not the extracts) by clicking in the selection
margin so a check mark appears on their rows.
30.Click on [R+ General/View documents] to open the images of both
documents.
31.Close the images.
32.Notice the tabs at above the view with all the various documents,
extracts, players and facts visited in this exploration.
You can close them or return to any to review other information and
begin a new branch of exploration.
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Sharing profiles or documents via e-mail
MasterFile was designed to allow teams of people working on a common project or
case/investigation file to collaborate their efforts as well as share the document
database. Often documents or facts will require discussion or review by several
people, or perhaps team members simply need to be advised that a new document,
such as newly arrived mail, has been added to the database.
The most efficient and secure way to share documents and facts stored in MasterFile
is to e-mail doc-links to the profiles, rather than document images themselves.
Sending doc-links avoids creating multiple copies of the image files, which can be
very large, and also allows all team members to access or edit other profile
information if needed. Furthermore, MasterFile's security will prevent unauthorized
users from accessing the documents if they receive an e-mail by mistake.
You can also insert doc-links in to-do tasks in your Notes or Outlook calendars, to
remind you about filing deadlines, etc. When the reminder triggers, clicking on the
doc-link takes you straight to the relevant document.
Before sending doc-links by e-mail, configure MasterFile for the type of e-mail
system you are using in [R+ Administration/User Settings].
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The last three doc-link functions below, at the top of all profile forms, create a "to do
reminder", "calendar event" or "e-mail" respectively, in your Notes or Outlook mail
box.



try it - forwarding one profile by e-mail

Proceed with this "try it" only if your computer is set up
to use Notes e-mail.
1. Click on [L+ Documents/by Date].
2. Open any profile.
3. Click on the doc-link functions button

and

choose "doc-link to new e-mail".

A doc-link to the profile is included in the e-mail, event or reminder created, as
shown in the Notes e-mail below.
"Attach document to new e-mail" also attaches the document to the e-mail. The first
document in the profile is attached, i.e. the same one displayed by the launch button
or [R+ General/View documents].

A new e-mail memo is created pre-filled with a
doc-link to the profile and some information about
the document.
4. Complete the e-mail along with your message and
recipients.
5. Click "Send".

Notes users can simply click on the yellow doc-link icon. For Outlook users, the
doc-link is also created in the form of a "Doc-link file" -- this is a regular file
attachment that works just like a doc-link. When you "open" the attachment you are
taken directly to the associated profile.
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Notes: When Outlook users create an e-mail, etc., the doc-link file described is
attached as shown above; however, it is attached at the end of the e-mail. In addition,
a Notes URL, explained below, replaces the yellow doc-link icon.
If you are using a mail system other than Notes or Outlook, these buttons put the mail
message and doc-link on the clipboard for you to paste into your software as
explained below in "E-mailing doc-links from other e-mail software".
You can also share a collection of profiles all at once by selecting them in a view and
then clicking on one of the [R+ Doc-link Functions] shown below. [R+ Doc-link
Functions/Attach docs to new e-mail] will also attach the document itself to the
e-mail.



try it - forwarding several profiles by e-mail

1. Continue with this "try it" only if your computer is set
up to use Notes e-mail.
2. From any view select several profiles by clicking in
the selection margin.
3. Click on [R+ Doc-link Functions/Doc-links to new
e-mail].
A new e-mail memo is created pre-filled with a
doc-links to the selected profiles and some
information about each document.
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Below is an e-mail with doc-links to an extract, document and fact. Doc-link files in
Outlook e-mail messages are placed at the end of the e-mail message, after the all the
descriptions.
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E-mailing doc-links from other e-mail software



The "click and paste" method lets users of e-mail systems other than Notes or Outlook
e-mail doc-links. It's virtually identical to the Notes or Outlook integration explained
above, except that:

1. From any view select several profiles by clicking in
the selection margin.



Instead of creating a new e-mail with the doc-links pre-inserted, doc-links are
placed on the clipboard and formatted with as a Notes URL instead of a Notes
yellow doc-link icon. You must manually create your e-mail message and paste
the clipboard contents into it.
Notes URLs are similar to the "http://" web URLs you're familiar with, but start
with "notes://" instead. The recipient has an extra step to perform to use a Notes
URL.



try it - e-mailing doc-links with other e-mail
software by "click and paste"

2. Click on [R+ Doc-link Functions/Doc-links to new
e-mail].
Instead of creating a new e-mail, the doc-links are
placed on the clip board and are formatted as
shown earlier, however the standard Notes yellow
doc-link icon is replaced with a Notes URL.
3. Create a new e-mail message in your e-mail
software.

Notes doc-link (NDL) files for the selected profile or profiles are created in the
MasterFile temporary directory and these must be attached manually to your
e-mail message, just like any other file attachment. NDL files work like doc-links
-- just double click and the associated profile is opened in Notes.
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4. Place the cursor in the body of the message and
choose "Paste" from the "Edit" menu to insert the
doc-links into the message, as shown below,
5. together with instructions for the recipient on using
a Notes URL doc-link.

To use the doc-link, simply triple-click on it to select
it, copy and paste it into the Notes address bar
located at the top of the window, and press enter.
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MasterFile tips
Below are tips we feel you will find useful and make your use of MasterFile more
efficient and enjoyable. More are available in our e-newsletter, "Just The Facts",
on our website.

Working with views


Using <Ctrl e> from a view will open a profile directly into edit mode.



In views, <Shift+> and <Shift-> will expand or collapse all sections. Use the
<*> key on the numeric keypad to expand one category and all sub-categories
under it.



In views, you can drag and drop a column title to change the column order.
Sorting is unaffected by changing the column order.
The
button at the top of profile forms also opens the Summary Browser.
This window lets you browse profiles to check something quickly.



If you need to create a table from the data in the rows of a view, select the
rows and section titles needed in the selection margin, and choose "Edit/Copy
Selected as Table". The contents of the selected rows will be copied to the
clipboard and can be pasted into your word processing program, such as
Word, as a table.



Some column titles have a little curved arrow in them like the three shown
below:

Clicking the caret replaces the current view with the view named in the title as
if the current view was sorted by that column. The currently selected row
remains selected in the new view. You may hear a beep when the view
appears. This is normal and just indicates the selected profile could not be
found in the new view (for example when you have a document selected and
switch to a player or fact view).
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These arrows also let you switch views to find the documents, extracts or facts
you're looking for when using the Summary Browser, when inserting doc-links
or when using the "Add to Existing Fact" button.
The arrow buttons are organized as follows to help you remember which
buttons switch you to which views:





Buttons switch to other views that display the same type of profiles; that
is, buttons on document views switch to other views that display
documents. Similarly buttons on facts, chronology, extracts, players and
legal research views switch to other views that display the same
information.



If the arrow is next to a title, such as "Doc Type", "Date", "Impact
Assessment", "Relevance", etc. the button will switch to the
corresponding view of that name.



In all document views, the first button (which appears without a title)
switches to the [L+ Everything/everything: by Issue/Topic] view. The
second button switches to the [L+ Legal Research/research: by
Issue/Topic] view.



In the fact, extract, chronology, legal research views, the first button
switches to the respective "fact, extract, chronology, or legal research by
Issue/Topic" view. And from those by Issue/Topic views, the first button
switches the view to [L+ Everything/everything: by Issue/Topic].



In [L+ Everything/everything: by Issue/Topic] or [L+
Everything/everything: by Issue/Topic X-Tab], the first button switches
between them.



Within the fact, extract, chronology, legal research views the second
button switches to another view. For example, in the fact views, the
second button switches to the [L+ Chronologies/by Event Date] view.

You can click on a column heading with a caret or double caret to sort by that
column. However, this new sort order is lost when you exit Notes or change
views. To retain column sorting, from the menu bar, click on
"File/Preferences/User Preferences", choose "User Preferences", then
"Additional Options" and turn on "Retain View column sorting".
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Holding the Ctrl key down while switching views, opens the new view at the
currently selected row.



If you are unsure what view is currently displayed, check the Notes window
title. The name of the current view is displayed in there.



If you have re-sized columns or rearranged the columns of a view and want to
reset the view back to its standard appearance:


Display the view and choose "Customize This View..." from the "View"
menu bar at the top of the window.



Click "Show all" to turn on the check box, if it is visible, and answer
"Yes".



Click "Defaults", "Yes" and finally, "Ok".



To open profiles or views in separate windows (not just as tabs in the main
Notes window), right click over a view row, a doc-link icon or over a window
tab and choose "Open In New Window".



To open and browse several different views into the same database
simultaneously, click on [R+ General/Open database again].

Working with profiles


Document profiles list their extracts in a special view called the Extract
Summary embedded in the document profile to the right of the section "OCR /
Transcript/ Full Text of Document". You can double click on any row in the
Extract Summary to open it.



Clicking the "Go to Document" button at the top of the profile form positions
you at the extract's location the transcript or full text source if an extract was
made from text in the source document profile's "OCR / Transcript/ Full Text
of Document" section.

The first line of the extract is positioned in the centre of the window so you
can read it in context.
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If there isn't any text in the source document's "OCR / Transcript/ Full Text of
Document" section (you had manually typed the extract text) then the source
document's image file is automatically launched for you instead.


When you're looking at a chronology event the "CHRONO" indicator, shown
below appears in the profile header.

And you can use the "Go to Calendar" button:

to switch to the monthly calendar view at the event's date to see other events
within the same month.
If you use CaseSoft's TimeMap, you can use the "Add to TimeMap" button:

to create facts boxes in your TimeMap visuals from facts in your event
chronology. By default, the fact description, relevance and impact assessment
are entered into the TimeMap fact box. Alternatively, you can select the text
to add to the fact box before clicking on "Add to TimeMap".
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The fact boxes created in TimeMap are linked to MasterFile, so clicking on a
TimeMap fact box's "Linked files indicator", as shown below, will open the
associated fact profile in MasterFile.

To add several facts to TimeMap, select them in a view and click on [R+
Intake : Reporting : Send/Add facts to TimeMap].
(NOTE: In some versions of Notes you can not select the entire contents of a
field as it is not recognized -- instead select a word less than the entire field
and enter the missing word in TimeMap).
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If document has been amended, in the "Amendments" shaded field in the
"Related Documents" section of the profile, insert a doc-link to the profile
containing the amended version. When you next , open the original document
profile, the indicator shown below will appear and remind you the document
has been amended.



Double clicking the preview pane will open the profile in a new window, in
edit mode, as if you had opened it from a view and then double clicked in the
profile window to edit.



The icon at the right hand side of the banner at the top of the document,
extract and fact profile forms will change to indicate what kind of profile is
open.



When editing a fact profile, clicking on the fact icon to the right of the header
bar, near the top of the profile form, closes all sections and positions the
cursor at the end of the "Sources / Argument / Counter-argument" section.
This is useful to go right to new doc-links after adding them to a fact.



You can link documents, extracts and facts to issues, players and topics using
the "Link to ..." buttons, shown below, in the "Links" section of each profile:

We suggest you use the "Link to players" button only to link key profiles
related to a player. This lets you quickly find key profiles by browsing the "by
Issue/Topic" views and expanding the "Players" category, or by reviewing the
player's profile.
For all other profiles related to a player or players, you are always able to
locate them by doing a full text search on their name and/or alias using the
"Explore" button as it is more than likely the player's name will be mentioned
in a document if it relates to them.
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Searching


After doing a full text search, if you have a profile open in the preview pane,
or open in its own window, you can use <Ctrl+> and <Ctrl-> to move to the
next or previous highlighted instance of the words found.



The "search in document" button
can be used in preview mode to quickly
"drill down" a transcript and find text within it. For example, if you notice the
name "John Smith", simply hi-light it in the profile text and click on the
"search in document" button. You may continue to scroll and work with the
profile while the search dialogue box is displayed. The hi-lighted text is also
copied to the clipboard for use elsewhere if you need.



If you need to find profiles you have created, you can either:


use the [L+ Miscellaneous/by Entered date] view and click on the
"Entered by" column to sort all the profiles by their creator, or



use the full text search with the "Fill out example form..." to find either
document, extract or fact profiles by entering your name in the "by"
portion of "MasterFile entry date" field.

Doc-link tips


To create a doc-link to the current profile you are viewing or editing, click on
the doc-link functions button
and choose "Put doc-link on clipboard"
from the drop down menu. The doc-link and its descriptive text are placed on
the clipboard for you to paste into any shaded field of any other profile.
You can also place a "Notes URL" for the form on the clipboard using the
"Put Notes URL on clipboard":
notes:///88256E9B006750FE/00000000000000000000000000000000/37058B
D52BA36D3A88256E290008A236
For more information about Notes URLs, see the section "E-mailing doc-links
from other e-mail software" in Sharing profiles or documents via e-mail" of
"Learning MasterFile" above.
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Doc-link URLs and doc-link NDL files let you link to or reference
information within MasterFile from other applications. Both are created from
the by choosing the appropriate function from the doc-link functions button.

When an NDL file is double clicked or “opened” it opens the profile it
references like a regular doc-link.
Other applications allow you to reference information using URLs. Simply
paste the Notes URL into your application. Notes URLs function like Internet
URLs except they open a MasterFile profile.
If you need NDL files or Notes URLs for multiple profiles, use the "Doc-links
as clipboard URLs" or Doc-links as NDL files" buttons from [R+ Doc-link
Functions].





You can create a doc-link to a player. For example, a player may have
provided some information and you want to link him or her as a source.


While editing the profile, click on the "Insert doc-link" button as usual.



When the view appears, click on the arrow in the "To" column header to
display the "documents by "From, To", and then the third arrow displayed
to see the to "Players" view.



Select one or more players and click "OK".

Doc-links created by the "Insert doc-link" button:
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are added at the top of the field above a short dashed line. To create doc-links
in any shaded field at the location of the cursor use "Insert doc-link" or "Insert
external doc-link"
Rather than inserting the doc-link at the top of the field, these functions insert
doc-links in-line with your text on a new line at the cursor.


Note that using any of the following profile buttons or functions causes the
contents of the clipboard to be replaced with selected text and/or doc-links and
their descriptions:

Similarly the following buttons at [R+ Doc-link Functions], replace the
contents of the clipboard:
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Review and Revision Tools - Global Replace, Global Add/Remove, Power
Assisted Review, Issue/Topic Folders
Often you will need to revise the information stored in a set of document profiles.
For example, you may need to:


replace a value with a new one in selected profiles -- such as the "Locations of
originals" field,



add or remove values from fields that allow multiple values -- for example to
add or remove topics, issues or reminder tasks,



revise the summary descriptions for selected profiles -- for example to correct
errors or missing field values after a batch load or CSV file load.

To complete such bulk revisions quickly and easily, MasterFile provides the
following maintenance utilities:


[R+ Review and Revision Tools/Global Replace]
Use "Global Replace" to replace field values in a batch of selected of
document profiles with new values. Note only users with the "Administrator"
role can use "Global Replace".


Select the document profiles revise.



Click on [R+ Review and Revision Tools/Global Replace] to display the
"Global Replace" profile.



Enter the new value in each field that you want set a new value. You can
only set new values, not clear existing ones.



Click "OK".
The corresponding fields in the selected profiles are set to the new values.



[R+ Review and Revision Tools/Global Add / Remove]
Use "Global Add/Remove" to add or remove values from those profile fields
that allow multiple values, such as linking to additional issues or reminders,
adding or removing disclosees, or adding or removing users from profile
security. Unlike the other maintenance tools, "Global Add/Remove" can be
used with document, extract and fact profiles. Note only users with the
"Administrator" role may use "Global Add/Remove".
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Select the document, extract or fact profiles, or players, to which you wish
to add or unlink more issues, topics, etc.



Click on [R+ Review and Revision Tools/Global Add / Remove].
A form appears with the fields which allow multiple values.



Click on "Add" or "Remove" at the top.



Complete the form with the new values to add or remove from the profiles
you selected.



Click "OK".
The chosen topics, players, etc. will be added to the selected document,
extract and fact profiles.



[R+ Review and Revision Tools/Power Assisted Review]
Use "Power Assisted Review" to rapidly revise selected document profiles
without having to open and close them one by one. Power Assisted Review is
especially useful for rapidly correcting errors or missing field values in
profiles created by Express Load's Batch Load or CSV File Load modes.


Select the document profiles you wish to revise.



Click on [R+ Review and Revision Tools/Power Assisted Review] to
display the "Power Assisted Review" profile.



The fields of the first profile are displayed. You can:





Revise the contents of any field.



Skip the current document and move to the next -- any changes made
to the profile values are ignored and the profile is not updated.



View the attached document itself -- only attached and not embedded
documents can be viewed.

Click "OK" to update the profile and advance to the next profile. If you
turn on the "Automatically view document" the next document will be
displayed automatically for you to review.
The corresponding fields in the selected profiles are assigned the new
values.
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To stop "Power Assisted Review", click "Cancel".

NOTE: The order in which documents are processed may not match the order
in which they appear in the view where they were selected.


[R+ Issue/Topic Folders]
"Issue/Topic Folders" are folders that are named to match your issues and
topics. You simply drag and drop profiles into them and the respective
issues/topics are assigned with a single click. For details on how to use
Issue/Topic folders, see the section "Issue/Topic Folders" on page 182.

Important information about the maintenance tools:


Documents revised with the maintenance tools need to be "refreshed" with the
Extract Refresher agent. If needed, click on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Extract
Refresher] to run the Extract refresher agent immediately.



Only non-shaded profile fields may be updated with the maintenance tools.
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Express Load
MasterFile's unique and innovative Express Load tool will make short work of
bulk loading existing work-product, scanned evidentiary documents, transcripts,
e-discovery files, authorities or any other kind of document in its native format.
When used with MasterFile's Evidence Cruncher, documents can also be loaded in
PDF format (or both native and PDF formats simultaneously) with or without
OCR text from document images.
Express Load processes document files by directory automatically creating a
document profile and loading document files for each file found. Alternatively, if
you have been provided an aggregate PDF of several hundred documents, Express
Load can split it into individual PDF documents and load them.
To speed loading, whether loading native files, images, PDFs or splitting
aggregate PDFs, simply set defaults for profile fields, where appropriate, and the
remaining fields are completed according to the Express Load mode you've
chosen.
Express Load has three modes for loading small, medium and large document
batches, depending how you want MasterFile to complete any remaining profile
fields that are required but for which you did not pre-set any defaults.


Power Assist Mode
In Power Assist mode, you manually complete the remaining required fields as
each document is processed. This mode is useful when adding small batches
of new documents on a regular basis, such newly arrived mail which is
scanned each day, for example.



Batch Load Mode
Batch File mode is useful to load documents quickly without filling out all
required profile information. For required fields not set with specific values,
MasterFile uses internal standard values. The summary field is filled with the
file's path and name so you can identify documents until those are completed.
Profiles missing required field values appear in the "by Issue/Topic" views
where they can be selected and corrected using [R+ Review and Revision
Tools/Power Assisted Review] or [R+ Review and Revision Tools/Global
Replace].
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Batch File mode is also useful to load documents which can be sorted in
batches thereby allowing default field values to be set before loading. For
example, grouping documents first by case file ID, then as correspondence and
finally as "from John Smith" enables you to specify default values for many
required fields. To load the files you simply specify how many files to load.
Any remaining required profile fields will be filled automatically by
MasterFile with standard internal values and the profiles created without any
further assistance from you.
MasterFile sets each profile's summary description with the original file path
and name, so you can locate it easily, until the profile's fields are completed.
You'll find this technique useful in loading existing work-product stored on
your servers or workstations.


CSV File Load Mode
In CSV mode, profile field values are provided in a CSV (comma separated
value) file. MasterFile loads as many files from the directory as you specify.
Although CSV mode is designed for large batches of documents with full
profile information, it can be used when required profile fields are missing. As
with Batch Load mode, standard internal values are used for required profile
fields without values. Profiles missing required field values appear in the "by
Issue/Topic" views where they can be selected and missing field values
quickly completed using [R+ Review and Revision Tools/Power Assisted
Review] or [R+ Review and Revision Tools/Global Replace]
Please refer to the "CSV Import and Export" document for CSV file format
details and instructions.

During Express Load, a CSV log of the documents loaded is created. Each line of
the CSV log contains the unique MasterFile document ID (the UNID) for each
document. At the end of processing, the CSV log is itself loaded into MasterFile
in its own profile, and can later be used to reload or update profile data of the
documents loaded. See the 'Using "Revised profile data" to reload profile data'
section in the CSV Import and Export document for more details.
You can also use Express Load to load just profile data. This will let you very
quickly catalogue and profile your documents with certain information such as
From/To, Issues, etc. without initially attaching the actual images or electronic
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files. You can therefore easily organize and explore evidence, facts, people, and
issues to develop your case, the strategy and your arguments. Key documents and
evidence can be attached to profiles later.
Express Load is designed to load scanned documents or any other type of
document batch, such as Microsoft Word or Excel files, into MasterFile. We
suggest you load manageable batches of 1,000 - 2,000 documents at a go.
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Express Load settings
The Express Load settings shown below control its operation and are configured in [R+
Administration/User Settings].



try it - configuring Express Load
defaults

1. Click on [R+ Administration/User Settings].
2. Enter the files types (extensions) such as
DOC, XLS, to embed in the "File types
(extensions) to embed" field.
3. Click the "Set default directory" button.
4. From the Windows file selection box, locate
where you originally downloaded MasterFile
and change to the subdirectory:
Express Load\Power Assist.
5. Choose any file and click "Select".
6. Click in the "OCR/transcription pagination
style" field.
7. Type "30".
8. Click on "No" in the "Delete files after
loading?" field.

Express Load configuration settings are (you can override these while running Express
Load):


File types (extensions) to embed
Each document file in MasterFile is either embedded or attached (see the section above,
"Document Management - Saving your work-product and evidentiary document files in
the repository " in "Working with profiles", for more information).
Most files such as scanned evidence files in TIF, PDF or other native e-discovery
formats should always be attached. Work product files that will be updated or undergo
revision such as correspondence, pleadings, and other word processing documents,
should be embedded.
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This option sets whether Express Load and the Watch Folder Monitor attach or embed,
by default, a particular file type in new document profiles they create.
List the file types (extensions) which should be embedded such as: DOC, DOCX, WP,
WPD, LWP, etc. This sets whether Express Load and the Watch Folder Monitor should
attach or embed a file in a new document profile by default. Note that you should only
list extensions for documents created by applications that support Windows OLE
embedding. Documents created by applications, such as TimeMap®, which do not
support OLE can still be embedded using a special drag and drop method. See the
tutorial "try it - using drag and drop to embed a file to a profile" in the section
"Manually attaching or embedding individual document files into profiles".
Note that embedding a file can take considerably longer than attaching because
embedding is handled by the application that creates the embedded object. We
recommend that you keep the application running while using Express Load. For
example if you are embedding Microsoft Word files, start Word before using Express
Load.


What you can load
a. "Documents & profile data" -- The default choice.
b. "Profile data only" -- Create document profiles only without loading documents.
Use this to quickly catalogue your document inventory so you're able to reference
them or extracts as needed in facts, etc. Key documents can always be attached to
profiles later.
c. "Revised profile data" -- Use this to load revised or additional profile data such as
new information, corrections, Equivio NearDuplicate analysis, Bates numbers, etc.
d. "Revised documents & profile data" -- This option lets you reload documents
dumped from MasterFile for processing with external utilities (such as for bulk
redaction) or document files for profiles created with option (b) above.
Options (c) and (d) need a CSV file with the revised information. MasterFile will
attempt to match each line of the CSV to the corresponding profile. Please refer to the
"CSV Import and Export" document for details.
NOTE: Options (c) and (d) replace existing profile data. A blank value in the CSV file
erases the corresponding field's value in the existing document profile. If a field is
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absent from the CSV (i.e. the column is absent), its value is not altered in the existing
profile. See the "CSV Import and Export" document for full details. Appending new
Bates numbers to existing values, rather than replacing them, is also explained there.
NOTE: Option (d) will replace the contents of the "Scanned document image or
application file" field at the top of the profile (all documents -- native and PDF -- will be
deleted and replaced) or, if reloading redacted documents, the contents of the "Redacted
or alternate image for Evidence Cruncher" field will be replaced.


Default directory
Express Load processes files by directory. You can set a default directory with this
setting. You can override it from within Express Load if needed.



OCR/Transcript pagination style
Express Load can add page and line numbers to OCR or transcript files if you require.
Options are:





no line numbering,
sequential line numbering for the whole file without pagination,
take the page and line numbers from the transcript file, which must be formatted as
described below, or
set a page length and let Express Load start line numbering from 1 on each page.

If the file to be loaded is in PDF format and a matching OCR file is not found, the text
will be automatically extracted from the PDF, paginated and loaded with page and line
numbers.


Delete files after loading
As it profiles and saves each file, Express Load can delete the file from its original
directory. This lets you resume with the next file if you have to interrupt Express Load
or stop the process midway.



Create OCR profiles
Normally Express Load creates a document profile for every file found in the current
directory but skips making profiles for OCR files.
When a profile is created for a document file, a search is made for a matching OCR file
and if one is found, Express Load places its contents into the OCR field of the profile. If
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none is found, and the file to be loaded is in PDF format, the text will be automatically
extracted from the PDF.
In some instances the OCR file is the document file itself, such as electronic transcripts
from a court reporter. To create and load these into their own profiles, set this option to
"Yes". Express Load will then attach the OCR file in the "Document" shaded field and
also load its content in the OCR field.


Match and attach PDFs with source document file
Normally, this option is set to "No" and Express Load creates a new document profile
for every file found in the current directory and new profiles for PDF files.
If you have matching PDF versions of the native format documents you are loading, then
set this option to "Yes" to attach the PDF files to the same profile as their source files.
That is, only PDF files for which source files exist will be processed and will be
attached to their corresponding source file's profile. Other PDF files will be skipped.
The PDF file will be attached first making it immediately available for [R+
General/View documents] or the "Launch" button, MasterFile briefcases and further
Evidence Cruncher processing.



Extract Attachments
By default Express Load stores attachments for documents loaded in the "Attachments"
field. If you wish to change this default action to extract document attachments and store
them in their own profiles instead, select "Yes" for the "Extract attachments" option in
Express Load. Doc-links to the attachments will be created in the attachment field of the
source document. Similarly, a reverse doc-link will be created from the attachment to
the source document.
Profile fields for the attachments will match the source document. We suggest you use
Power Assist Revision to revise the attachment profiles as needed and then use
'Extract/Refresh attachments' from the Action menu to refresh the doc-link descriptions
with the revised information.
NOTE: The value set here is used by the E-mail Loader as well as Express Load.
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try it - understanding Express Load modes

1. Click on [R+ Document and E-mail Loading/Express Load]. The Express Load window shown
below appears:
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The "Settings" section controls Express Load's operation. Set the mode in the orange area.
The grey/blue area expands depending on the mode you select.



If you wish to extract document attachments and store them in their own profiles, select
"Yes" for "Extract attachments." You may also extract the attachments later, or extract
attachments of already loaded e-mails, by clicking on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Attachment
processing].
When attachments are extracted, doc-links between the attachment and the source
document will be created automatically. Since profile information regarding the attachment is
unknown, attachment profiles will be filled with the same information as the source
document. We suggest you then select and revise the attachment profiles using Power
Assisted Review. Once this has been done, you can update the doc-link descriptions in the
source documents by selecting the documents in a view and using [R+ Profile
Maintenance/Attachment processing]. This will update the doc-link descriptions in the source
documents.
NOTE: Note that the contents of the "Attachments" field will be replaced when
"Extract/Refresh attachments" function runs and updates the attachment names, so we
suggest use "Extract/Refresh attachments" and update the attachment doc-links before
editing or adding any other information to the "Attachments" profile field.



The green area shows current file details. The red panel contains the required fields for a
document profile and the white section below it (not shown in the above screen shot)
contains the remainder of the document profile's fields.

2. Collapse the "Settings" section.
Once set, Express Load settings can be hidden away. This lets you see more of profile details in
the window.
3. Re-expand the "Settings" section.
4. Click on "Batch Load".
The grey/blue area reveals an additional setting: "How many files to load" where you specify the
number of files to process. You can resume processing files one by one or Batch Load another
set with different profile settings, if necessary, and so on.
5. Click on "CSV File Load"
The grey/blue area is expanded further to reveal:




the "CSV file" field where you enter the CSV file name,
an area where errors during the CSV loading will be reported, and
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a collapsed section "CSV field Mapping" -- MasterFile's unique interactive CSV field
mapping tool which helps resolve CSV problems.

6. Click on "Power Assist".
7. Examine the grey/blue area.
Note that Express Load settings for OCR pagination and deleting files displayed are defaults.
These were set in the previous tutorial: "try it - configuring Express Load". Override the options if
necessary for the session as needed.
8. Examine the green area.
The current file name is displayed which you can open and view or skip. You are informed if an
OCR version is found. If the "Match and attach PDFs with source document file" option is being
used, you will also be informed if a PDF file was found. The current document is either attached
or embedded in the profile depending on the default setting for the file type, as set by you earlier
during configuration. You can also override the default and provide a new list of file types to
embed for the current invocation of Express Load.
Note: Although embedded files are displayed as icons in the profile, they will expand in-line,
unless you do the following before you double click or launch the file for viewing or editing:



Right click on the icon, choose "Object Properties...", and select "Icon" from the "Display As"
drop down list. This retains the icon representation in the profile.

9. Required profile fields are in red and the remainder are in white. Defaults may be set using the
"Show defaults" and "Set defaults" buttons as explained in the next exercise.



try it - using Power Assist mode

1. Click on [R+ Document and E-mail Loading/Express Load].
Express Load initializes itself to commence loading the first file found in the default Express
Load directory, however before loading, we'll set default values for some of the required fields to
reduce the work needed to load each document.
2. Click on "Show Defaults" to clear the profile area so you can set and save some defaults.
Since none have been saved yet, this will display a blank profile.
Note: We suggest you always show the current defaults first, before setting new ones to ensure
fields filled from the current file are not saved as defaults.
3. Set the following fields with defaults for Express Load:
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Document type:
Whose document:
From:
To:
Locations of originals:

Communications\Letter
Ours
Alfred_Jones\James John & Campey
Jim_Lipton\Lipton & Associates
AJ--2003--96

4. Click on "Set Defaults" to save these values.
5. Choose "Evidence" for the "Load documents as evidence or work product" option. This forces all
document files to be attached and does not embed file types (extensions) specified.
6. Click "Select current directory" and pick a file in the following subdirectory where you
downloaded MasterFile:
\Tutorial\Express Load\Power Assist\

and select a file to set the directory.
7. Click on the "Settings" title to collapse the section.
The Express Load window will already have the default values set as below:
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Notice in the green area:



"Current file" is set to the first file in the directory.



The file will be embedded or attached depending on your earlier Express Load default
setting for its type.



If an OCR exists, "Yes" is flagged.

In the red area:



"Document date" is automatically set to the date of the document prefixed to its file name.



"Original locations and/or file name" also contains the document's path and file name.
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8. NOTE: To return to the first file in the directory again, click in "Current Directory" field and then
click elsewhere in the window.
9. Click on "View current file".
10.Close the imaging application.
11.Enter the following in the "Summary" field:
First test of Express Load.
You may change any of the document profile fields that have default values or fill any blank
profile fields as needed.
12.Click "OK".
A new document profile will be created, the current file is attached to it, if an OCR file was found,
its contents will be inserted into the profile, and then, Express Load advances to the next file in
the directory.
The OCR file will be numbered according to the line numbering options displayed.
13.Notice the date was automatically filled from the file name, and no OCR file was exists for this
document.
To skip the current file and continue with the next file in the current directory, click on " Skip
current file".
14.Enter the following in the "Summary" field and click "OK"
Second test of Express Load.
Again a new document profile is created and Express Load advances to the next file in the
directory.
Express Load ends when there are no more files left in the directory.
15.Continue loading the remaining files from the directory, or click "Cancel" (or press <Esc>) to
stop Express Load.
16.Click on [L+ Documents/by Date] , and press <F9> to refresh the view.
Scroll to the top of the view - you'll see the document profiles created by Express Load.
17.Open the letter of 21.Aug.2003 with the summary description "First test of Express Load".
18.Open the "OCR/Transcript/Full Text of Document" section. Notice the OCR text was
automatically inserted from the OCR file by Express Load.
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19.Please note that documents loaded with Express Load into a MasterFile database stored on a
Domino server need to be "refreshed" with the Extract Refresher agent. If needed, you can run
the agent immediately by clicking on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Extract Refresher].



try it - using Batch Load mode

1. Click on [R+ Document and E-mail Loading/Express Load].
Express Load initializes itself to commence loading the first file found in the default Express
Load directory, however before loading, we'll set default values for some of the required fields to
reduce the work needed to load each document.
2. Click on "Batch Load".
3. Click on "Show Defaults" to clear the profile area so you can set and save some defaults.
Since none have been saved yet, this will display a blank profile. We suggest you always show
the current defaults first, before setting new ones.
4. Set the following fields with defaults for Express Load:
Document type:
Communications\Letter
Whose document:
Ours
From:
Alfred_Jones\James John & Campey
To:
Jim_Lipton\Lipton & Associates
Locations of originals: AJ--2003--96
5. Click on "Set Defaults" to save these values.
6. Choose "Evidence" for the "Load documents as evidence or work product" option. This forces all
document files to be attached and does not embed file types (extensions) specified.
7. Click on "Select current directory" and pick a file in the following subdirectory where you
downloaded MasterFile:
\Tutorial\Express Load\Batch Load \Letters\from - Alfred Jones

Notice the green area is updated with details about the first file in the directory.
8. Click in "How many files" and type 10.
Note although there are only 3 files in the directory, entering a large number ensures the
directory is completely processed.
9. Click "OK".
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Express Load starts processing the directory, creating a profile for each file and attaching the file
to it. Since we did not provide a default value for the "Summary" field, Express Load provides a
standard value, which includes the path and file name of the attached file. In addition when
required fields are given standard values, those profiles are collected under the issue/topic
"Miscellaneous\Batch Load Error". These profiles are listed in the [L+ Documents/by
Issue/Topic] view from where they can be selected and quickly corrected with [R+ Review and
Revision Tools/Power Assisted Review] and [R+ Review and Revision Tools/Global Replace].
10.Click "OK" when Express Load advises you there are no more files left in the directory.
11.Click "Cancel" to close the Express Load window.
12.Click on L+ Documents/by Issue/Topic].
13.Expand the "Miscellaneous" section and then the "Batch Load Error" section to see the
documents that you batch loaded.
14.Please note that documents loaded with Express Load into a MasterFile database stored on a
Domino server need to be "refreshed" with the Extract Refresher agent. This should happen
automatically, but if not, click on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Extract Refresher] to run the agent
immediately.



try it - using CSV File Load mode

1. Click on "R+ Document and E-mail Loading/Express Load].
2. Click on "CSV File Load".
3. Choose "Evidence" for the "Load documents as evidence or work product" option. This forces all
document files to be attached and does not embed file types (extensions) specified.
4. Click on "Select CSV" file and select the "tutorial with mapping.csv" file in the following
subdirectory where you downloaded MasterFile:
\Tutorial\Express Load\CSV Load
5. Expand the "CSV Field Mapping" section.
In the table, the right column shows each data item from the first line of the CSV file. The left
column shows the MasterFile field in which that data item will be stored. Notice the second data
item has the file name.
6. Collapse the "Settings" section.
7. Examine the red and white areas to see the data items as they will appear in the document
profile.
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8. Expand the "Settings" section again.
9. Click on "Skip current file" in pink field mapping table.
Express Load loads up the data items from the next line of the CSV file. If necessary, you can
step through several lines to be sure the file has been correctly formatted.
Please refer to the MasterFile "Import and Export CSV Format Guide" for detailed instructions on
properly formatting the CSV file.
NOTE: If there are any mapping mistakes, simply edit the CSV file in Excel or in a text editor
such as NotePad and correct the mapping. The mapping is the first line of the CSV file where
the MasterFile field names appear in the order the data items appear in subsequent lines of the
CSV file. Once you have corrected the mapping, save the file and then re-select the CSV file
again in Express Load, as above.
10.Click in "How many files" and type 99.
NOTE: CSV loading commences from the currently displayed file. To reset Express Load to the
start of the CSV file, re-select the CSV file. Entering a large number ensures the all remaining
file entries in the CSV will be completely processed.
11.Click "OK"
Express Load starts processing the CSV file. It creates a profile for each document file and
completes the profile with data from the CSV file. The CSV file and the document files must be
in the same directory. Any errors encountered (such as missing files) will be reported in the
"CSV Load errors" area.
Unlike Batch Load, if any required fields are missing in the CSV file, or do not have values,
Express Load will not load those documents and will report them as errors. To ensure accuracy,
with CSV Load, dates found in file names or Express Load defaults are overriden with values, if
any, found in the CSV file.

12.Click "OK" when Express Load advises you there are no more files left in the directory.
Notice the CSV Load Errors reports two files were not found.
13.Click "Cancel" to close the Express Load window.
14.Click on [L+ Miscellaneous/by Last edit date] and scroll the view to the top.
Notice the two files loaded by CSV appear at the top.
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15.Please note that documents loaded with Express Load into a MasterFile database stored on a
Domino server need to be "refreshed" with the Extract Refresher agent. If needed, click on [R+
Profile Maintenance/Extract Refresher] to run the agent immediately.
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Batch Load - preparing the document batches
If you intend to pre-sort your documents for Batch Load, we suggest the following
tips.
The following examples refer to the screen shots below from the subdirectory
"Batch Load" in the "\Tutorial\Express Load" subdirectory where you downloaded
MasterFile.

In general, because Express Load processes files by directory, creating directories
with batches of similar documents is most efficient because you can then pre-set
defaults for many profile fields - especially required fields. In particular:
1. Documents from the same paper case/investigation file should be all stored in
one directory.
2. Within that directory, additional sub-directories should be created to store
documents of the same type (such as letters).
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3. Examine which other profile fields you wish to complete with Express Load
and examine the document files in the sub-directories to see if they can be
divided into further batches and allow additional fields to be set with defaults.
For example if you have a large batch of correspondence from one individual
to another, they can all be batched into one sub-directory so that the "From"
and "To" fields can be filled as defaults, as in the sub-directory "from - Alfred
Jones" shown in the screen shot above.
4. If you are going to have more than one user using Express Load to process
files in a single directory, divide the documents in the directory further, by
user name, to avoid duplicate documents in the database.
5. The remaining documents should be stored in the directory that will allow the
most defaults for those documents.
In addition to the above, we suggest the following naming conventions for
document files:
$

Prepend the document date to the file name to allow Express load to
automatically compete the "Document date" profile field. Use the following
format:
yyyy.mm.dd.## - <file name>
where:
yyyy is the year
mm is the month as a number with leading zeros, i.e. 01, 02, not 1, 2, ...
dd
is the day of the month with leading zeros.
##
is an optional sequence number with leading zeros. This can be used to
make multiple documents with the same date appear in sequence in the
views. Leave a space after "dd" or "##" if the sequence number is used.
NOTE: Only the date can be specified in this manner, not the time.



If your documents are numbered, you can include a document number
between two "#" signs anywhere in the file name (after the document date if
provided). Express Load will then automatically complete the "Document
number or ID" profile field.
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NOTE: We recommend that you do not use "Document number or ID" for
storing Bates numbers, but instead use the DP_Production_History_t field
described the CSV Import and Export document.


For correspondence, set out the appropriate names for the "From/Author" and
"To" profile fields, so the person using Express Load can complete those
fields without opening each document.



Similarly, for other types of documents with only authors, set out the authors
and document type so the "From/Author" and "Document type" fields can be
filled without opening each document.

We also recommend you pre-process your scanned document images and
electronic documents as described below in "Briefcases and the Evidence
Cruncher". The Evidence Cruncher will OCR and convert all your documents into
industry standard searchable PDF files. Express Load can then load in each
profile:


the searchable PDF as the first attachment making it immediately available for
the "Launch" button or [R+ General/View documents], MasterFile briefcases
and further Evidence Cruncher processing;



the original source file from which the PDF file was made such as a Word or
Excel (note: scanned document image files do not need to be retained as they
are imported into the PDF file),



the OCR text generated.

Formatting page and line numbers in transcript files
Transcript files obtained from court reporters already contain page and line
numbers. MasterFile loads three transcript file formats: Amicus, CaseView, and
E-Transcript, all as ASCII text files. As with other text files MasterFile loads, the
transcript files must have the extension ".OCR".


Amicus format transcript files must format the page and line numbers as
follows:


The first line should contain the starting page number, not necessarily
page "1".
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The page number must start in column 1 with nothing else on that line.
Page numbers indicate a new page is starting and the lines that follow
belong to the new page.



Line numbers must be prefixed with a space at the start of the line, start in
column 2 or later, followed by a space, followed by the line's text.



Page break characters are ignored.



Do not use any headers or footers.



Blank lines are acceptable.



All lines of text should be numbered.

Court reporters should be able to save transcript files in ASCII format
according to these specifications, which is known as the "Amicus" format,
from their CAT systems. Below is a portion of a sample file.

$

CaseView format transcript files (in text format) must format page and line
numbers as follows:


The first word of the file must be "CaseView" and similarly for the first
line at the start of each page.



The line following the "CaseView" line must have "Page" followed by the
page number.
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Transcript lines for the page then follow. The first word on the line must
be the line number and the last word on the line must be the time stamp.
Time-stamps are not loaded.

The following is a portion of a sample CaseView format transcript text file.



E-Transcript format files (in text format) must be formatted as follows:


The first line must be the page number of the first page. It must be blank
up to the page number and the page number must end in column 73. All
subsequent page breaks and page numbers must be formatted in this
manner.



Transcript lines for a page then follow. The first word on the line must be
the line number and it must end in column 11.
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The following is a portion of a sample E-Transcript formatted text file.
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Near-duplicate support
MasterFile’s near-duplicate support finally makes near-duplicate affordable for
small and solo practices so they too can benefit from advantages of near-duplicate
processing. MasterFile organizes near-duplicate documents and e-mail threads
using analysis results produced by Equivio and dramatically cuts down document
review times -- even with smaller document sets. MasterFile simply puts the
smaller practice on an equal footing with the larger or international firm.
Research shows that 30-50% of documents analysed are duplicates or
near-duplicates. Detecting and grouping near-duplicates in MasterFile using
Equivio’s near duplicate technology generates immediate, concrete time savings.
Exporting documents and loading the results file from near duplicate processing
takes just a few mouse clicks, while two unique MasterFile views create the
easiest to use near-duplicate review tool available.

The difference between near-duplicate and de-duplicate processing
De-duplication identifies electronic documents that are exact duplicates of each
other. Content is not analysed, but instead files are compared byte for byte.
MasterFile's MD5 duplicate view ([L+ Duplicate and near duplicate
docs/duplicates: by MD5 hash]) clusters all exact duplicates together.
Near-duplicate processing, like Equivio’s, moves beyond traditional
de-duplication techniques to solve the following three much more complex
problems:


Identifying documents that have identical content but are in different formats.
For example a document created in Word, converted to PDF, finally faxed,
scanned and OCRed as an image.



Identifying near-duplicate documents, that is documents which have similar
but not identical content, such as documents that have been revised or have
several draft versions.



Reconstructing e-mail conversation threads from e-mail history, found at the
bottom of e-mails, to reduce the amount of e-mails to be read and reviewed.
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To streamline review, the documents are analysed
to cluster duplicate and near-duplicate documents
into groups, flagging one document as the “pivot”
document (circled in red) against which the
remaining similar documents in the cluster are
compared and rated for similarity. Staff simply
review the pivot document of each cluster and if it
is found relevant, they can then review the
near-duplicates of the pivot. This avoids reading the near-duplicates of
irrelevant documents and saves significant time.
When people reply to an e-mail, they usually leave the original message
intact as history at the end of the e-mail. Equivio’s e-mail threading
analyses this history to reconstruct the different threads of an e-mail
conversation tree. For each branch, the leaf node (circled in red), which
includes the history of all the preceding e-mails in that branch, is
identified and flagged as the "inclusive" e-mail. Consequently, it is
sufficient to review just the inclusives and thus drastically reduce the
number of e-mails and repetitive history that needs to be read or examined.
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Simple three step procedure to get near-duplicate benefits
Near-duplicate processing of your documents takes three simple steps:
1. Extract e-mail attachments from e-mail document profiles. This is done using
[R+ Profile Maintenance/Attachment processing] (described on page 168).
2. Select and dump to disk the documents and e-mails to be analysed for
near-duplicates using the Evidence Cruncher "Dump documents to disk"
service (described on page 224). Attachments will automatically be extracted
with the selected e-mails. The CSV file "Equivio e-mail families - Input data
only.CSV" will be created in the dump directory which will be used to
associate attachments to their source e-mails.
Forward the documents for processing to one of our Equivio processing
partners after which we’ll send you back the Equivio results file.
3. Load the results file using Express Load's "Revised profile data" function
(described in the "CSV Import and Export" document). Documents and
e-mails can then be reviewed using the near-duplicate views [L+ Duplicate
and near duplicate docs].
NOTE: The extracted files are given unique file names that should not be altered
as they are required for reloading the results back for each document.
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Equivio Concepts and Fields
Organization of documents into near duplicate sets and e-mail threads is handled
through a variety of fields that store Equivio results in the file returned to you by
us. These fields are located in the "Equivio Fields" section in the document
profiles as shown below.

In general, you do not need review or concern yourself directly with the Equivio
fields or their contents. However, you should understand the concepts behind them
as they contain the information that lets MasterFile organize and present your
documents as groups of near-duplicates and e-mails as threads in the [L+
Duplicate and near duplicate docs] views.


EquiSort
The EquiSort value is used for organizing and presenting the results of the
near-duplicate processing. The first character is a "D" for documents
(followed by the EquiSet ID) and an "E" for e-mails (followed by the
EmailSet ID).
The "Everything as documents" view on the "Evidence Cruncher" uses this
field to organize groups of near-duplicate documents together. The pivot
document (see below) is the first document listed in the group, exact
duplicates appear next followed by near-duplicates in decreasing similarity.
EquiSort does not group e-mail attachments with the e-mails they were
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attached to but instead treats them as regular documents and groups them with
other documents that may be duplicate or near-duplicates of the attachment.


PivotFlag (displayed on views)
Each EquiSet contains exactly one document flagged as the "Pivot" document.
It is recommended that the review begin with the pivot document as the
baseline file to which other documents in the EquiSet are compared and
assessed for equality and similarity. Note that the pivot does not include all
the information from all the documents in the EquiSet. However, the pivot is a
useful device for ensuring a consistent "attack strategy" for reviewing an
EquiSet.
The Pivot Document of an EquiSet is identified by the Equivio service bureau
using different criteria and should be specified when you submit your
documents to the bureau. For example, the Pivot Document could be selected
using criteria such as the document with the longest document, the largest or
smallest word count, the earliest or latest dated document, and so on.
Whichever pivot selection policy is chosen, the consistent use of the pivot
makes the reviewer's job easier because it provides a uniform starting point for
the review of the documents in an EquiSet.



Similarity (displayed on views)
All other documents in an EquiSet are assessed for their similarity to the Pivot
document of the EquiSet. These documents are either flagged as exact
duplicates or assigned a percentage indicating the level of similarity.
Note this percentage is not necessarily indicative of the importance of
differences. For example, two documents may be 99% similar, and may differ
by just one word. But if one e-mail says "Sell the stock" and the second e-mail
says "Don't sell the stock", this could be a crucial difference. On the other
hand, a lower level of resemblance may reflect non-substantive differences,
such as a document that has undergone a spell check.



EquiSet (displayed on views)
EquiSets are groups of near-duplicate and/or duplicate documents. A
document may belong to no more than one EquiSet.



DuplicateSubset (displayed on views)
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A DuplicateSubset is part of an EquiSet. All members of a DuplicateSubset
are exact duplicates of each other.


EquiSortAttach
Like the EquiSort field, the EquiSortAttach value is used for organizing and
presenting the results of the near-duplicate processing. The first character is a
"D" for documents (followed by the EquiSet ID) and an "E" for e-mails
(followed by the EmailSet ID). However instead of treating e-mail
attachments as documents and grouping them with other documents that are
near-duplicates of them, EquiSortAttach sorts the attachments to follow the
e-mails they were attached to. The "Attachments with e-mails" view on the
"Evidence Cruncher" uses this field to organize the e-mails and their
attachments in this fashion.
All branches of an e-mail tree have a common EmailSetID and are grouped
together. It is recommended that the review begin with the e-mails within the
e-mail set flagged as "Inclusives" (see below).



EmailSetId (displayed on views)
The EmailSet ID is the common ID number assigned to all e-mails that are
part of the same e-mail tree thread. An EmailSet may have multiple roots and
multiple branches.



EquiThread (displayed on views)
The EquiThread is a flattened representation of a branch of the e-mail tree to
help visualize the structure of the tree and position of each e-mail within that
tree. The first component is the EmailSetID. Then each NodeID in the branch
is presented separated by a period.



Inclusive (displayed on views)
When people reply to an e-mail, they usually leave the original message intact
as history at the end of the e-mail. Equivio analyses the text of each e-mail
searching for e-mails included in history. These included e-mails are gathered
to develop the branches of the e-mail conversation tree. For each branch of the
tree, the leaf always includes all the preceding e-mails in that branch and as a
result, it's enough to read just the last e-mail, called the "inclusive e-mail".
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This thus drastically reducing the number of e-mails that need to be read in a
review process.
The "Inclusive" field can take the following values:
i.

Inclusive: Identifies the leaf e-mail of each branch of an e-mail thread
tree.

ii. Inclusive Minus: Indicates the leaf or inclusive e-mail is missing
documents that were attached to an earlier e-mail of the thread. To find
these attachments, use the [L+ Duplicate and near duplicate docs/Equivio:
Attachments with e-mails] view. This view groups e-mails with their
attachments and these missing attachments will appear earlier in the
thread above the e-mail flagged as "Inclusive Minus".
iii. Inclusive Copy: Indicates that this e-mail is copy of an "Inclusive" e-mail.


FamilyID
Each e-mail is assigned a FamilyID that is also assigned to all attachments of
that e-mail; in other words, the FamilyID associates e-mails with their
attachments as a family.

General guidelines for reviewing documents with near-duplicate information
In this section, we will present general guidelines for the use of near-duplicate
groupings in review processes that can be adapted to your specific needs. These
guidelines should be viewed as a set of generic considerations that ought to be
taken into account in defining the review strategy for near-duplicate sets in any
given specific situation.


MasterFile provides two [L+ Duplicate and near duplicate docs] views that
use the results of the near-duplicate processing to organize the near-duplicates
and e-mail threads into easily reviewed groups.
a. The "Everything as documents" view organizes groups of near-duplicate
documents together. The pivot document is the first document listed in the
group, exact duplicates appear next followed by near-duplicates in
decreasing similarity. This view does not group e-mail attachments with
the e-mails they were attached to, but instead treats them as regular
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documents and groups them with other documents that may be duplicate
or near-duplicates of the attachment.
The screen shot below shows 4 groups of near-duplicate documents
(EquiSets). The section for EquiSet D0000027 has been expanded to show
its "Pivot" document, one duplicate document and 3 near duplicates that
are also all equivalent themselves, as indicated by the common "Duplicate
Subset" value of 27.

As explained above, for documents, the "Pivot" document should be used
as the baseline file to which other documents in the EquiSet are compared
and assessed for equality and similarity. Note that the pivot does not
include all the information from all the documents in the EquiSet.
However, the pivot is a useful device for ensuring a consistent "attack
strategy" for reviewing an EquiSet.
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Within an EquiSet, there may be subsets of exact duplicates. If two
documents are exact duplicates, it's not necessary to review their content
individually. Note, however, that the metadata of the duplicates may be
different. For example, two exact duplicates may come from different
custodians. As such, based on metadata differences, different codes may
need to be applied to these two duplicate documents.
Note: It is NOT recommended that decisions be made based exclusively
on similarity percentages. Even very high levels of similarity may harbour
crucial differences in content.
Documents that are e-mail attachments will be included in these groups
(not the e-mail threads groups) and have a value in the e-mail thread
column.
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b. The "Attachments with e-mails" view is the same as the "Everything as
documents" but groups attachments with the e-mails they belong to. In the
screen below, the e-mail flagged as "inclusive" has its two attachments
listed immediately below it.
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c. Within document profiles, under the "Near Duplicates" section, an
"embedded-view" shows the near-duplicates to the documents, as shown
below. The view is live so you're able to select any entry and double click
to open the document.



Documents with the "Zzz" (sleeping document) icon have been excluded using
[R+ Profile Maintenance/Exclude / Un-exclude]. These documents will be
removed from all other views that display documents. See "Excluding
document profiles from display" for more details.



To see differences between documents, simply select two documents to
compare and click on [R+ Review and Revision Tools/Compare 2 documents].
If you have the Equivio document compare tool installed, the differences are
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displayed in your web browser as shown below. Use the "Previous" and
"Next" buttons to move to through the differences.

If you do not have the Equivio document compare tool, then the text from
PDF versions of the documents (if available) is extracted and compared with
Microsoft Word.
Whether compared in Equivio or Word, the documents are compared twice,
using each as the baseline. That is, additions shown in first comparison will be
shown as deletions in the second comparison, and vice versa. This enables you
to use which ever comparison is most relevant to you.


It is recommended that when assigning documents to reviewers using
"Reminders", they should be assigned by EquiSet, rather than as individual
documents. This ensures that a given reviewer will be assigned all the
documents belonging to a given near-duplicate grouping.
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E-mail Loader -- loading Outlook/Exchange & Notes e-mails or
Notes documents from any Notes database
The E-mail Loader is very similar to Express Load, but is designed to let you load
Notes or Outlook/Exchange e-mail, instead of document files, into MasterFile.
These could be e-mails from your own e-mail box from evidentiary e-mail boxes
provided to you by your client, the opposing side, or other third parties, etc.
The E-mail Loader can also be used to bulk or selectively load documents or
information from any other Lotus Notes database besides mail-boxes -- provided
as part of an e-discovery request, for example. In addition, the E-mail Loader will
create and load a PDF file for each item processed thereby preserving the native
Notes or Outlook appearance of the original e-mail or Notes document. An RFC
2822 format EML file is also created and saved with the PDF version of the
e-mail.
To use the E-mail Loader, you simply select the folder you want from the
mail-box and the messages themselves. Values for document profile fields such as
date, document type, author (from), recipient, CC, etc., are all obtained from the
e-mail and filled automatically. For each e-mail loaded, a text file containing the
message, along with meta data such as delivery information, is created and
attached to the profile. In addition, the text is loaded into the "OCR/Transcript
/Full Text of Document" section of the profile, from where you can create
extracts, facts, etc. Files attached to the e-mail are extracted and attached to the
"Attachments or related documents" document profile field.
By default the e-mail loader lets you select and load messages from a folder in
your own e-mail box -- either Notes or Outlook depending on the option you set in
[R+ Administration/User Settings].
The E-mail Loader has two modes which let you load the e-mail messages
semi-automatically or automatically. For either mode, you can specify default
values for fields and speed up your work.


Power Assist Mode
In Power Assist mode, as each e-mail is processed, you manually complete
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any remaining required fields, or make changes to the information that is
automatically retrieved from the e-mail.


Batch Load Mode
Batch Load automatically loads all e-mail messages selected. Any required
profile fields for which defaults are not specified, or could not be filled from
e-mail information, are automatically filled by MasterFile with standard
internal values. Profiles missing required field values appear in the "by
Issue/Topic" views from which they can be selected and quickly corrected
using [R+ Review and Revision Tools/Power Assisted Review] or [R+
Review and Revision Tools/Global Replace].



Extracting attachments
If you wish to extract e-mail attachments and store them in their own profiles,
select "Yes" for "Extract attachments" when loading e-mails. You can also
extract the attachments later, or extract attachments of e-mails already loaded
using [R+ Profile Maintenance/Attachment processing].
When attachments are extracted, doc-links between the attachment and the
source e-mail are automatically created. Since profile information regarding
the attachment is unknown, attachment profiles will be filled with the same
information as the source e-mail. We suggest you then select and revise the
attachment profiles using Power Assisted Review. Once this has been done,
you can update the doc-link descriptions in the source documents by selecting
the documents in a view and using [R+ Profile Maintenance/Attachment
processing]. This will update the doc-link descriptions in the source e-mails.
NOTE: Note that the contents of the "Attachments" field will be replaced
when "Extract/Refresh attachments" runs and updates the attachment names,
so we suggest you use "Extract/Refresh attachments" and update the
attachment doc-links before editing or adding any other information to the
"Attachments" field.
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try it - understanding the E-mail Loader modes

1. Click on [R+ Document and E-mail Loading/E-mail Loader]. The E-mail Loader window shown
below appears:
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The "Settings" section controls the E-mail Loader's operation and is where you select the
e-mail box (or Notes database), the folder and the messages themselves. By default, the
e-mail loader lets you select and load messages from a folder in your own e-mail box -either Notes or Outlook depending on the option you set in "User settings ...".



You may also set default values for each e-mail message to be loaded, by completing the
profile and clicking on "Set defaults". Set the mode in the orange area. The grey/blue area
expands depending on the mode you select.



The red panel contains the required fields for a document profile and the optional section
below it (not shown in the above screen shot) contains the remainder of the document
profile's fields.

P Collapse the "Settings" section.
Once set, settings can be hidden away. This lets you see more of profile details in the window.
1. Re-expand the "Settings" section.
2. Click on "Batch Load" at the top.
The grey/blue area reveals an additional setting: "How many messages to load" where you
specify the number of messages to load automatically. If all messages selected are not loaded,
i.e. you specify a number less than the number of messages you selected, then you can resume
loading remaining messages selected one by one or Batch Load another set with different profile
settings, if necessary, and so on.
3. Click on "Power Assist".
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try it - using the Power Assist mode to load e-mails from your mailbox

1. Click on [R+ Document and E-mail Loading/E-mail Loader].
Notice by default the E-mail Loader is ready to load e-mails from your e-mail box -- either Notes
or Outlook depending on the option you set in "User settings ..." -- as shown. For Notes e-mail
boxes, the server and database names displayed at the top of the grey/blue area.
Choosing "Other Notes" lets you select other Notes e-mail boxes, such as those provided as part
of an e-discovery request or from your client, or select other Notes databases.
2. Click on "Select folder & messages".
"Select folder & messages" will load specific e-mails while "Select folder/subfolders" will load all
e-mails in the folder you choose, and optionally, its subfolders.
For Notes e-mail boxes, a list of folders in the selected e-mail box is displayed. After selecting a
folder, its contents is displayed. Select the messages to load and click "OK".
For Outlook e-mail boxes, Outlook is started for you to choose the messages to load. After
selecting the messages, manually switch back to MasterFile to begin loading the e-mails. DO
NOT use Outlook until you have finished processing all the e-mails.
For Notes mail users, select "Inbox" and click "OK" -- your inbox is displayed as it normally
appears when you are using Notes mail.
3. Select a few e-mail messages by clicking next to each in the selection margin. A check mark will
appear besides each message selected.
4. Click "OK".
5. Click on the "Settings" title to collapse the section.
Notice how the "Required Information" fields are automatically completed with details from the
e-mail, including the document type, date, summary from the subject of the mail and the e-mail
box as the location of the original.
Notice also the "From/Author" and "Recipient" fields as shown in the screen shot below. The
E-mail Loader extracts the e-mail addresses of the sender and all recipients and attempts to
match them to MasterFile players by comparing each e-mail address found in the e-mail with
e-mail addresses specified for each player. If a match is found, the player's name and
organization, if specified, is filled in the profile. If a match is not found, then the e-mail address is
used. If you later wish to convert e-mail addresses to player names, add their e-mail addresses
to the player profile, select profiles to revise, click on [R+ Administration/Database Fix-up
Utilities] and choose "Convert e-mail addresses to player names".
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6. Click on "View current message" to review the e-mail message.
7. Close the message window.
8. Choose a value for the "Whose document" field. This is the only required field not filled
automatically from the e-mail. If needed, a default can be set for it.
9. Click "OK".
A new document profile is created for the e-mail message and the E-mail Loader then advances
to the next message selected from the inbox. For each message processed, the E-mail Loader
creates a text file of the message's contents, a profile and then imports and attaching the file to
its profile.
10.Continue loading the remaining messages you selected, or click "Cancel" (or press <Esc>) to
stop the E-mail Loader.
11.Click on [L+ Documents/by Date], and press <F9> to refresh the view.
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12.Scroll to the top of the view -- you'll see the document profiles for the e-mail messages that
were just loaded.
13.Open one of them by double clicking on its row.
14.Open the "OCR/Transcript/Full Text of Document" section to view the text of the e-mail
message. Following the text, you will find the e-mail's meta data. This same information is also
attached as a text file to the profile at the top of the "Primary Information" section.
15.Please note that e-mail messages loaded with the E-mail Loader into a MasterFile database
stored on a Domino server need to be "refreshed" with the Extract Refresher agent. If needed,
you can run the agent immediately by clicking on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Extract Refresher].



try it - using Batch Load to load e-mails from your mailbox

1. Click on [R+ Document and E-mail Loading/E-mail Loader].
Notice by default the E-mail Loader is ready to load e-mails from your e-mail box -- either Notes
or Outlook depending on the option you set in "User settings ..." -- as shown. For Notes e-mail
boxes, the server and database names displayed at the top of the grey/blue area.
2. Click on "Batch Load".
3. Click on "Show Defaults" to clear the profile area so you can set and save some defaults.
Since none have been saved yet, this will display a blank profile.
We suggest you always show the current defaults first, before setting new ones.
4. Set the following field with defaults for the E-mail Loader:
Whose document:

Ours

5. Click on "Set Defaults" to save these values.
6. Click on "Select folder & messages".
For Notes e-mail boxes a list, of folders in the selected e-mail box is displayed. Select a folder to
display its contents and then the messages to load and click "OK".
For Outlook e-mail boxes, Outlook is started for you to choose the messages to load. After
selecting the messages, manually switch back to MasterFile to begin loading the e-mails. DO
NOT use Outlook until you have finished processing all the e-mails.
7. For Notes mail users, select "Inbox" and click "OK" -- your inbox is displayed as it normally
appears when you are using Notes mail.
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8. Select a few e-mail messages by clicking next to each in the selection margin. A check mark will
appear besides each message selected.
9. Click "OK".
10.Click in "How many files" and type 99.
Note although you've selected fewer than 99, entering a large number ensures all the messages
selected are processed.
11.Click "OK".
The E-mail Loader starts processing the selected messages, creating a text file of each
message's contents, a profile and then importing and attaching the file to it.
12.Click "OK" when the E-mail loader advises you there are no more messages left.
13.Click "Cancel" to close the E-mail Loader window.
14.Click on [L+ Miscellaneous/by Last edit date]. and scroll the view to the top.
Notice the e-mail messages loaded by the E-mail loader appear at the top.
15.Please note that e-mail messages loaded with E-mail loader into a MasterFile database stored
on a Domino server need to be "refreshed" with the Extract Refresher agent. This should
happen automatically, but if not, you can run the agent immediately by clicking on [R+ Profile
Maintenance/Extract Refresher].
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Creating your Issue/Topic outline
Issues and topics are categories which you define. They let you
organize the documents, extracts, facts and players in a MasterFile
database -- much like a book’s index. For example, if you are storing
documents which pertain to a set of sites relevant to an environmental
project, you can create a classification category called "Sites" and a
sub-category for each site name.
And, like a book’s index, if you link an item to several issues or topics,
it will appear under each. To help management, large collections of
issues and topics can be organized into a hierarchical outline up to
three levels deep -- i.e. Section, subsection and issue/topic.
Below is an example of a small issue and topic list:



try it - Creating an Issue/Topic outline entry

1. MasterFile keywords are used to create the Issue/Topic outline.
To create a new keyword:
2. Click on [R+ Create/Keyword : Player].
3. When a blank keyword form appears, select "Issues_Topics" for
the "Name of keyword list" to add the new keyword to the list of
existing issue/topic keywords.
4. Enter the issue/topic for the keyword value according to the
following rules:
<issue or topic description>
<category>\<issue or topic description>
<category>\<sub-category>\<issue or topic description>
Where <category> and <sub-category> can be used to organize
the issue/topics. Issues are simply topics listed under a
<category> with the word "Issue" or "Issues" in the category
name.
Examples:
Locations\Northeast
Physical Evidence\Wheelchair
Defective Part Issues\Brakes and cables were both defective
5. For issues, pick an impact assessment and type of issue.
6. Close the keyword form and answer yes when asked if you would
like to save the form. You may also save the form by choosing
"Save" from the "File" menu.

This issue/topic list is used to complete the "Links to issues, players or
subject index topics" fields of document, extract and fact profiles, as
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well as players, and are used by views to group the profiles accordingly
in the various "by Issue/Topic" views.

Shown below is the completed form for the "Brakes and cables
were both defective" issue that will appear under the "Defective
Part Issues" category.

Issues and topics are almost identical; they are defined the same way
and appear in all the same views; however issues can be assigned an
impact assessment as to how the issue affects your case -- is it for you
or against you, etc.
NOTE: If your case has several parties, propositions or hypotheses,
such as in an investigation, we suggest you do not assign an impact
assessment to your issues and choose "Not applicable". This is because
issues may impact each proposition differently. Instead, since you will
in general have at least one fact representing each issue and that is
where its argument will be set out, we suggest you only set impact
assessments in facts, where they can be assigned to your propositions.
An issue appears under a category heading with the word “Issues” in it
and is linked using the “Link to issue” buttons in document, extract or
fact profiles. All other topics are linked using the “Link to topic”
buttons.
Because of the unique nature of MasterFile’s issue/topics, how you use
the issue/topic view is virtually limited only by your imagination. In
particular, besides letting you create an outline of issues and topics
relevant to your case, as above, you can use issue/topics to categorize,
classify or group together documents, extracts, facts and players to
mimic divider tabs (such as those related to administrative matters) of
your hard copy case binder, as explained in the following section, "The
Document Binder View".
You will find the following four unique features dramatically enhance
the functionality of issues and topics:


Incomplete topics -- topics you complete ”on-the-fly” when they’re
used.



Hidden topics -- topics that don’t appear in the “by Issue/Topic”
views.
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Required issue/topics -- issue/topic categories that must be linked
to new documents, extracts, facts and/or players.



Issue/Topic cross-table -- eliminates duplicating issues when the
same issues apply to many situations in the case.
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Incomplete and hidden topics
Incomplete topics are similar to regular topics, but are completed when used. You define an incomplete
topic by simply ending the topic with “??”. For example:
Locations\Arcade Towers
Locations\The Daily Chronicle
Locations\??
In the above example, two locations have been defined, but the third is incomplete. You might wish to
do this if you know most of your information will be about the two locations relevant to the case, but
you might also get some information regarding other locations. When you link a document or fact, for
example, to “Locations\??” you’ll be prompted for the location’s name.
In the next example, a category “Player Info” is used to collect additional relevant information about
players.
Player Info\Smoker -- ??
Player Info\Children -- ??
Player Info\Spouse .... ??
When these topics are linked to players, the value you provide to complete the topic again replaces the
“??” and allows players to be categorized by these additional characteristics as shown below.

If a topic contains “....” (4 periods) it becomes a “hidden topic” and will not appear in any “by
Issue/Topic” view. For example, the “Spouse .... ??” topic above can be used to record a spouse’s name,
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but none of these names will appear in views. They stay in the list of linked issues and topics within the
player’s form together with other such hidden topics -- it’s as though you’ve just customized the
database design to hold additional information. However, using the "Display hidden topics as a column
on fact and player views" option in [R+ Administration/Administrator Settings], hidden topics can be
displayed as a column on the fact and player views.
You'll find incomplete and/or hidden topics useful when you need a few “custom” text fields to record
additional information. Although not the same as custom database programming, with just a “??” you
can quickly and easily capture a few bits of additional information and have them automatically
categorize the database -- no need to understand database design, learn customization tools, or design
new views. And like all information in MasterFile, the topics are indexed so you can also full-text
search them if needed.

Required Issue/Topics
The benefits of linking information by issues or topics are obvious, however if not used consistently the
value is lost.
For example, if you are dealing with case involving accidents at several locations, you would naturally
want to be able to locate all information related any one location so you would simply link documents,
etc. to a topic for each location. However, since it’s easy to forget to link new information as it is added
to the database, you can specify the “Locations” topic category as a “required topic”. Once a topic
category has been made “required”, new documents, extracts, facts or profiles (or any combination you
choose) must be linked to a topic in the category before they can be saved.
To make an issue/topic category as “required”:, having already created it as an Issue_Topic first as
described above, make it a Required_Issues_Topics keyword using [R+ Create/Keyword : Player] as
follows:
For the keyword value, enter an issue/topic in the following formats:
<existing Issues_Topics category>
<existing Issues_Topics category>\<existing Issues_Topics sub-category>
where <category> and <sub-category> correspond to existing Issue_Topic categories and
sub-categories.
For example if you have the following "Issues_Topics" keywords:
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Locations\Arcade Towers
Locations\The Daily Chronical
and you want to force the "Locations" category to be required on every profile, create a keyword in the
Required_Issues_Topics list with the keyword value "Locations".
Since Locations must now be entered, do not forget to allow for exceptions. We suggest you create
additional keywords under each required "Issues_Topics" category to allow for exceptional situations
such as:
Locations\Not applicable
Locations\Unknown
Locations\To decide
If you also wish to ensure profiles are linked to players, create a keyword value of "Players" in this
Required_Issues_Topics list.

Using the Issue/Topic cross-tab
The Issue/Topic cross-table is designed specifically for situations when a set of issues applies to many
entities and eliminates the need to create and maintain duplicate sets of your issue outline for each
topic.
For example, suppose your litigation involves many elevators all with the same issues, your issue/topic
list can be imagined to be a cross-table where every row of the table is an issue and every column is the
entity that it applies to. The table below shows how this is used for defective part issues (the rows of the
cross-table) that apply to elevators at various locations (the columns):
Locations Arcade Towers

The Daily Chronical

Defective Parts
Brakes

Documents
Extracts
Facts

Documents
Extracts
Facts

Cables

Documents
Extracts
Facts

Documents
Extracts
Facts
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For each issue that makes up the rows of the cross-table insert "[row]" in the issue name and for each
topic that makes up the columns of the cross-table insert "[col]" in the topic name, as shown below:
Defective Parts[row]\Brakes
Defective Parts[row]\Cables
Locations[col]\Arcade Towers
Locations[col]\The Daily Chronical
These issue/topics will then also appear on the "everything: by Issue X-Tab" view. The "everything: by
Issue X-Tab" then automatically categorizes all documents, extracts and facts as follows:
Defective Parts[row]\Brakes\Locations[col]\Arcade Towers
Defective Parts[row]\Brakes\Locations[col]\The Daily Chronical
Defective Parts[row]\Cables\Locations[col]\Arcade Towers
Defective Parts[row]\Cables\Locations[col]\The Daily Chronical
and also as follows:
Locations[col]\Arcade Towers\Defective Parts[row]\Brakes
Locations[col]\The Daily Chronical\Defective Parts[row]\Brakes
Locations[col]\Arcade Towers\Defective Parts[row]\Cables
Locations[col]\The Daily Chronical\Defective Parts[row]\Cables

Rapid Issue/Topic tagging and revision
Tagging documents, extracts and facts with issues and topics can be a time consuming task, so
MasterFile provides two tools that help make the process quick and easy:


Issue/Topic folders are folders that are named to match your issues and topics. You simply drag and
drop profiles into them and the respective issues/topics are assigned with a single click.



Global Replace lets you bulk replace issues and topics to a set of documents.



Global Add/Remove lets you add or remove issues from a selected batch of documents, extracts or
facts.
See the section "Review and Revision Tools - Global Replace, Global Add/Remove, Power
Assisted Review, Issue/Topic Folders" for more details on these two functions.
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Issue/Topic Folders
Issue/Topic folders are regular MasterFile folders that are named to match your issues and topics.
To create Issue/Topic folders:


Click on [R+ Issue/Topic Folders/Create Issue/Topic Folders].



When the issue/topic list is displayed, select the issues/topics for which you want to create folders.



Click Ok.



Click on [L+ Folders]. The Issue/Topic folders appear under the top level folder category "x. Issue
Folders".



Expand the sections to see all the folders and then drag and drop documents, extracts and facts into
the folders corresponding to the issues and topics you want to assign to them.

To assign issues using Issue/Topic folders:


Drag and drop documents, extracts, facts or players into the relevant issue folders.



Click on [R+ Issue/Topic Folders/Process Issue/Topic Folders].



When the issue/topic list is displayed, select the issue/topics you wish to process. If you select an
issue/topic for which there is no folder you will receive a message during processing. As each
profile is processed and an issue/topic link is created in it, the profile is removed from the
corresponding folder.
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The Document Binder View
Organizing and filing paper documents for small case files is typically done with
2” or 3” ring binders and divider tabs. For example, in a typical criminal case you
might organize your documents and case binder with the following colour coded
divider tabs:

However, what’s not often realized, is that in what’s shown above, there are
actually two types of tabs behind which documents have been collected:


The first type of tab collects documents of a specific type, such as the
indictment, various reports, photographs, transcripts, warrants, subpoenas,
statements, research, opening statement, closing argument, etc.



The other type of tab collects documents relevant to a particular case
issue/topic or administrative matter, such as hearings, motions, bail,
investigation, jury selection, witnesses, exhibits, sentencing, etc.

MasterFile’s views were specifically designed to replace and improve this
structure. Firstly, the document type view replaces the “document type tabs” and
the issue/topic view replaces the “issue/topic or administrative matter tabs”.
Secondly, documents appear behind many “divider tabs”, simultaneously, without
duplication. Therefore, all documents (not just those for which you made “special
tabs”) appear in the document type view, and in the by date, author and recipient
views simultaneously, so you can quickly find your documents by these attributes
as well. And, if a document has been linked to issues/topics or matters, it also
appears in the corresponding issue/topic views under the categories used. In other
words, you never have to decide which specific tab to file a document behind --
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it’s filed everywhere at the same time! “Opening a tab” is as simple as clicking on
the grey twisties shown in the screen shot below -- no tedious or complex search
parameters are needed; searching becomes rapid browsing.
Because of the unique nature of MasterFile’s issue/topics, how you use the
issue/topic view is virtually limited only by your imagination. In particular,
besides letting you create an outline of issues and topics relevant to your case as
above, you can also use issue/topics to categorize, classify or group together
documents, extracts, facts and players to mimic the other divider tabs (such as
those related to administrative matters) of your hard copy case binder. Then, by
simply assigning those “binder tab topics” to the relevant documents, you’re able
to locate them according to the binder system you’re familiar with (if you prefer to
use that system) in addition to the by date, type, author, etc., views that are
standard in MasterFile.
For those that do like a binder concept, MasterFile provides a specific "Document
Binder" view, shown below, that's very appropriate for the smaller case in
particular. The "Document Binder" view mimics the case binder, like the one
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shown above, by first listing the documents by type and then listing the binder tab
issue/topics you've created and used.

However, since MasterFile’s standard views let you pinpoint specific documents
quickly, doing away with most “binder tabs”, you’ll probably find you’ll only
need to mimic just a few tabs for those situations when you need to keep a specific
collection of documents, usually for a particular administrative matter, together.
Remember also that you get the same benefits for your work product because
that's stored in MasterFile too instead of being scattered across workstation and
server directories.
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Professional Client Intake - getting your client's story into MasterFile
When you start a new case, the most important task is to understand your
client’s case. The traditional approach is through several interview
meetings to ferret out the initial information -- which naturally raises
follow up questions. However, this is time consuming, expensive for your
client, and not an efficient use of time to gather preliminary information.



try it - Creating a blank intake document for your
client

1. Click on [R+ Intake : Reporting : Send/Client Intake] and the
following dialog will be displayed:

MasterFile's professional client intake forms help make the initial process
smooth and easy for both you and your client. The forms ensure critical
information is not forgotten nor omitted, while at the same time allow
rapid, automated loading of routine information such as initial document
inventories, player information and basic facts. The intake forms can also
be used internally by you or your staff to rapidly load initial facts and
players.
The intake forms are Word documents you e-mail to your client to
complete and e-mail back to you. Several practice area specific Word DOT
document templates are provided which you can customize with your
corporate information or as needed. They can also be used as a base from
which to create your own templates.

A note about Word documents and Word document templates
Word documents (which have the extension “DOC”) are created from
Word templates (which have the extension "DOT"). When you create a
blank intake document, as explained in "try it" on the right, a new Word
document ("DOC") file is created from the template you chose. Note that a
“DOT” template must be opened from within Word using File > Open and
choosing the document extension type from the drop down at the bottom of
the Open File dialog box. Simply double clicking on a "DOT" template
does not open a template for editing; rather, it creates a new Word
("DOC") document.

2. Click on "Create blank intake document" and select a
template.
A blank intake document is created in Word. This is a
standard Word document which your client will fill out.
3. Switch to Word and add any case specific information you
need and/or your contact information.
4. Save the document, giving it a meaningful name as usual. It
can now be e-mailed to your client.
Instructions for your client are included in the document.
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Notes about Client Intake templates
Automated loading of the intake templates requires the templates conform
to a specific format. Specifically:


After the practice specific tables are four tables for players, facts,
documents, and questions. The player, facts and documents tables can
be automatically be imported from completed intake forms; therefore,
these tables’ pages, nor the tables themselves should be removed, nor
should any columns be added or deleted from them.
Each of these tables also contains an identifying bookmark that should
not be removed or modified.
You can, however, move their entire page(s) elsewhere in the
document and then update the Table of Contents (TOC).



Neither a template’s title page nor its TOC may be deleted.



You can add new sections to the report. Simply choose the "Title Report" paragraph style for the section title to ensure it appears on the
contents page. The "Title - Report" style will automatically create the
new section on a new page.



If you alter parts of a template, or add sections, update the TOC by
right clicking over the contents and choosing "Update Field" and then
"Update entire table".



Your own templates must be saved as Word DOT files in the
"Templates" directory under the MasterFile installation directory. The
template must include "MF Client Intake" in its file name.
NOTE: To edit an existing intake template you must open it using
"Open" from the "File" menu in Word. You can not open DOT files by
double clicking on them -- a new blank document will be created and
the DOT template will not be edited.
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Importing a completed intake document



Importing an intake document means that a document and fact profile is
created for each row in the document inventory and facts tables and a
player keyword is created for each row of the player table.

1. Click on [R+ Intake : Reporting : Send/Client Intake].

Since all required information for the document profiles is not provided in
the tables, default values are used for the missing values and the document
summary field reflects this.
All profiles and player keywords are linked to the issue "Client Intake" by
the intake document name so you're able to quickly locate all profiles and
players that were imported.
If there are errors during importing, such as an invalid date, a profile is not
created for that row. A new version of the intake document is created
where cells with invalid data are highlighted in red so you're able to
identify rows that were not imported. Profiles for these rows need to be
created manually.

try it - Importing a completed intake document
received from your client

2. Click on "Select a completed client intake document" and use
the file selector to locate and select the completed intake
document.
The document will be opened in Word and checked to ensure
it is a valid intake document, i.e. required tables are not
missing, columns have not been modified, etc.
3. Answer “Yes” when asked if you would like to proceed to
import the intake document.
After importing is complete, as explained at left, the imported
intake document is opened in Word so you can review any
errors.

The intake document is also imported and attached to a document profile so
it is readily available when the other information it contains needs to be
referenced. The intake document imported is the version that has the errors
marked in red.
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Grab n Go Briefs
Printing comprehensive reports of documents or facts,
sorted or categorized by date, author, issue, etc., is as
simple as displaying an appropriate MasterFile view
and printing it (or selected portions of it) -- either to
hard copy or to PDF using MasterFile’s own PDF
printer driver -- as explained in the earlier section
"Reports and printing views".



try it - Creating a Grab n Go Brief in 3 easy steps

1. For each report you want to add to a brief, simply select the rows required from the
view with the appropriate sorting and categorization, as shown below:

However, often you need to put together an ad-hoc
collection of presentation quality reports for your
clients or others with specific information.
MasterFile’s Grab n Go Briefs were designed for these
situations and are the simplest and fastest way to make
polished Word or PDF reports for your client or other
use.
Grab n Go Briefs are not a static, monolithic
description of every aspect of a report. There’s no need
to properly configure, in advance, dozens of necessary
nitty gritty details for each report. Instead Grab n Go
Briefs are malleable Microsoft Word documents into
which report tables are inserted -- simply grab (select)
the information needed and add it to the brief as you
go. Once the brief is complete, it can be saved as a
Word document and/or MasterFile can create a PDF
version of it.

2. If you are using Notes 6.5.4, from the "Edit" menu choose "Copy Selected as
Table".
3. Click on [R+ Intake : Reporting : Send/Grab n Go Briefs] and the following dialog
will be displayed:

First, you create a blank Grab n Go Brief in Word, and
second, rather than defining a selection filter, sort
order, etc. for a report, you simply select the rows in
one of MasterFile’s views that sorts and categorizes
the documents, extracts, facts, players, etc. in the
manner you require and a table, formatted to mimic the
appearance of the view, is appended to the Grab n Go
Brief already open in Word. Simply repeat the process
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for each report table you wish to add to the brief and
within a few minutes you have a completed brief ready
to go.
Once complete, the brief can be distributed as a Word
document or MasterFile can convert it to PDF, and
again, the PDF version of the brief can also be stored
in MasterFile together with the Word version.

4. Create a blank Grab n Go Brief by clicking on the "Create new Grab n Go Brief"
button. The brief is created from a Word template provided with MasterFile. You
can copy and customize this template corporate or other information, logos, etc.
Alternatively, switch to Word and open an existing Grab n Go Brief in which to add
the report.
5. Enter a title for the new report in the "New report title" field.
6. Click the "Paste copied selection as new report in current brief".
The rows are pasted as a table into Word and the table reformatted for clarity.
To add additional tables, leave the Grab n Go Brief open in Word and simply
repeat the above steps to select, copy and paste the rows you want as a new
report.
7. Once the brief is completed, or if you need to interrupt your work, simply save the
brief as a regular Word document. We suggest you save the brief to MasterFile's
watch folder, where it will be automatically detected and you'll be prompted to save
it in your MasterFile case database.
The brief can be distributed as Word, or as a PDF document.
For a PDF version, with the brief open in Word, click on "Print current brief to PDF"
from the same MasterFile dialog box you used to create it, and a PDF version of
the brief, with bookmarks to each report page is automatically made. We suggest
you save the PDF file to MasterFile's watch folder when prompted. Then, when the
watch folder alert appears, simply click on "Add to existing doc profile" and select
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the profile to which you saved the original Word version so both copies are stored
together and easy to locate.

Shown below is the contents page and two report pages from a Grab n Go Brief as it appears in Word.
The first report lists all documents, extracts, facts and players linked to the key issue, that “Sky High
Elevators knew parts were defective” and the second lists outstanding questions related to the same
issue that require investigation.
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Since the reports are simply tables in the Word document, they can be cut and pasted into other
documents, reordered, or even deleted and added again if corrections are required. At any time, a new
table can be simply appended to the brief, perhaps later after the brief has been reviewed. The brief
itself can of course be stored in the MasterFile database, becoming part of the case documentation, and
therefore be secured, replicated, shared, etc. , so others can contribute to it as well. And finally, because
the brief is a Word document and not a static PDF, you're able to edit, revise and add paragraphs, logos,
graphics, etc. to the document, as shown above.
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CaseMap® Importer
The CaseMap importer lets you transfer CaseMap 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 cases
quickly and easily to MasterFile's integrated document and fact repository.
A CaseMap case file is a collection of over a dozen "spreadsheets" such as the
following:


the fact spreadsheet which holds details about a fact, its event dates, sources,
etc.,



an issues spreadsheet where issues relevant to the case are set out and
summarized,



various object spreadsheets to hold details about people, organizations,
documents etc., relevant to the case.

These spreadsheets must be exported from CaseMap, as explained below, and
imported into MasterFile with [R+ Intake : Reporting : Import CaseMap case].
The CaseMap importer maps the various exported CaseMap spreadsheet reports to
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MasterFile's simplified and logical organization of Documents, Extracts, Facts,
and Player and Issue/Topics, as explained below.



CaseMap® reports corresponding to the fields shaded green are imported as
MasterFile documents or extracts. The document files themselves are
imported and stored and indexed in MasterFile's repository. If the linked file is
a PDF document, its text is extracted and loaded into the
"OCR/Transcript/Full Text of Document" field in the corresponding
MasterFile document profile.
NOTE: Due to CaseMap limitations, only documents stored as regular
Windows files, and identified in the "Linked files" field of objects, authorities
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and extracts are imported. "Related files" or files stored in other document
systems can not be imported.


CaseMap® reports corresponding to the fields shaded red are CaseMap objects
which are converted to MasterFile 'Player' and 'Issue/Topic' keywords.



CaseMap "Places", "Other physical evidence" and "Other objects" reports are
imported as MasterFile Topic keywords under the topic "CaseMap Objects".



CaseMap's Fact report is imported as MasterFile facts.



"Event" objects, "Proceeding" objects, "Questions" and "All Objects"
spreadsheets are not imported.

Preparing MasterFile for import
We very strongly suggest you run test imports in a test database until it works
without error in case you encounter some errors and need to rerun the import
several times.
Once the import completes without errors, we suggest you make a backup copy of
the MasterFile database before proceeding with the CaseMap import.
The CaseMap importer only functions on local MasterFile databases, therefore if
you need to import into a server database, make a local replica, import the
CaseMap file into the replica and then replicate it back to the server. During this
time we strongly suggest the server replica of the database remains unused until
you are able to complete the import and replicate the updated MasterFile database
back to the server.

Preparing the CaseMap case file for export
In order to successfully import a CaseMap file, the CaseMap case file and the
exported spreadsheets must be prepared and formatted as follows:


The CaseMap importer imports reports exported from CaseMap 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
and 10.



Standard CaseMap® fields must retain their original names.
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The date format ("Date" tab from "Options" on "Tools" menu in CaseMap)
must be set to "MM/dd/yyyy" format (the first one listed).
The time format should be set to "non military" and time delimiter set to ":"
Missing dates or dates with "??" are invalid and are replaced with the date
01/01/1000. The date qualifiers ("<", "<=", "=>", ">" and "~" are ignored for
document objects, and result in fact event dates that are designated as
"Estimate".



For the "Issues" spreadsheet, and every "Object" spreadsheet ("Persons",
"Organizations", etc.):


the "Short Name" and "Full Name" columns must be the first and second
columns respectively in each spreadsheet and



the spreadsheets must also be sorted by the "Full Name" column in
ascending order before exporting.



The "Authority" report must be sorted by the "Name" column in ascending
order before exporting.



The "Authority extract" (renamed as "Extracts from Authorities" starting with
CaseMap 5) report must be sorted by the "Authority Name" column in
ascending order before exporting.



In all spreadsheets, ensure all columns are displayed except the following
(hide if showing already, click in the last column so added at the end):







"Creation ...",
"Last Update ...",
"LS: ...",
"# ...",,
"Related files" and
"Object type".

Only one "Evaluation" field on the "Facts" spreadsheet should be displayed.


All columns shaded grey, i.e. the un-editable fields in CaseMap 8 and later,
listed above ("Creation", etc.), must be hidden or dragged to the end of the
spreadsheet so they are the last columns.
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NOTE: The exception is the one "Evaluation" field which should be
displayed.


The document object field "Type +" corresponds to the MasterFile field
"Document type". However, the CaseMap values are undefined so are not able
to be mapped to MasterFile values.



You can use MasterFile's "Power Assisted Review" to quickly correct errors
or missing field values in documents imported from CaseMap's "documents",
"authorities", "demonstrative evidence", "pleadings" or "other discovery"
spreadsheets.



Each spreadsheet being imported (shown in the CaseMap Importer screen shot
above) must be individually exported as both:



CPF (CaseMap Portable Format) and
CSV (comma separated value)

format using CaseMap's "Export" function. Both the CPF and CSV filenames
must be identical.

Using the CaseMap® Importer
Please note the following about using the CaseMap Importer:


Once you have started the CaseMap Importer, place the cursor in a field, click
"Select exported CaseMap '.CPF' file" and choose the corresponding
spreadsheet file that was exported in "CPF" format.
The cursor will automatically be moved to the next field and the file selector
redisplayed. The title bar of the file selector indicates which file to choose
next. If you make a mistake, click on the file selector's "Cancel" button, place
the cursor in the field to correct, click on "Select exported CaseMap '.CPF'
file" and continue.



Once you have specified all the files, click the "OK" button on the CaseMap
Importer window. Before the data is imported, all the files specified are
checked, as far as possible, to ensure they are valid CaseMap files. If there is
an error, you are advised which files have errors. Simply re-export them from
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CaseMap and/or correct the file name specified in a field and click "OK"
again.


During import, the status bar is updated to indicate the item currently being
imported. You are advised of any error. At this point, we suggest you correct
the error in CaseMap, before dismissing the error message.
Depending on the severity of the error, you may also be given the option to
continue the importing additional records from that spreadsheet, to see if there
are more errors, or to abort importing that spreadsheet and move to the next.
Errors can be corrected in CaseMap as the you are informed, at the end,
re-export the corrected CaseMap spreadsheets and run the import again. Since
all testing should be done on a test database, as explained above, there is no
need to clean out the test database when you restart the import after correcting
any errors.
Once there are no errors, backup your local replica of actual case database,
run the import the and if you are using a server, replicate.

Understanding the import


CaseMap field values are mapped to MasterFile field values as far as possible.
When a value can not be mapped, a MasterFile default is assigned to the
profile field and the information from CaseMap is placed in the MasterFile
profile's "Notes" field.
For example facts may be identified as "Key" or "Unspecified" in CaseMap.
"Key" facts are given a relevance of "High" in MasterFile. "Unspecified"
values may mean the fact was not a key fact or had never been assessed for
relevance and is therefore assigned the MasterFile value "To decide".



Information in user defined CaseMap fields or fields which do not map to
corresponding MasterFile fields are imported into the MasterFile "Notes"
field.



Errors due to missing data items required by MasterFile profiles, such as a
document's hard copy location, are not reported, and documents, extracts,
facts or players with such errors are assigned the "Miscellaneous\CaseMap
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Import Errors" Issue/Topic so they can be found in the corresponding
"Issue/Topic" views.


If duplicate document files are specified, only one copy is imported.
If the duplicate document was specified in a report mapped to a green field, as
shown above, a profile is created for the document. The document is identified
as a duplicate, and instead of reimporting the document file, a doc-link to the
document profile with the file is inserted.
If the duplicate document was specified in a report mapped to a red field, then
the topic associated with the document is added to the "Issues and Topics" for
the previously loaded copy of the document.
Note that documents linked to Authority Extracts are not imported as they are
assumed to be linked to the CaseMap® main authority record.



Imported objects will be linked as topics to any documents, extracts, facts or
players that mention them in the CaseMap "Role in case", "Description" or
"Notes" fields of documents, extracts or facts.
However, we suggest you don't continue the practice of creating "objects for
everything" and "linking them to everything", as it is time consuming and
error prone since references may be missed. Instead we suggest you use
MasterFile's full text search to find all references to a given object and only
create "object topics" for those situations when you have critical information
associated with an object that you don't want to lose or forget before the
information has been set out and referenced in argument.



Doc-links are inserted for sources in the "Sources / Argument /
Counter-Argument." field of the fact profiles.
If you change any profile information used in doc-link descriptions (such as
document dates, authors, etc.) then if you need, you can update the doc-link's
descriptive text as follows:


open and edit the document's profile,



choose "Put doc-link on clipboard" from the doc-link function drop down
button at the top of the profile,



close the profile, and
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in every fact profile where a doc-link for that document exists, select the
doc-link and its old text and paste. The revised description and doc-link
and description is on the clipboard.
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Send to Sanction II Integration
MasterFile's Sanction integration allows you to send documents and text clips
from MasterFile to Sanction II courtroom presentation software. In particular, the
following transfers are allowed:


Text clips from MasterFile document and Extract profiles.



Single or multiple pages from PDF or TIFF files (PDF files are rasterized to
B&W TIFF files for transfer).



Amicus formatted transcript files.



Any other document file supported by Sanction.

NOTE: The Send to Sanction integration has only been tested with the latest
version of Sanction available at present, that is Sanction II.8.

Configuring MasterFile as a third-party application in Sanction
Before you are able to use "Send to Sanction" you must set up MasterFile as
a third party application in Sanction II as follows:
1. Start Sanction II.
2. From the "Tools" menu select "Verdict Integrator".
3. Select "Concordance" from the drop down list of "Registered Applications".
4. Replace the "Application name" of "Concordance" with "MasterFile".
5. Click on the "Locate" button and navigate the file selector to the Lotus Notes
program directory.
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6. Select the program file "notes.exe" and click “Open”. The Integrator dialog
box will look similar to the following (an entry for Notes will appear later).

7.
8. Click on "Update" and MasterFile will be set up as new registered application.
(Concordance will still remain as a registered application).
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9. Press “OK” to finish.
NOTE: If you intend to transfer Amicus formatted transcript files you need to
obtain and install a special version of the Verdict Integrator from Verdict Systems.
This can be installed after the above procedure. To install Verdict Integrator, exit
Sanction II, and copy the new VSSII8Integrator.exe Verdict Integrator file to
Program Files\SanctionII (or where your SanctionII is installed). You will be
prompted to overwrite the older version of the VSSII8Integrator; answer “Yes”.

Creating Sanction cases associated with MasterFile cases
Once MasterFile has been registered as a third party application in Sanction, you
can transfer documents. In Sanction, documents are associated with Sanction
cases, just as they are in MasterFile.
To transfer documents from a MasterFile case to Sanction, select [R+ Intake :
Reporting : Send to Sanction].
The first time you do this, Sanction will display its Case Association dialog as
shown below. Once a MasterFile case has been associated with a Sanction case,
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this dialog will no longer appear when sending documents from that MasterFile
case database to Sanction again.



To create a new case association, click on the "Create" button. Do NOT
click on the "Associate" button. The Case Association dialog will simply
disappear upon clicking “Create”.
The Sanction case you create has the same name as the MasterFile case and
therefore, in the future, it is important not change these either of these names.



Switch to Sanction and open the newly created case using File / Open Case,
selecting it, and clicking Open.
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Sending documents from MasterFile to Sanction
To send documents to Sanction:
1. Open the case in Sanction if it is not already open.
2. Select the documents to transfer in one of MasterFile's document views, or if
you have a document profile open and wish to send that document to Sanction,
proceed to the next step.
3. Select [R+ Intake : Reporting : Send to Sanction].
4. MasterFile's "Send to Sanction" dialog, shown below, will appear.
Note that you may see any of the following messages you did not open the
associated case in Sanction before clicking OK on MasterFile’s "Send to
Sanction" dialog:


If you are sending documents to Sanction from a particular MasterFile
case for the first time, the Sanction "Case Association" dialog described
above will be displayed and you must first complete the steps in the
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section above, “Creating Sanction cases associated with MasterFile cases”
and then open the case in Sanction.


If you had not opened the associated case in Sanction, you may see this
Sanction message

displayed for each page you tried to send to Sanction. Press “OK” for each
and you will finally see “All documents have been processed”. Open the
associated case in Sanction and repeat the Send to Sanction.


If a different case to your MasterFile case is open in Sanction, you may
see this Sanction message

Close the open case in Sanction, open the correct case in Sanction and repeat
the Send to Sanction.
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MasterFile’s Send to Sanction dialog has several sections:


The grey section displays profile information from the next document to
be sent to Sanction.



The green section indicates the generated document file name, the number
of documents left to process after the current one, and also allows you to
view the current document or skip to the next document.
(NOTE: The order in which the documents are presented may not match
the order in which they appear in the view from which they were
selected).
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The white section has fields for you to specify certain information and
parameters and is explained below.

5. Each document sent to Sanction must be transferred to one of the following
Sanction categories:






Documents
Images
Videos
Other Exhibits
Transcripts (must be an Amicus formatted transcript file)

Choose the appropriate category for the current document in the "Sanction
Category" field.
Note that if you select “Transcript”, the document being transferred must be
an Amicus formatted transcript file.
6. For TIFF and PDF document files, you can specify a range of pages to send in
the "Page numbers to send" field, as follows:
i.

Either 0 to send all pages, or

ii. A single number or two numbers separated by a "-"
must be provided. For example:
7 to send page 7 or 7-10 to send pages 7,8,9 and 10.
More than one page range may be specified be separating the ranges by
commas like 7,9,12-15,17,20-22 to send pages 7, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 20,
21 and 22.
7. The "Page description" field is optional. Sanction allows you to provide a
page description for each document page; however, since MasterFile operates
on documents, if more than one page is being sent to Sanction, the value
entered will be entered for all pages of that document.



8. Sanction allows you to provide an Exhibit number for each document page;
however, since MasterFile operates on documents, if more than one page is
being sent to Sanction, the value entered will be entered for all pages of that
document.
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If you are sending documents to Sanction from a MasterFile briefcase, the
exhibit number from the MasterFile briefcase is filled into this field.
If you are sending documents to Sanction from a MasterFile database, then the
exhibit number of the last entry of the "Production history / Bates numbers"
field is filled here.
9. Click "OK" to send the document to Sanction and advance to the next selected
document. NOTE: PDF documents are rasterized to black and white TIFF
format for transfer.
Note that in Sanction you may have to right click on a Grouping, such as
“Documents”, and choose “Refresh” for Sanction to display newly added
documents, or images, or transcripts, etc.

Sending text clips to Sanction
In addition to sending documents and transcripts, you may also select a section of
text, such as a few lines from a transcript, either in MasterFile Document or
Extract profiles and send those to Sanction. Sanction will rasterize the text into a
small TIFF image and place it in the "Text Clips" section under "Other Exhibits".
To send a text clip do the following:
1. Select the text to transfer in a MasterFile Document or Extract profile.
2. Select [R+ Intake : Reporting : Send to Sanction].
3. The following dialog will appears, asking if you want to send the text clip or
the entire document:
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Choose "Yes" to send the text clip and Sanction will display its "Text Clip
Studio" dialog where you may fine tune the display of the text clip.
4. Click the "Save" button on the "Text Clip Studio" dialog to save the text clip
in the Sanction case database.
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PDF Printer Driver
The MasterFile PDF Printer Driver allows you to create PDF files from any
application. The driver is integrated with MasterFile's Watch Folder Monitor and
automatically creates an OCR file of the document's text so documents, web
pages, etc. can all be loaded effortlessly into MasterFile.

Configuring the Printer Driver
If you have installed a demo version, the printer driver prints a watermark on
every page, and allows exporting of the first 2 pages of the document's contents as
OCR text.

Using the Printer Driver
To use the printer driver, you print from your applications as normal, but select
the printer "MasterFile PDF Printer" as the printer to use. Various options to
control printing such paper size, orientation, etc. are available on the printer's
property sheet.
After you click "Ok" to start printing, the PDF file is created in the Watch Folder
Monitor's directory, along with a matching OCR file. After a few seconds, the
Watch Monitor will detect the files and display a Watch Folder Alert. Simply
click "OK" to create a new document profile with the PDF and OCR text
pre-loaded.
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Briefcases and the Evidence Cruncher
What are they?
MasterFile's briefcases and optional Evidence Cruncher are innovative and
exceptionally easy to use tools which have two main tasks:
a. Convert, OCR and standardize over 100 types of electronic documentary
evidence files (e-discovery files), including Word, Excel and scanned
document images, in a MasterFile repository, into industry standard,
searchable PDF -- a process we call "OCR/PDF crunching". After conversion
the documents can be viewed with the free Acrobat 6.0 viewer.
b. Facilitate collaboration, collection, production and archiving of documents for
discovery or disclosure. The format can be paper or electronic -- as individual
files or as a MasterFile briefcase -- in PDF or the original format.
Together they provide a suite of novel features giving you broad flexibility in how
you accomplish these tasks.
As part of its standard features, MasterFile lets you:


load scanned or electronic documents, work product and e-mail in bulk, either
in the document's native format, in PDF, or both, with or without OCR,



load text from PDF files for indexing and making extracts,



print PDF documents, “as is”,



dump documents to disk as individual files, or dump PDF documents as an
aggregate into one PDF file,



produce documents for disclosure in native electronic format either in
permanent archives of disclosures (MasterFile briefcases) or as individual
files, and



maintain production and disclosure history of each document disclosed in
native format.
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With the optional Evidence Cruncher you can also:


OCR, full text index and convert scanned paper documents into searchable
PDF documents -- a process we call "OCR/PDF crunching". View these
standard PDF files with the free Acrobat viewer.



Convert widely used desktop application file formats, such as Word, Excel,
Outlook e-mail, Lotus Notes e-mail and/or databases, etc. into PDF format,





Stamp Bates page numbers, text watermarks, headers and footers on each
page, even on electronic documents,



Scale page contents or scale to a new page size, and



Change image compression.

Perform OCR/PDF conversion of:


one or more selected documents, on the fly as needed, directly from
MasterFile;



directories and subdirectories, in preparation for bulk loading with
MasterFile's Express Load tool;



documents queued for conversion.



"Crunch" e-discovery, or other documents, directory by directory - i.e. convert
them to searchable PDF files - before you load these into MasterFile.
Documents already in MasterFile can be similarly converted too.



Produce documents for disclosure in native or PDF format, stamped with
Bates page numbers, watermarks, headers, footers and redactions, all burned
into the disclosed version of the document. This prevents uncovering or
recovery of information that was redacted that is possible if PDF file layers
are used for redaction, Bates numbering, etc. (In native format, watermarks,
Bates page numbers, etc., are not possible).
Note: The capability to produce native format briefcases is included with
MasterFile, and does not require the optional Evidence Cruncher module.



Create permanent archives of disclosures, complete with Bates page numbers
and stamped information, for subsequent reproduction, in whole or in part.
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Print documents selectively or in bulk from MasterFile databases or
production briefcases.

To facilitate document production and disclosure, MasterFile briefcases let you:


Collaborate, review and revise, with your colleagues, the document set to be
disclosed, as it is assembled in a MasterFile briefcase. Then, delegate the
production process itself to an assistant when the document set is complete.



Create a permanent archive of the document set disclosed, complete with
Bates page numbers and stamped information, for subsequent reproduction, in
whole or in part.



Choose the final delivery format for your disclosures as paper or electronic, as
individual files (in PDF or single/multi-page TIFF format), as a MasterFile
briefcase (in PDF or the original native format), or as a PDF briefcase. (In
native format, watermarks, Bates page numbers, etc., are not possible).
Maintain, in the source MasterFile database from where the documents were
obtained, both a catalog of documents disclosed in each production set and
also the disclosure history of an individual document together with Bates page
numbers from each production set.



Extract one or more selected document files from either a MasterFile database
or briefcase and store them to disk.

How do briefcases and the Evidence Cruncher work?
Briefcases are special type of MasterFile database repository you create from your
MasterFile case databases, in which you collect the documents for production.
They look like regular MasterFile databases with only menu panel functions
relevant to briefcases.
To facilitate aggregating the documents to be produced, briefcases let you:


add and remove documents from them,



collect the documents to disclose over time rather than having to determine
and produce the entire disclosure at one sitting. You can then perform the
production when you are satisfied



let your team collaborate to reviewing and/or contribute to the disclosure set.
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collect documents for separate disclosures, simultaneously, in their own
briefcases.



delegate the mechanics of the production process to assistants so you only
have to focus on adding documents to be disclosed to the briefcase.

As shown at right, the Evidence Cruncher provides OCR/PDF crunching services,
as described above, for documents:




already loaded into MasterFile databases,
copied to MasterFile briefcases for production,
stored in directories and sub-directories on disk, in advance of loading into
MasterFile with Express Load.

Depending on volumes of documents to be crunched and because the OCR/PDF
crunching process can tax the machine it is running on, the Cruncher can be
installed either on a dedicated computer or on the licensed user's workstation.
Additional Evidence Crunchers can also be installed to handle large volumes.
To crunch documents already in MasterFile databases, simply select the
documents you want crunched in a view and invoke the Evidence Cruncher.
Within a few minutes a searchable PDF version of the document file along with
the OCR text generated from document images will be stored back in the profiles
-- i.e. the profile will have been crunched.
From MasterFile briefcases, again simply select the documents which are ready
for production and invoke the Evidence Cruncher.
OCR/PDF crunching a directory, and optionally its subdirectories, involves
selecting the directory and invoking the Evidence Cruncher. As OCR/PDF
crunching proceeds, the PDF file and OCR text file generated from document
images are created back in the source file's directory.
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How is the Evidence Cruncher licensed and used?
Licensing
The Evidence Cruncher is a powerful tool which can handle high volume OCR
and PDF conversion -- up to several thousand pages per day on dedicated
computers. Like a photocopier, you need one in the office but not every user needs
one, nor is it used all the time. Similarly, unless you have specific or high volume
scanning/OCR requirements, only one Evidence Cruncher per 5-10 users is
typically needed.
Just as a photocopier can be used any staff member, but only one at a time, the
Evidence Cruncher can also be used by any staff member, but only one at a time.
This is managed by a hardware USB license key that you receive when you
purchase the Evidence Cruncher. A staff member simply inserts the key in his or
her workstation or laptop to begin using it.
And just as high quality photocopiers have a monthly duty cycle of several
thousand pages per month, the Evidence Cruncher's OCR module similarly has a
monthly duty cycle. Its standard capacity is 10,000 pages per month. If a higher
monthly duty cycle is required, or countdown “cartridges” with specific capacities
such as 150,000 or 300,000 pages for large document sets, please contact us for
further information and options.
You require valid MasterFile and Evidence Cruncher Maintenance and Support
Plans in effect to be licensed to use Advanced Evidence Cruncher functions.
Using the Evidence Cruncher
Generally, on a day to day basis, when new paper or electronic documents arrive
they are scanned, loaded into the appropriate MasterFile case file database, run
through the Evidence Cruncher by an administrative assistant and then made
available to the users. Users can also request documents be crunched using the
"Evidence Cruncher Queue" or e-mailing doc-links for the documents to the
administrative assistant. However, as explained earlier any user with the USB key
can use the Evidence Cruncher.
The Evidence Cruncher also manages document production. Documents are
collected in a MasterFile briefcase. Therefore, although a team can share, modify,
and collaborate on the contents of their MasterFile briefcases as needed, that is,
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the sets of documents to be ultimately produced and disclosed, the user who
actually performs the final production -- generating briefcase documents in PDF
format with Bates page numbers, for example -- must be licensed to use the
Evidence Cruncher - that is, have the hardware key plugged in to their
workstation.
Note that any user can convert individual documents to PDF, and/or extract text
from PDFs, with MasterFile's free professional PDF printer driver but not OCR
them. OCRing requires the Evidence Cruncher and its USB key.
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Using the Evidence Cruncher
From a MasterFile database or briefcase, select the documents you want to process and then click on
[R+ Evidence Cruncher/Document Services].
The dialog box shown below appears listing the document services available.

Services available in a briefcase differ and depend on the state of the briefcase; they are explained next.
Simply pick a service, complete any additional configuration parameters that appear for the service and
click "OK" to start processing. You may optionally choose to process "Everything" if you want to
process all documents in the database.
Document services always process the first attached, (not embedded) document file found in the
"Scanned document image or application file" document profile field.
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The following services require the optional Evidence Cruncher, and may be performed by a licensed
Evidence Cruncher user:




OCR/PDF crunch now
OCR/PDF crunch directory now
Dump documents to printer (for non-PDF documents)

Evidence Cruncher services only available in MasterFile databases
(i.e. services not available in briefcases)


Queue for OCR/PDF crunch
If you are not the licensed Evidence Cruncher operator, or if you are a mobile user, choose this
service to add the documents to the Evidence Cruncher Queue and advise an Evidence Cruncher
operator to process it. Note: Each MasterFile database has its own queue.
To process the queue the operator simply opens the database and clicks on [R+ Evidence
Cruncher/Process Cruncher Queue]. As explained below, many options are available to control the
OCR/PDF crunching process; however, documents crunched from the queue are processed with the
options pre-set as follows:


documents stored in the "Redacted or alternate image for Evidence Cruncher" profile field are
not used;



source files in the profiles are not replaced with the crunched documents;



the image page is not altered with scaling, headers, footers, watermarks, etc. JPG images have
medium compression applied, and all images are converted to black and white;



Output format is PDF format, not “B&W TIFF in PDF” format.



OCR options used: English language with dictionary correction, de-speckle and de-skew.

If other settings are required, the operator can simply select all the documents in the queue and
choose the "OCR/PDF crunch now" service, explained below, and set the desired options.


Cancel queue for OCR/PDF crunch
Remove selected documents from the queue.
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OCR/PDF crunch now & OCR/PDF crunch directory now
If you are an Evidence Cruncher operator, you can use these options to immediately crunch
documents in a MasterFile database or document files in directories on your computer or servers,
preparing them for Express Loading.
Many options shown below, which control PDF conversion and OCR generation are available. For
example you can stamp PDF files with headers or footers, scale their contents, choose colour or
black and white output, set OCR options, and so forth.
NOTE: During OCR processing, original document images are converted to 'B&W TIFF in PDF'
format to conserve space.
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Simply set the options appropriately, and click "OK" to start the OCR/PDF crunching process.
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Un-crunch documents
Un-crunch deletes the first PDF file attached to the profile. If there is only one PDF file attached to
the profile, it is retained. Un-crunch also erases any OCR text loaded and resets the 'OCR/PDF
Crunch Status' profile field.



Load text from PDF
Choose this option if you need to load the text stored in a PDF file (such as OCR text in searchable
PDF files) into the "OCR/Transcript/Full Text of Document" field.
NOTE: This feature is included as part of MasterFile's standard features and does not require the
optional Evidence Cruncher.

Evidence Cruncher services available in both MasterFile databases and briefcases


Dump documents to printer
The Evidence Cruncher will print documents from all major desktop applications, including
Microsoft Office, Word, Excel, scanned document images, PDF, etc.
Choose this option to print selected or all documents. Specify a printer in the field that appears. If
you leave the printer name field blank or enter "Default", the documents are printed to the default
Windows printer. Other printer names can be found in the "Printers" folder in "Control Panel". For
example:
\\MyServer\MyPrinter

identifies the printer "MyPrinter" attached to "MyServer".
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NOTE: This feature is included as part of MasterFile's standard features and does not require the
optional Evidence Cruncher. However, only PDF documents can be printed and they will be printed
"as is", that is, without headers, footers, scaling, or other modification.


Dump documents to disk
Choose this option if you need to extract document files and save them to disk. When you dump
documents to disk, a corresponding MasterFile CSV load file is created. This option lets you chose
to dump native document files, PDF files, the redacted PDF or just profile data in the CSV load file
that is created. You may also choose to dump OCR text in matching .OCR files.
NOTE: This feature is included as part of MasterFile's standard features and does not require the
optional Evidence Cruncher.



Dump PDF documents into one PDF
Choose this option to extract PDF document files and aggregate them into one PDF. The aggregate
PDF will contain bookmarks to each document within it. A corresponding MasterFile CSV load file
is also created in the same directory.
NOTE: This feature is included as part of MasterFile's standard features and does not require the
optional Evidence Cruncher.



Dump PDF documents in B&W TIFF format (single or multi-page)
Choose this option to rasterize PDF documents into multi-page B&W TIFF files. The TIFF files
will be dumped to a directory you specify. A corresponding MasterFile CSV load file is also
created in the same directory. You may also choose to dump OCR text in matching .OCR files.
NOTE: This feature is included as part of MasterFile's standard features and does not require the
optional Evidence Cruncher.

Important information about the Evidence Cruncher


Please refer to the pop up help besides each option on the Evidence Cruncher window for more
detailed information about each one.



When you start a document service that requires the Evidence Cruncher, MasterFile will process
the documents selected in batches of 15 as follows:
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The files in a batch are extracted and saved in the "INPUT" subdirectory under the Evidence
Cruncher directory on your computer. The Evidence Cruncher places the processed files and
files it produces in the "OUTPUT", "PDF", "OCR", "LOG" and "ERROR" subdirectories under
the MasterFile working directory on your computer.



If errors occur during OCR/PDF crunching, the [L+ Evidence Cruncher/docs: by Crunch
Status] view displays them. Clicking on the "Production Error Messages" column title sorts the
view and brings all documents with errors together. Some errors are not reported in the view
and if this occurs, you will be advised. These errors will be reported in the log files in the
"LOG" subdirectories. Review these to find out more information about these error. Extracted
or converted files may remain in the subdirectories under Evidence Cruncher working
directories on your computer.



The "Re-crunch" option forces the Evidence Cruncher to use the source file (that is, the second
attachment in the profile) and re-create the PDF document and reload the text. The existing
PDF document, if any, and any OCR text loaded from it, is erased and replaced by the new
PDF.



When OCR/PDF crunching a directory, the files are renamed to include a unique number ID
suffix so they can be identified as already crunched. This is necessary should an error occur and
you restart processing of the directory. The ID's format is "-- UNID-0000000 " where
"0000000" is replaced by the document's sequence number during processing. The output PDF
and OCR files will also have "-- EC" inserted into their file names so you're able to identify
them.



When using the "Only selected" option to process selected documents, due to a limitation
within Lotus Notes, the order in which they are processed will not be the order in which they
appear in the view, therefore printed documents may be in a random order.



Document profiles may contain an alternate image that can be used during briefcase production.
This image is stored in the "Redacted or alternate image for Evidence Cruncher" profile field
shown below.
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Simply choose "Yes" for the "Use alternate/redacted image" service option, as shown below,
for example:

To create a redacted image:


Select the document profiles to redact and click on [R+ Review and Revision Tools/Redact
with Acrobat]
The PDF document in the "Redacted or alternate image for Evidence Cruncher" is launched in
Acrobat. If no PDF file exists there, the PDF copy of the native document is automatically
copied to it. After you save and close the PDF file from Acrobat, MasterFile will, in a few
seconds, recover it and re-save it back to the profile.
You will require Adobe® Acrobat® 9/X or later to perform secure redactions.



Note that when you save file after redacting from Acrobat, you will be asked to name the newly
redacted file. By default, the directory will be MasterFile's Temporary directory. Acrobat may
append a suffix such as "-Redacted" to the end of the filename. Remove any suffix and save,
and you will be prompted to overwrite the existing file. Select OK and overwrite. If you are not
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prompted, the name or directory is incorrect. You can set Acrobat redaction options not to
append any suffix to avoid that rename step. Close the file in Acrobat so MasterFile can recover
the redacted file. A status bar message let's you know when that has completed. You can also
simply exit Acrobat to ensure recovery.

Determining which documents are crunched
If you need to determine which documents are crunched, missing OCR, etc. select the documents to
analyze and click on [R+ Evidence Cruncher/Verify Crunch Status].
After completing analysis, results are stored in the "OCR/PDF Crunch Status" field in the
"Miscellaneous" section of the profile and displayed in the [L+ Evidence Cruncher/docs: by Crunch
Status] view under the following categories:













Is OCR/PDF Crunched
No document attached to profile
No PDF attached to profile
Has OCR but no document
Has OCR but document is not PDF
PDF without OCR text
Unknown ... OCR and PDF have 02% - 25% difference in size
Unknown ... OCR and PDF have 25% - 50% difference in size
Unknown ... OCR and PDF have 50% - 75% difference in size
Unknown ... OCR and PDF have > 75% difference in size
Ignore during Verify Crunch Status
Queue for OCR/PDF Crunch

Please see the field's pop up help for explanations of the above.
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Creating, producing and distributing MasterFile briefcases
Please note the following points about MasterFile briefcases:


Briefcases are a special version of a MasterFile database with limited functionality and views. They
only store documents and use an "abridged" document profile but with the four new fields shown
below:

The abridged profile holds a doc-link to the document in the source database, and after the
document has been produced, holds either production errors, if any; otherwise it holds the exhibit
numbers, Bates page numbers (for PDF format productions) and other details.


Documents may be disclosed on paper, as electronic files (in native or PDF format) or as a
MasterFile or PDF briefcase. However regardless in which format you will make the disclosure, a
MasterFile briefcase is always created first, and then printed or dumped to disk if needed.



After the briefcase has been "produced" and disclosed, production history for each document in the
source MasterFile database is updated with production date, description and page numbers of the
document. We suggest you keep your briefcase files in case you need to reproduce the disclosure
and also so you have an exact copy of the documents as they were disclosed.



Briefcases are linked to the source database from where they are created. Only documents from the
source database can be added to a briefcase.



Briefcases are created on the same server as the source MasterFile database.



Only users designated as "Full Administrators" in a MasterFile database can create briefcases for
that database.



Users designated as "Senior users" or "Administrators" in the source MasterFile database, remain
the same in the briefcase and are able to add or remove documents from the briefcase. All other
users of the source MasterFile database are made "Regular read only" users.
"Full Administrators" may use [R+ Administration/User Administration] in the briefcase to add or
remove additional users if needed.
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To create a briefcase


Click on [R+ Create/Briefcase].
The following dialog box will appear:

A suggested briefcase filename is provided constructed from the prefix "BRIEFCASE -- " and the
name of the source database.
If the source database is on a server, the "Notes server" field will be pre-filled with the same server
name. Do not change this.


You can change the briefcase name to suit your needs or naming conventions. You can prefix the
name with a subdirectory where you keep briefcase databases, for example:
"briefcases\BRIEFCASE -- Arcade v Sky High", and the briefcase will be created in that
subdirectory. Note: In either case, the briefcase is given the name you enter, so in the example
above, the briefcase will be named "BRIEFCASE -- Arcade v Sky High".



If you have more than one Notes/Domino server in your organization, enter the name of your
"Administration server". If you only have one Notes/Domino server in your organization, leave this
field blank and the server name will be used automatically.



Click "OK"to create the new briefcase.
The status bar will update as the briefcase is created and you will be advised when the process is
complete. It can take a few minutes.



The new briefcase automatically opens.



Click on "Start MasterFile" to close the "About this database" help screen displayed.
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Overview of using briefcases


Adding documents to a briefcase


To add a documents to a briefcase simply select them in the source database and click on [R+
Evidence Cruncher/Add to briefcase] and choose the briefcase to add them too. Alternatively,
click on [R+ Evidence Cruncher/Add to last/new briefcase] to add them to a newly created
briefcase or the last briefcase you added documents to.



Documents are added in ascending date order (i.e. documents at the bottom of the view are
added first). The one exception to this is adding documents from the [L+ Pleadings :
Disclosures/by Production History : Bates] view. From this view, documents are added in the
same order as they are numbered in the view (documents at the top are added first).
WARNING: If you are using a categorized view, i.e. it has red section titles, and you have
selected several documents to add to the briefcase, the order in which they are added to the
briefcase may be unpredictable if they appear in multiple categories in the view. Note that [L+
Pleadings : Disclosures/by Production History : Bates] is a categorized view and this warning
applies if documents you need have been disclosed more than once since they will appear in
more than one category. If you need to add documents from a categorized view in to briefcase
and retain the order we suggest you make a folder based on an uncategorized view (such as the
"documents by Date" view), drag the documents into it, switch do display the folder's contents
and then add them to the briefcase from the folder.In the briefcase's [L+ Pleadings :
Disclosures/Briefcase's unproduced docs] view, documents appear in the order they were
added.





If a document has already been added to the briefcase you are advised. The document is ignored
and not duplicated.



OCR text is brought over to the briefcase so it can be distributed with documents after
production, if necessary.



If a document has attachments you'll be asked whether to add them to the briefcase. They will
be added immediately after their parent document.

Reviewing or changing a briefcase's contents:


To delete documents, simply delete them as normal. Produced documents may not be deleted.
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To update documents, revise them in the source database and add them back to the briefcase.
They will not be duplicated, but updated. Documents already produced may not be updated.



To flag the briefcase's documents in their source database (perhaps to recreate the briefcase
again), select the documents in the briefcase and click on [R+ Evidence Cruncher/Tag with
topic in source DB]. You will be prompted for an issue/topic to tag them with. In the source
database the documents will appear under a special issue/topic category in the issue/topic
views.
NOTE: See the warning above about adding document directly to a briefcase from the
issue/topic views.



Producing a briefcase
Documents can be produced in PDF format or native format.
You can view the produced and unproduced documents in the briefcase from the [L+ Pleadings :
Disclosures/by Production History : Bates] and [L+ Pleadings : Disclosures/Briefcase's unproduced
docs] views. Click on [R+ Evidence Cruncher/Document Services] in the briefcase.
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The "Cruncher Document services" window, shown below, appears:
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In the "Briefcase Production Settings" section enter a short description of the production to help
you identify to whom and why the documents were disclosed, an effective production date and
select Native or PDF production format.
NOTE: Native format productions do not allow Bates stamps and do not require the Evidence
Cruncher. The production history for each document in the source MasterFile database is still
updated upon completion of production, but only with document/exhibit numbers (which indicates
that the production was in native format) and without Bates numbers.



If the production is in PDF format, then configure the PDF options as required. The optional
Evidence Cruncher is required.


NOTE: For PDF productions, documents are not converted into PDF format in the briefcase nor
is OCR generated during production; both must already exist prior to adding the document to
the briefcase.
When a PDF format production is started, the selected documents are checked to ensure a PDF
file exists, and if not, errors are reported in the briefcase. To resolve any missing PDFs,





$

from the briefcase's "Briefcase's unproduced docs" view, click the "Production Error
Messages" column title to sort and then select any with errors

$

click on [R+ Evidence Cruncher/Tag with topic in source DB] to tag these with a topic of
your choosing in the source database so you can locate them quickly by that topic for
OCR/PDF crunching

$

after OCR/PDF crunching, add them back to the briefcase to update it. You can also check
which documents have PDF versions before adding them to the briefcase, using the [L+
Evidence Cruncher/docs: by Crunch Status] view in the source database and OCR/PDF
crunching any that need to be.

Two PDF production formats are available. "PDF" and "B&W TIFF in PDF". If you have
redacted PDFs using a secure PDF redaction tool (such as Acrobat 9 or X) which removes
content from the PDF use "PDF" format. Otherwise, we suggest you use "B&W TIFF in PDF"
format which produces a rasterized format with all redactions, Bates numbers, etc. burned into
the PDF that can not be tampered with using PDF editing tools. Note this is a slow production
method.

Click "OK" to commence production.
Please note the following:
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Please see above for details about how the Evidence Cruncher processes documents.



Documents successfully produced will be removed from the "Briefcase's unproduced docs"
view and will appear in the [L+ Pleadings : Disclosures/by Production History : Bates] view.



If there is an error, production will be stopped to prevent the document sequence from being
corrupted. The document which caused the production error will remain unproduced and in the
[L+ Pleadings : Disclosures/Briefcase's unproduced docs] view with a description of the error
displayed on its row. Correct the error or delete the document and restart the production process
again.
If all documents were successfully produced, you will have the option to lock the briefcase to
prevent further documents from being added to the briefcase and to update the production
history in the "Production history / Bates numbers" field of the document's original profile (see
the "Disclosures" section) in the source MasterFile database. Existing history is retained in the
field so full disclosure history of the document is retained. To lock the briefcase you must be a
"Full Administrator".



If all documents are not produced, or you elect not to lock the briefcase, you can add additional
documents to the briefcase as needed and/or produce remaining documents at a later date by
following the forgoing procedure again. Some settings and options, such as the production
description, date, next exhibit number, next Bates page number and PDF security password, can
not be changed so they remain consistent throughout the production process.



Once a briefcase has been locked, clicking on [R+ Evidence Cruncher/Document Services] lets
you print or extract the documents from the briefcase and save them to disk. To print a native
production you'll need the optional Evidence Cruncher software as described above.



If you decide the production is unsatisfactory, simply erase the briefcase database file.
Then, in the source MasterFile database erase the production history for this document set by
selecting any document from the set and clicking on [R+ Evidence Cruncher/Erase production
history]. You'll be presented with the production history for that document. Simply select the
history to erase and it will be erased from the selected document and all others in that
production.
NOTE: Before erasing production history from the source MasterFile database ensure the full
text index is up to date.
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We strongly suggest you create and produce a briefcase from the main replica of a MasterFile
database, and not local replicas used by notebook computers, etc. However, if this is
unavoidable, no other productions should be done until it is complete and all other replicas
synchronized and updated. Otherwise, the production history field will cause large numbers of
replication conflicts, as explained below in "Document locking and replica or save conflicts".

Distributing a briefcase
Once production is complete and the briefcase locked, you can distribute it or its documents as needed.
Documents can be:


selected and printed as hard copy, or



selected and extracted from the briefcase and stored on disk as individual PDFs or single/multi-page
B&W TIFF files, or



as a "PDF Briefcase" with produced documents aggregated into one large PDF.

To distribute a briefcase's contents simply open the briefcase, choose [R+ Evidence
Cruncher/Document Services] from within the briefcase and choose the appropriate document service
from the options available, as shown below:
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"Dump briefcase into one PDF" extracts all documents in a briefcase produced in PDF format and
aggregates them into one PDF. The aggregate PDF will contain bookmarks, with Bates numbers and
other document information, to each document within it.
Alternatively, the MasterFile briefcase database itself can be distributed. To distribute a MasterFile
briefcase as a Notes database, simply copy it to CD or data DVD. However note that some confidential
information in the summary or other fields may get disclosed and thus we don't recommend distributing
the briefcase itself.
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Replica copies of MasterFile databases
MasterFile lets mobile and disconnected users or teams keep
complete copies, called replicas, of MasterFile databases on their
notebook computers for use away from the office.
MasterFile lets every team member do what ever they want,
anywhere, at any time with the database, because MasterFile's
replication capabilities makes every feature and all information
available to mobile users, without restriction, even when they
disconnected from the primary database.



try it - creating a replica database

1. Open the MasterFile database, or select its icon in the Workspace
window from [R+ General/Show Workspace].
2. Choose "New Replica" from the "File/Replication" menu.
A dialogue box similar to the following will appear.

Replicas on mobile computers, or at branch offices, can be
synchronized with office databases when users reconnect to the
primary database server again. Work completed in the field and at
the office is updated and synchronized in both places.
Selective replication allows you to make replica copies of parts of
MasterFile databases with selected profiles. You can then grant
users at your organization, or at client and/or co-counsel offices,
access to these replicas, while keeping the primary MasterFile
database private and secure. Since multiple replicas of the same
database can not be kept on the same server, you will need to use
another computer as a Domino server for a selective replica.
Setting a replication schedule will ensure that the replicas are
automatically kept up to date without any additional work or effort
on your part. Since Notes has over 145,000,000 users, your client
may already be using Notes. Giving them access to a MasterFile
database will take seconds.
For a comprehensive discussion on replication please refer to your
Notes documentation.

In general you make replicas from a MasterFile database stored on a
Notes/Domino server. However, if your MasterFile database is on your
workstation then type a file name for the new replica.
If you wish to replicate only a portion of the database, click on "More
Settings ...". See "Replicating part of a database", below, for more
information about this.
For a comprehensive discussion on replication please refer to your
Notes documentation.
3. Click "OK" to create the replica copy on your local computer.
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Using a replica
When a database has a replica copy, the database icon on the
Workspace page ([R+ General/Show Workspace]) will have a
small button in the top right corner which will display a menu, as
above, to set which copy of the database the database icon will
open. The database icon will display "on Local", when the local
replica will be opened, or "on ..." with a server name, when the
icon will open a server copy of the database.
To open the local replica copy, click the button, and select "Local"
from the menu. Then open the database as usual by double clicking
on the database icon.

Replicating a database
When you need to synchronize a local replica with its server
counterpart, so that updates and changes made to each copy are
applied to the other, choose "Replicate" from the
"File/Replication" menu.

Replicating part of a database
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When you click on "More Settings...", as shown above, you're presented with the
following dialog box:

The various sections "Basics", "Space Savers", etc. allow you to fine tune replication.
In general you do not need to change any of these settings and should not do so unless
you understand how they affect replication.
NOTE: Lotus Notes refers to anything that is listed in a view (document, extract, fact
profiles, keywords, etc.) as "documents", i.e. every row in a view, is a "document",
while in MasterFile, "documents" are document profiles.
If your database is very large, and you don't want, or need, the entire database and/or
all images, two settings that you may wish to adjust are:



"How much will be replicated", shown above, and
"Space Savers".

These let you control the size of the replica.
Normally when Notes documents are replicated, the entire document and its
attachments (images, etc.) are replicated in full. However, by changing "Full
Documents", shown above to "Partial Documents", as shown below:
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and by setting the "Limit attachment size to" option, file attachments are truncated to
the amount you specify. Then, when you find you need a complete attachment, either
select the document profiles in a view, or from an open document profile, choose
"Retrieve Entire Document" from the "Actions" menu. Replication will then
commence and the full attachment will be retrieved.
Please note the following when using the "Partial Document" setting:


You will need to be able to connect to your Domino Server to retrieve the
truncated attachments. Therefore if you will be on the road and need access to
your documents, ensure you will be able to connect to your Domino Server.



Profiles with truncated attachments may not be edited. When you open one, the
following indicator is displayed to remind you:



The [L+ Miscellaneous/by Last edit date] and [L+ Miscellaneous/by Entered
date] views, display the amount of each profile that has been replicated and, if the
document has been truncated, the amount remaining to be replicated.

The other way to reduce the size of a replica database is to use the "Space Savers"
option to limit which Notes documents will be replicated, as opposed to how much of
them as set by the "Partial Documents" option just described.
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To select what to replicate click on "Space Savers", click on "Documents in specified
views or folders" and select the views and/or folders that contain the profiles you
wish to replicate. In addition, you must select the two keyword views under the "Z
Admin" category, shown below in order for MasterFile to operate correctly:
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Document locking and replica or save conflicts
Lotus Notes databases are designed to allow many users to simultaneously view or
edit their contents either in the same database or in "replica" copies of the
database residing on different servers or local workstations/notebook computers.
When two people edit the same document profile in different replica copies of the
database, Notes replication technology will merge all the changes together, as long
as the same field has not been changed in both copies of the documents.
NOTE: Due to an issue in Lotus Notes versions 6.x and 7.x, Notes does not
always properly merge documents but instead creates a replica conflict when the
same document is edited on two replicas.

Replication and save conflicts
If two users edit and save the same profile from a database stored on a
Notes/Domino server, then the last person who tries to save the document will
receive the following message:

Notes is advising the user that the "document" (all MasterFile profiles are called
"documents" in Notes terminology) has been changed and saved since they began
editing it. The user has the option of losing their changes or saving the profile as a
"Save Conflict".
A "Save Conflict" is a copy of the profile saved and linked to the original profile,
like extract profiles are linked to their parent documents, but identified in the
views with the words "[Replication or Save Conflict]" and a grey diamond in the
selection margin. "Replication Conflicts" are similar to save conflicts and are
created during replica synchronization (replication) if the same profile was edited
by two users on different replica copies of the database.
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If you receive this message, we recommend, in general, not to save the profile to
avoid a conflict being created, and instead, just closing the profile without saving
although you will loose your changes. However, if there are lots of changes, then
go ahead and save the profile, which will result in a "Save Conflict". Creating a
"Save Conflict" is not a problem. In any event, you will need to re-edit the original
copy of the profile and redo the changes made and then permanently delete the
replication or save conflict from the database.
MasterFile does not allow you to edit a "Save Conflict" profile; however when
you open a conflict the profile banner will display the conflict indicator shown
below:

You can locate the conflict's original profile by clicking on the "Go to Conflict's
Original" button
which will appear at the top of the
profile form. Also, you can compare the conflict with the original document to
locate the differences by clicking on the "Compare Conflict to Original" button
which will also be displayed. The contents of the two
document profiles is extracted into two files and compared using the Equivio
document compare tool, if available, or Microsoft Word. Whether compared in
Equivio or Word, the profile contents are compared twice, using each as the
baseline. That is, additions shown in first comparison will be shown as deletions
in the second comparison, and vice versa. This enables you to use which ever
comparison is most relevant to you.
All replication or save conflict profiles appear in the following views:





[L+ Documents/by Date].
[L+ Facts/by Relevance].
[L+ Miscellaneous/by Last edit date].
[L+ Miscellaneous/Administration/locked or conflicts: by User].
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To minimize the possibility of replication conflicts which arise when two users
edit the same fields in the same profile on different replicas, such as one on a
notebook computer, we suggest you make use of the check out/check in feature.
This will not prevent replication conflicts but reduces the possibility of them
occurring.

Profile locking
To minimize the possibility of save conflicts, MasterFile uses its own locking
mechanism to prevent two people from editing the same profile at the same time.
When a profile is opened for editing, MasterFile will lock it so that no other user
will be able to simultaneously edit the document from that server. They will be
still able to view the profile. In certain circumstances, the user may be able to edit
or make changes to the profile, but they will not be allowed to save the changes
and will receive a Notes message advising them accordingly.
If a document profile is locked then the "by Date" and "by Last Edit Date" views
will display a padlock icon at the front of the profile's row, as for the letter of
17.Jul.2003 shown below.

Also, you will notice that whenever you close a profile you opened in edit mode,
you will be asked to save changes to the document, even if you have not made any
changes. This is normal.
You should close a profile after editing, rather than switching to view mode from
edit mode. Otherwise a "Replication Conflict" copy of the profile will be created
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as if two users had been editing the same document simultaneously as written
above. Closing the profile after editing avoids this.
For databases that are local to a workstation, i.e. not used on a server, the locking
mechanism is not used.
To see who has locked the profile, use the [L+ Miscellaneous/by Who's checked
out what] view. Alternatively, click on [R+ Administration/Database Fix-up
Utilities] and choose "Force unlock and check-in" to display the name of the
person who has locked the profile.
If a profile which should not be locked is locked, MasterFile Administrators can
unlock it using "Force unlock and check-in" from [R+ Administration/Database
Fix-up Utilities]. They will then be asked for confirmation. Note: the preview pane
must be closed. Alternatively, the person whose name is identified as the lock
holder, can simply open (not edit) the profile and close it to unlock it. This
situation may occur if a user was editing the document and their workstation
crashed or there were errors during agent processing.
If you are a MasterFile Administrator, you can access and edit locked profiles;
however, you should not do so. If you do, you will receive a message warning you
not to make any changes to the locked profile because you will cause save
conflicts for other users.
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Appendix A - Document imaging, scanning and storage
Most documents stored in a MasterFile database will be scanned images of paper
documents you already have. To scan your documents all you will need is a
scanner connected to your computer and appropriate software to scan and view
image files.
The process is no more complex than using a fax machine; in fact, every fax
machine uses a scanner to make a scanned image of the document being faxed and
this image is transmitted to the recipient's fax machine which simply prints it or
displays it on a computer screen.

Scanning software and image file formats
There are many file formats for storing computer images but not all are suitable
for document imaging. For example, two common image formats used on web
pages are JPEG and GIF. These are best suited for photographs or line drawings
such as cartoons.
The best format for document imaging is the Adobe® PDF or black and white TIF
format as they allow multiple-page documents to be stored very compactly in one
file.
In most cases black and white is satisfactory for document imaging because
regular photocopies of documents are often used. However, unlike a photocopier
which copies in shades of grey, black and white images are hard to read on the
screen unless the images are "grey scaled". Grey scaling takes a black and white
image and renders it as though it was scanned with shades of grey.
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The following is what part of a document scanned in black and white at 300 dpi
appears like on the screen without grey scaling.

The following is the same document as it appears on the screen when rendered
with grey scaling.
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PDF Files
For MasterFile we recommend you store your document images in industry
standard PDF format. The optional MasterFile Evidence Cruncher module creates
PDF files from scanned document images or over 300 types of electronic
document formats such as Microsoft Word or Excel, in batch mode or on the fly,
as needed.
PDF files can be viewed with the free Adobe® Acrobat® Reader® available free
from Adobe's web site at:
http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/main.html#Readers

The Acrobat Viewer is ideally suited for document imaging. It gray scales the
images well and has outstanding performance with large documents.
Additionally the MasterFile Evidence Cruncher can OCR scanned document
images and create searchable PDF files which can be full-text indexed and
searched. This means so you can search the database for scanned document
images based on their content or if you open a PDF image file and search for a
word, the actual word in the image will be displayed and hi-lighted.
If you need to redact your PDF files you will need the full version of Adobe
Acrobat 9/X. This is often provided free with good scanners, such as the Fujitsu
ScanSnap recommended below.

TIF Files
Most scanners come with software to control the scanner, its options and view
scanned images. However, unless the software has been specially designed for
document imaging, this software is usually only appropriate for viewing
photographs and not multi-page TIF documents scanned at low resolutions, in
black and white, and which need grey-scale rendering
Depending on which version of Windows you are using, excluding Windows XP,
you will already have Kodak's "Imaging for Windows" or "Wang Imaging"
installed on your computer. You'll find it in the Accessories folder under the name
"Imaging". "Imaging" is a good application for image documents typically stored
in MasterFile and provides all the functions you will need to control your scanner,
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scan documents, store them and view them with grey scaling. It does require a
TWAIN compliant scanner driver which most scanner manufacturers provide.
In Windows XP, "Imaging" has been replaced by Microsoft Image software; this
provides the same functionality, except control of scanners, and is automatically
launched when you try and open a TIF file.

Scanners
Scanners are available at most computer and electronics stores, with basic models
starting at about US$200. Scanners generally come in two styles, flat bed or
"upright".
Flat bed scanners are like photocopiers. You place your document on the scanner
window and close a cover over it. The advantage of these scanners is that you can
scan books and magazines, as well as loose leaf documents. Low cost flat bed
scanners are designed for photographs and low volumes because they do not
usually have a document feeder. This means you need to place each page of your
document manually on the scanner which becomes impractical when you have
thousands of pages to scan. Higher end flatbed scanners specifically designed for
high volume document scanning do incorporate a document feeder like most
photocopiers.
"Upright" scanners are similar to most fax machines and have a document sheet
feeder. They can not scan books or magazines.
Heavy duty flat bed and upright scanners with document feeders designed for high
volume document imaging are available from Fujitsu. Fujitsu's entry level
scanners cost about US$400 and can scan at 15 pages per minute. Higher end
models reach 90 pages per minute or more.

Which scanner should you get?
This will depend on your budget and volume; however the following guidelines
should help you decide:
a. Do not purchase a scanner without a document feeder.
b. The scanner must be able to scan at least 15 pages per minute.
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c. The scanner should have either a USB 2, FireWire or SCSI interface. USB 1,
parallel or parallel to SCSI interfaces are far too slow in transferring the image
to the computer.
d. In general the scanner should support TWAIN drivers so you can use
Windows' "Imaging" application, although this is not necessary if the software
accompanying the scanner is designed for document imaging.
Unless you have very high volumes (over 500 pages per day) or are sure of your
needs, we recommend the Fujitsu ScanSnap Series. Information regarding this
scanner and other Fujitsu scanners is available at:
http://scansnap.fujitsu.com/ss_about.html

Storage considerations
Scanners are able to scan documents in colour or grey scale, with varying degrees
of resolution and colour fidelity. However, the higher the resolution and the
greater the colour fidelity the larger the image file. For example, a typical letter
scanned at 300dpi in black and white TIF format is therefore only about 50k bytes.
Fuller typewritten pages can reach 100k in size. A 4"x6" photograph scanned at
1580dpi (dots per inch) and 24 bit colour will need over 150mb to store in a raw
format.
Document imaging is usually best scanned at 200dpi or 300dpi in black and white.
We recommend 300dpi. By comparison, fax machines scan at 200dpi in high
resolution and , and 100 x 200dpi In low resolution.
A typical 700mb CD can therefore hold approximately 7,000 pages scanned at
300dpi. Today it is not uncommon for workstations to have hard disk storage of 60
or 80Gb and servers hard disk storage of 500Gb to 1,000Gb. Storage space is
therefore not generally an issue. If you are using MasterFile for dozens of
case/investigation files ensure that your workstation or servers have sufficient
storage capacity to hold all the scanned images.
Notes' database engine has been designed to handle databases over one terabyte in
size; at present however, Lotus is certifying databases only up to 64G. To handle
large or mission critical data sets with MasterFile you should split documents in to
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logical groups -- for example store bulky digital evidence such as audio or video in
separate databases. Notes Domain Search index allows you to do one search
across all databases simultaneously, and MasterFile's doc-link technology can
refer to documents, extracts or facts across any of your databases.
MasterFile case/investigation databases, rather than the source paper files, quickly
become mission critical to your team and organization as they depend on, and use
MasterFile to prosecute the case/investigation. Having proper backup procedures
in place are therefore critical. We suggest that server hard disks be configured
with RAID so MasterFile databases are still available if you there is server hard
disk failure.
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Appendix B - Incorporating MasterFile into your case or investigation
MasterFile was designed so you can incrementally expand its use within your
organization. Therefore, we suggest you start by picking just one active
case/investigation or research file. As you become familiar with MasterFile and
incorporate it into your organization's work practice, you can expand its use to
other client/research files.
Once you have picked your first case/investigation file or research project, we
suggest the following simple 6 step process to adopt MasterFile:
i.

Create the list of players.
Make a list of all the players (witnesses, lawyers, legal assistants, officials,
experts, organizations, etc.) involved in the case/investigation and for each,
create a player keyword. Include everybody who has authored a document or
is relevant to some fact. Don't worry if you miss some players as you can add
them later, but starting with a good list will greatly speed up loading
documents and evidence.
For each player complete a brief summary of their role in the
case/investigation so all members of your team understand the relevance of
the player -- be brief.
Refer to "Appendix C - Keyword list set-up" for information about setting up
players, their organizations and recording their details, such as their position
with respect to your case/investigation, who represents them, whose witness
they will be, etc.

ii. Create the issue list and subject topic index.
For each issue, including legal issues, that need to be addressed or can affect
the outcome of your case/investigation, create an issue keyword.
Determine any other subject topics or classifications for documents, extracts
and facts. For example if there are several locations that are relevant, such as
branch offices, create keywords for each under a category called "Locations".
MasterFile allows issues and subject index topics to be grouped by category
and sub-category, if needed. For example, issues can be grouped in categories
such as "Engineering Issues" or "Legal Issues".
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iii. Set out the key facts and load the documents or evidence that
substantiates them
As you develop the initial understanding of the case/investigation, create fact
profiles setting out relevant facts and chronology events. Be sure to load key
documents that substantiate these facts and events. Create any extracts so you
can instantly locate key evidence.
You should also include facts which may not be part of the event chronology,
such as hypotheticals, assumptions, disputed facts, facts from relevant
authorities, research and facts that may need further investigation.
For each fact, be sure to:
$
$
$

Assess and assign a relevance, impact assessment, impacted party and
status.
Record event dates for facts that form part of the event chronology,
indicating if the dates are correct, approximate or unknown.
Record any questions raised or further research required.

Assess either your confidence level in your position, or how complete
your argument to establish the fact is, so critical facts with the least
confidence or most research and/or work remaining are easily identified
for action.
$ Link the fact to relevant issues or topics so you can find all facts related to
an issue.
$ Record the fact's source(s). Note that if you use the "Make Fact" button
from a document profile, a doc-link back to the source evidence for the
fact is automatically inserted for you.
iv. Set out the remaining facts.
As you review each document or issue, or discuss the case/investigation with
your team, record any relevant new facts that become apparent or are brought
to your attention. Don't forget to set out any questions raised or research
needed along with the fact's sources.
$

v. Load the rest of the case/investigation file.
Load as many of the remaining documents you feel are relevant, and review
them for additional evidence and facts, creating extract and fact profiles as
appropriate.
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vi. Complete the arguments for each fact.
For each fact which has work outstanding, complete the arguments to make
your case/investigation for that fact, providing doc-links to documents,
extracts or other facts as necessary to substantiate each point in your
argument.

Loading documents from a case/investigation file or research project into
MasterFile
Once you have picked your case/investigation file or research project, depending
on your resources, you can either:
a. Scan and load all existing documents and evidence.
b. Scan, OCR and load just your key documents and evidence, documents that
will be referred to often, or those whose content needs to be searched, such as
contracts, affidavits or depositions that are not available in electronic form.
c. Create document profiles for all key documents, and use MasterFile as a
classified catalogue of your document/evidence inventory. Express Load's
"Profile data only" option was specifically designed to help you create such
profiles quickly and rapidly.
Creating document profiles without attaching scanned images allows you to
make extracts as needed, reference documents and extracts in facts, attach
doc-links, etc. This lets you easily organize and explore evidence, facts,
people, and issues letting you develop your case/investigation, strategy and
arguments. Key documents and evidence can then be attached to profiles later.
Regardless of which approach from the above you choose, key documents
available in electronic form, such as deposition transcripts should be loaded into
MasterFile.
Creating profiles, with or without attached document or image files, can be done
rapidly using Express Load. However, if you are loading document or image files,
here are some issues we suggest you consider:


First load documents, such as depositions, electronic transcripts, contracts,
affidavits and authorities, which contain key evidence that substantiate the
facts and your position, so they are immediately available to the team.
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The remainder of the case/investigation file and other documents can be
loaded in parallel or as resources permit. (Note that you need to create
keyword values for the "Locations of originals" field before profiling can
begin. Refer to "Appendix D - Keyword list set-up" for details).


How soon you require the MasterFile database to be completely loaded will
determine how many workstations you need for scanning, profiling and OCR
processing the existing documents.
Depending on scanner throughput. you may find you need to dedicate one
person to scanning and PDF/OCR conversion using MasterFile's Evidence
Cruncher and another to profiling and saving the images with Express Load.
If your case/investigation file is large, the MasterFile database should reside
on a Notes/Domino server; several users can then access the database
simultaneously and be assigned to profiling. If your file is exceptionally large
or has a lot of documents to OCR, you may wish to have 2 or more scanners in
operation and additional workstations dedicated to OCR. MasterFile can
handle any sized task you wish to throw at it; database synchronization,
number of simultaneous users, etc. is all managed transparently.



While documents are being scanned, existing paper files will be in circulation
and therefore incomplete. Documents may have been removed, shuffled and
replaced. These events will need to be managed so that documents don't get
scanned more than once or missed completely.
We suggest that documents be scanned in chronological order and until
scanning is complete, scanned documents marked (perhaps on the reverse
side) and placed in a second file. This enables correct refilling.



Scanning standards (resolution, scanner settings, and so forth) and naming
conventions for scanned files, such as prefixing the file name with the
document date for Express Load should be set out. Similarly profiling
standards should also be set to specify which profile fields need to be filled
manually and which will be automatically filled with defaults by Express
Load. Refer to the section "Express Load" for tips on the efficient use of
Express Load.



After all documents are loaded, consider using near-duplicate processing to
flag identical documents as well as cluster near-duplicates and e-mail threads
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and thereby reduce the amount of documents to review. Even in collections as
small as 1,000 documents, if just 20% of the documents are flagged and
eliminated as near-duplicates, hours of review and reading time will be saved.
Once preliminary profiling with Express Load is complete, MasterFile is ready to
support your work. You will be able to locate and display any document from the
case/investigation file instantly, even though additional profiling tasks, such as
entering less important profile information, may be ongoing.

Post-profiling procedures
Once documents have been scanned and profiled using Express Load, depending
on how familiar the staff assigned to profiling are with the documents, some or all
of the documents may need to be reviewed by senior team members, perhaps to
edit summary fields, or link appropriate issues, players or topics, and so forth.
You'll find MasterFile's Power Assisted Review and Global Replace maintenance
tools invaluable to rapidly and effortlessly revise batches of profiles.
If this is the case, then post profiling Reminder tasks need to be determined before
scanning and profiling begins, so documents requiring review are automatically
assigned Reminder tasks by Express Load.
After scanned image files have been profiled in MasterFile, you may decide to use
MasterFile for document management of work product documents created by your
organization.
Also you may choose to save existing word processing files together with their
images in the corresponding profiles. This not only clears up hundreds or
thousands of files from hard disk folders, placing them all in the secure MasterFile
database, but more importantly MasterFile's cataloguing and organizational
features will let you find any of these files again in less time and with less effort.
Generally, most users let this task proceed over time as it is not a prerequisite to
start using MasterFile.

Keeping MasterFile up to date with work product and new documents
Once a MasterFile database has been created, you should establish procedures to
keep it up to date with new documents as they are received or created.
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Your new work product documents should be created and stored in
MasterFile, rather than in directories on your computers or servers. By
creating them in MasterFile you can take advantage of all of MasterFile's
features, such as profiling, security, support for mobile users, collaboration
with team members, and so forth. Signed copies, filed (and stamped) official
copies, or pleadings, should be scanned and attached to the profiles containing
the word processing files.



All team members should regularly load e-mails sent or received to ensure
case databases have all relevant communications and thereby avoid mistakes
and misunderstandings.



For documents your organization receives, internal procedures are needed to
ensure that all documents related to the file are scanned and profiled in
MasterFile. Ideally, this should take place before the documents are filed in
paper files so they are not forgotten about or lost and also, immediately
available to everyone working on the file. Once scanned, these should be
marked so that they are not re-scanned and duplicated by mistake.

MasterFile's Watch Folder Monitor was specifically designed to let you
accomplish both of the above automatically. Simply drag and drop or save new
documents, as you scan or create them, directly to the watch folder, and the
monitor automatically brings the document into MasterFile.
Also, if you're collecting research from the Internet, simply print web pages to
PDF format using MasterFile's PDF print driver, saving them directly into the
watch folder, so they can be loaded and catalogued in MasterFile databases.
As new documents can be assigned Reminder tasks, relevant team members can be
alerted of their presence. Doc-links to these new documents can also be e-mailed
to team members if necessary.

Retaining paper copies of scanned documents
Depending on your case/investigation file, you may or may not need to retain
paper copies of scanned documents. If the file is or may be required for litigation,
then you may want to retain paper copies of agreements, correspondence, etc.
However if your project file is a research project and primarily consists of
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reference material readily available again from journals and so forth, then you not
may any need paper copies.
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Appendix C - Keyword list set-up
To help you complete profiles faster and with less errors, many fields have pop-up
keyword lists from which you select the field value. Many of the keyword lists can
be customized to meet your needs. Note that only "KeywordAmin" or
"Administrators" may make changes to the keyword lists.
You can define keywords for the following fields:









document type,
ways to identify extracts of documents (page, paragraph, etc.),
issues and subject topics,
reminder task descriptions,
locations and/or files where paper copies of imaged documents are kept,
players, i.e. individuals and/or companies for the from/author, to/recipient, cc
fields, reminder tasks, etc.
methods by which documents are delivered (courier, mail, etc.),
court actions in which a document has been used as evidence.

NOTE: All keyword are case sensitive.
Although you can use MasterFile without customizing the keyword lists, we
suggest that before you start profiling documents, particularly if you intend to use
Express Load, you familiarize yourself with the profile fields and the differences
between the views, by creating some test profiles to test existing keyword values.
This will help you understand how keywords affect the manner in which views
categorize and list profiles and help you create keywords that group and classify
the documents to meet your requirements.
To view all existing keywords, use the [L+ Keywords : Players/all Keywords].
The keywords will be grouped according to the list they belong to.

Creating a new keyword
To create a new keyword, click on [R+ Create/Keyword : Player]. After
completing the keyword form, save it by choosing "Save" from the "File" menu or
click on the floppy disk icon in the tool bar.
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Alternatively you can click on the "Make Keyword" button at the top of the profile
forms.

You will be asked for which keyword list you want to create a new keyword. A
blank keyword form for that list will be displayed. If you had hi-lighted some text,
such as a person's name, before clicking on "Make Keyword" the text will be
placed on the clipboard for you to use as the keyword value if necessary.
After completing the form, save it by choosing "Save" from the "File" menu or
click on the floppy disk icon in the tool bar. Close the form and continue
completing the document profile.
Use the "Save & Make New" button to save and create another.

If the new keyword does not appear in the keyword list, close the keyword list
dialogue box, press <F9> to refresh the keyword list, and open the pop-up list
again. Occasionally you may need to close the profile and reopen it to see the new
keyword.

Completing the keyword form
The following is an example of the basic form used to create keywords. Additional
fields may be revealed depending on the keyword list for which you are creating a
keyword. Note also the "List help" area of the form will provide help and
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instructions about how to create valid keywords for the particular list you have
chosen.

Since some keyword lists may have dozens or even hundreds of entries,
MasterFile lets you group them into categories, as explained below. This allows
you to find a specific keyword value quickly when completing a profile, or when
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searching for a document, as these categories are used by views to further organize
your documents.
When completing forms, keywords lists are displayed by clicking on a small icon
next to the field. They appear in a pop-up list. Depending on the list, the keyword
values are either displayed in alphabetic order or by a display sequence number
that you can set for each value.
Some keyword values are system values and should not be altered or you may
experience unpredictable results. These keyword values will be identified by an
additional field "Is keyword a system value" that will be displayed and also by the
"System?" column in the "all Keywords" view.
The table below summarizes MasterFile's keyword lists.
Name of list

Allows
categories

Delivery_Method

No

Document_Type

Yes

Hardcopy_Location No

Issues_Topics

Yes

Jurisdictions

No

Format

Description

<category>\<name>

This list is used to fill the "Delivered via" profile field which lets you
record how a document was delivered to the recipient. Typical values
would be "Registered mail", "Courier", "Hand Delivery", etc.
This list is used to fill the Document type profile field. Document types
can be grouped into categories of your choosing and are used by
many views to categorize document profiles. Some sample document
types have been pre-loaded into MasterFile under the categories
"Communication" and "Court Documents".

<cabinet>.<file number>
<room>.<cabinet>.file number>
<storage company>.<box number>.<file number>

<issue or topic description>
<category>\<issue or topic description>
<category>\<sub-category>\<issue or topic description>

Although MasterFile will primarily be used to store electronic
documents or scanned copies of paper documents, you can also
store document templates, reference materials or court room
graphics, etc. that you create.
This list is used to complete the "Original locations" and "Location of
copies" document profile fields. Values for this list should include as
much information as necessary to ensure you can locate and identify
the specific files where paper copies of the scanned images can be
found. Details such as storage room, box or file cabinet number, and
so forth should be included.
If the document is a magazine article, you can simply identify the
magazine by its issue and name, as shown at left.
Please refer to the "Creating your Issue/Topic outline" section on
page 175 for full details on defining Issue/Topics.

This list is used to set the "Jurisdiction" field in the "Research /
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Name of list

Allows
categories

Format

Description
Authorities" section of the profile.

Hearings

No

<yyyy>.<mm>.<dd> - <description>

Players

<yyyy> is the year
<mm> is the month number as 01, 02, etc.
<dd> is the day of the month as 01, 02, etc.
<description> - a description of the motion
Yes
<FirstName> <LastName>
(optional) * <FirstName>_<LastName>
<Organization Name>
* Players can <FirstName> <LastName>\<Organization Name>
be grouped by <FirstName>_<LastName>\<Organization Name>
an organization
name given
after the
individual name

This list is used for the "Hearings document used in" field. All
hearings relevant to the case/investigation file in which documents
have been used as evidence should be set here.

Players appear in the [L+ Keywords : Players/players: by Name] view,
as well as in the pop-up keyword lists for many profile fields, such as
"From/Author", "To", "CC", etc. fields as well as for assignment of
reminder tasks, or classifying profiles by relevant players.
For each player you can also record contact or other information
about the individual or organization, such as their background or role
in the case/investigation. Players may also be assigned a "position"
with respect to your side; i.e. are they for you, against you, unknown,
etc. and linked to relevant issues or topics.
Names of individuals should be entered without an honorific such as
Mr., Ms., etc. and names of those who can be recognized by their first
names alone should have an underscore ("_") between the first and
last names. This causes only their first names to appear in view
columns and makes "From-->To" view columns easier to read
because common players' names appear on many documents.

Reminder_Tasks

Yes

Required_Issues_T Yes
opics

<category>\<task description>

<existing Issues_Topics category>
<existing Issues_Topics category>\<existing
Issues_Topics sub-category>

If you have documents associated with many individuals at a
particular organization and you need to be able to locate all
documents sent to a particular organization, irrespective of the
individual, you may also specify the organization an individual works
for by following their name with a "\" and then the organization name.
This list is used to select reminder task assignments. Typical task
categories would be "Express Load Documents", "Administrative",
"Client". Typical tasks would be "New document to review",
"Document needs to be re-scanned", "Link to relevant issues, topics
or players"".
Document, extract and profiles have required information that must
be completed to ensure the profiles can be catalogued properly.
Often there are issues or subject index topics that should also be
linked to the profiles to ensure they are catalogued by these too. For
example, if a litigation or investigation involves evidence or events at
several locations, you may want to ensure the profiles are linked to
the relevant locations.
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Name of list

Allows
categories

Format

Description
This list allows you to specify which Issue_Topic categories are
required.
For example if you have the following "Issues_Topics" keywords:
Locations\Arcade Towers
Locations\The Daily Chronicle
And you require the "Locations" category to be required on every
profile, you would create a keyword for this list with the value
"Locations".
We suggest you make additional keywords under each
Issues_Topics category to allow for exceptional situations such as:
Locations\Not applicable
Locations\Unknown
Locations\To decide

Type_of_Extract_S No
egment

If players must also be a required link, create a keyword value of
"Players" in this list.
This list is used to complete the "Segment extract" field on the extract
profile and lists the various types of segments that can be extracted
from documents. Typical values are "page", "paragraph", "question".

Changing an existing keyword
Before changing an existing keyword, note the following:


If the original keyword value was used in document profiles, you can update
them all with the new value with the "Revise database to new value"
(described below), however the MasterFile database full text index must be
updated (it will be updated automatically).



You can update the index manually by clicking on [R+ General/Update
full-text index].



If the database is stored on a Notes/Domino server, then document profiles
which have been opened by users will not be updated. Therefore we suggest
you use the "Revise database to new value" function after hours or when you
can ensure there are no users accessing the database.
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To change an existing keyword, just select it from the [L+ Keywords : Players/all
Keywords] view, double click to open it, and double click anywhere in the
window to edit it. After editing, do one of the following:


If the original keyword value was used in profiles, you can update them all
with the new value by clicking on "Revise database to new value" instead of
saving the keyword form.
Rename a keyword or reorganize keywords by editing the keyword itself or
one of its hierarchical levels. When you edit a level you can opt to move the
displayed keyword or move all keywords and levels below the renamed level.
For example, if you have keywords
Level-1\Level-2a\keyword_X
Level-1\Level-2b\keyword_Y
and want to move all these keywords to "Level-1-new", choose any one of
them, rename "Level-1" to "Level-1-new" and you'll be asked whether to
move all sub-levels to "Level-1-new" or just keyword you chose, in that order.
Any issue/topic folders you have created will also be renamed.
NOTE: Documents updated with the "Revise database to new value" function
need to be "refreshed" with the Extract Refresher agent. If needed, and if you
have the rights, click on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Extract Refresher] to run
the Extract Refresher immediately.



Or, if the keyword, has not been used in any profiles choose "Save" from the
"File" menu or click on the floppy disk icon in the tool bar.

Deleting a keyword value
If you decide you no longer require a keyword value, you can delete it. Double
click on its row in the [L+ Keywords : Players/all Keywords] view and then click
on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Delete / Un-delete]. This does not delete the keyword
value, but removes it from pop-up keyword lists.
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If you decide you'd like to restore a deleted keyword, open the keyword from the
[L+ Miscellaneous/Deletions and Exclusions/deleted Keywords] view and click
on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Delete / Un-delete] again.
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Appendix D - User set-up for MasterFile
About Lotus Notes Security
Lotus Notes has comprehensive security to protect its databases from unauthorized
access. MasterFile has been designed to take advantage of the key features of
Notes' security without requiring you to understand and learn Notes security
mechanisms fully. Summarized below are the main security issues and features
you should understand and be aware of to keep your databases secure.
The most important action you can take to secure your MasterFile databases is to
control physical access to the workstation or Notes/Domino server they are stored
on. In general, access to these machines allows any user to have full and complete
access to the databases and all information contained within them.
The exception to this, is to encrypt your MasterFile databases, in which case even
those with physical access to the servers and workstations will not be able to
access any databases without the appropriate password. This also provides
security in case of theft of the workstation or server itself.
To access Notes databases on a Notes/Domino server, you must have a Notes user
ID which is contained in a Notes ".ID" file. If you are using a Notes/Domino
server, when you register a new user with the Notes/Domino server, the user ID
file for that user is created. The user is also added to a list of registered users
stored in a database on the server called the "Domino Directory". If you are not
using a Notes/Domino server a Notes ID file is created when you install Notes on
your workstation.
If you've never used a Notes/Domino server, installing the server software and
administering the users is very simple. Please refer to MasterFile Installation
Guide and the following video tutorials on our website which take you through the
processes, step by step in a few minutes:


Installing Lotus Domino Server, Domino Administrator and Lotus Notes
This tutorial takes you step by step through installing the Lotus Domino
server, Domino Administrator and the Lotus Notes client software for use
with a Domino server. After installation, we give you a quick look at Domino
Administrator for managing the server. You can view this tutorial on-line or
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download the self-running, off-line version to guide you through server
installation.


Registering and managing Domino users
This tutorial takes you through registering new Domino users -- a quick 2
minute process -- so they can access MasterFile databases stored on Domino
servers. It also covers renaming users and how to temporarily prevent a user
from accessing the server.

Both videos are available at:
http://www.masterfile.biz/support/self_service_tutorials.html#InstallingDomino

For more advanced details about registering a user, you can also refer to the
following in the Domino documentation:



Administering the Domino System - Vol. 1 -- Chapters 5, 6, 9, 15
Administering the Domino System - Vol. 2 -- Chapters 37 - 42

also available from our website at:
http://www.masterfile.biz/download/download.html#NotesDocs

The user ID file can be password protected and is used to control access to a
Notes/Domino server and its databases on a Notes/Domino server, or to encrypt
Notes databases on your workstation, if you are not using a Notes/Domino server.
Which information a user has access to in a MasterFile database and what they
may do with it is governed by the user's "level", whether the database is stored on
a Domino server or locally on a workstation. To keep your data secure, you can
designate specific users and their user level in each MasterFile database
separately. A user with full access to one MasterFile database may only have
limited or no access in another. Therefore, before granting a user access to a
database, you should understand the various user levels, so you can assign the
most appropriate level for their function with respect to the information within the
database.
Within a database, you may set security for individual document and fact profiles
to limit who may see and/or edit them. By default, extract profiles inherit the
security of the source document, however this may be overridden within an extract
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to provide specific security for it. Profile level security is explained in the
"Profiles" section of the "Learning MasterFile" chapter.
In addition, by creating replica copies of selected profiles, folders, views, and so
forth, you can grant access to individuals at other organizations to just those
specific replicas, and keep the primary MasterFile database private and secure.
Setting a replication schedule ensures that replicas are automatically kept up to
date without any additional work or effort on your part.

Understanding MasterFile user levels
MasterFile provides the following user levels, from most restrictive to least
restrictive, which determine what information a user has access to and what a user
may do with that information, or, to administer the database.
By default, all user levels are prohibited from permanently deleting profiles or
keywords from the database. Profiles should be deleted using the
"Delete/Un-delete" function explained in the "Deleting profiles" subsection of
"Working with profiles".
These choices control the user's default access level to the database unless the
user's read and edit rights are explicitly overridden in the "Who can read this" or
"Document managers" fields in security section of a specific profile. See the
pop-up help in a profile's security section for more details.


Selective "read only" -- user can only read profiles for which permission has
been explicitly granted in the "Who can read this" field of the profile.



Selective "editor" -- user can only read/edit profiles for which permission has
been explicitly granted in the profile "manager" fields.



Regular "read only" -- user can read any profile, except profiles where
[TheTeam] has been removed from the "Who can read this" field of the
profile.



Creator -- same as "Regular 'read only' ", plus the ability to create document,
extract and fact profiles. "Creators" may optionally be granted rights to create,
edit or delete keywords (i.e. issues, players, document types, etc.).
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Senior User -- same as "Creator", plus ability to modify any document,
extract or fact profile, except profiles where [SeniorUser] default group has
been removed from the "Document managers" field.



Administrator --full rights to all profiles (even those with specific
"Document managers"). Ability to create and change keywords and access all
administration functions EXCEPT: administering users, deleting databases,
creating briefcases and locking briefcases/updating production history.



Full Administrator -- full access to all functions and all profiles.



Server -- assigned to servers. Same rights as "Full Administrator" but no
access to administrative functions.

Adding, modifying or deleting user access to a MasterFile database
A video demonstrating setting up and managing MasterFile users is available on
our website at:
http://www.masterfile.biz/support/self_service_tutorials.html#InstallingDomino

The following user administration functions:




adding a user to a database's ACL to grant them to a MasterFile database,
changing a user's level up or down, or
deleting a user from the database ACL so they can not access the database,

are all managed from [R+ Administration/User Administration]. The dialog box,
shown below will be displayed.
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Adding a user's name to the database with "User Administration" does not mean
the user can access the database. Before a user who has been added to the database
can access the database, they must have a Notes ID file for their name. A Notes ID
file is created when you install Notes on your computer if you are not using a
Notes/Domino server.
Additionally, for Notes/Domino server based databases, the user must be given
access to the server. When you register a new user on a server, a Notes ID file is
created and they are given access to the server, automatically.
Only users granted "Full Administrator" level may access and modify user
security.
To add new users, modify an existing users' level or delete existing users:


Select [R+ Administration/User Administration] to display the "User
Administration" dialog box shown above.
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Select the user level for the user or users or choose "Delete users" to revoke
their access.



For "Creator" or "Senior user" levels, optionally allow or disallow the users to
administer keywords.



For the "Group" field, select "Yes" if you are setting access for a group,
otherwise select "No". Groups are available for databases stored on servers
and are created in the Domino Directory.



Enter the users' names and domain.
A "user" can either be a person, server or group, however do not mix the these
together.
You can select all people from your address book, if you have entered them
there, or from the Domino Directory, if you are using a Notes/Domino server.
Groups and servers should be selected from the Domino Directory.
You may enter more than one user if needed.





Click "OK" to set the security.


If the user did not already have access to the database, they will be granted
access at the level selected.



If the user already had access, their level is changed to the level selected.

Before the new security will take effect on your workstation, close the
database by shutting all the database's windows and re-open the database.

MasterFile and Notes security -- under the hood
Note's security information for a database is stored in the database's Access
Control List (ACL). Each database has its own ACL. The "User Administration"
dialog box manages the ACL for you so you do not need to understand the ACL. It
also helps to prevent mistakes in setting the numerous options in the ACL.
Although you can give a user access to a database, modify a user's access or delete
their access by directly modifying the database's ACL (Access Control List), we
suggest you use this form to avoid mistakes.
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If you do modify a user directly on the ACL, note that there are many
combinations of access rights, access options and roles which are possible, but not
tested ,so results my be unpredictable if an untested combination is used.
However, you can examine the ACL of a database by choosing
"Database/AccessControl" from the "File" menu, if you'd like to see who's got
access to a database. If you alter a user's ACL settings and want to reset them back
to MasterFile's standard user levels, simply reset the user with the "Administer
users" dialog box as above.
Notes provides seven different user classes, which control what a user can do
within a database. Of these, only the following four are used by MasterFile:


No Access - prevents access to the database.



Reader - assigned to "read only" user levels and only permits the user to view
profiles.



Author - assigned to "Creator", "Senior User" and "Administrator" user levels
and allows the user to create document profiles, and view or edit designated
existing profiles.



Manager - assigned to "Full Administrator" and "Server" user levels, and
allows the user full access to all profiles and change database user access
levels.

MasterFile provides the following five roles, which control access to MasterFile
document, extract and fact profiles as well as various administrative functions.
These are combined with the above Notes user classes to create the MasterFile
user levels you set in the "Administer users" dialog box.


TheTeam
Assigned to every user level, except "Selective read only". By default, all
profiles allow "TheTeam" to view them.



SeniorUser
Assigned to the "Senior User", "Administrator" and "Full Administrator" user
levels. By default, all profiles allow "SeniorUsers" to edit them.



KeywordAdmin
Can optionally be assigned to the "Creator" and "Senior User" levels to allow
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them to create, edit or delete keywords. This role does not affect profile access
or security.


Administrator
Assigned to the "Administrator" and "Full Administrator" user levels and
grants the user full access to every profile, access to administrative functions
and allows them to create, edit or delete keywords



Server
Assigned to the server user level and grants the server full access to every
profile.

Ensuring Notes Security is active
For Notes security to function properly, even if the database is not stored on a
Domino server, several options that control security must be configured properly
and they are automatically set when you create a new database with [R+
Create/Database]. However, if need be they can be checked or reset as follows:
1. Open the MasterFile database.
2. Choose "File\Database\Access Control..."
3. Click on the "Advanced" tab.
4. Turn on "Enforce a consistent Access Control List across all replicas".
5. If your MasterFile database is on a Domino Server:
a. Click in the "Server" radio button.
b. Choose the server name from the server drop down list.
c. Select "Modify all Readers and Authors fields" from the "Action" drop
down list.
The purpose of this setting is to ensure user names in the database are updated
if they are changed, on the server, such as to correct spelling mistakes.
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Appendix E - Configuring MasterFile options and server agents
MasterFile options
MasterFile stores several options that affect its operation in the NOTES.INI file
which you can change from [R+ Administration/User Settings]. Note that since all
these settings are stored in the NOTES.INI file on your computer, they only affect
how MasterFile functions on your computer. Each user may set the options
differently. Furthermore, the options affect how all MasterFile databases function,
not just the one used to set the options.
User Settings
Mail system
Directory for watch monitor to check

This option configures MasterFile to work with Notes, Outlook or other e-mail
software.
The watch directory is checked every few seconds for document files to load
into MasterFile. Monitoring takes place as long as a MasterFile database is
open. Save or drag and drop document files to this directory and MasterFile
will automatically pick up and bring them into MasterFile.
Three sub-directories are created under the watch directory: "Completed",
"Ignored" and "Error". Processed files are moved to the "Completed"
sub-directory. Files you do not load when prompted are moved to the
"Ignored" sub-directory. Files that could not be embedded or attached are
moved to the "Error" sub-directory.

Temporary directory

Notes Database Link (NDL) Directory

NOTE: Files remain in the watch sub-directories and you should delete them
once they have been stored in MasterFile.
The temporary directory is used to hold image and other file attachments
when they are viewed. Create a new directory for this function on your
workstation and set it here. IMPORTANT WARNING: Do NOT use an existing
directory or store any files in this directory. ALL files in this directory will be
erased when you close or exit any MasterFile database or briefcase.
Specify the directory where Notes Database Link files should be stored. An
NDL file is created when you open or create a new MasterFile database.
Notes Database Link (NDL) files can be used wherever you need to create a
link to a MasterFile database. For example, if you store the NDL file for a
particular client's MasterFile database as a "document" for that client in a
practice management system, opening the NDL file opens the MasterFile
database containing that client's documents.

Sanction Case Directory

To integrate with Sanction, MasterFile needs the location of Sanction's "Case
directory". Click "Set Sanction case directory" to navigate and set it.

Default database directory

Databases and briefcases are created under the Notes/Domino data
directories. If you wish to create your MasterFile databases or briefcases in a
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default subdirectory within the Notes/Domino data directory, enter that
directory here.
Enter just the path, for example:
MasterFile\
NOTE: You may override the default you set here when you create a new
database or briefcase.
Default Domino server

If you create MasterFile databases on a Domino Server you can enter your
default server name here. Enter the server name followed by your
organization unit name. For example:
Your Server Name/Your Organization Name
NOTE: You may override the default server name you set here when you
create a new database.

One Menu Panel

If you have a narrow screen or prefer a wider view display, select "Yes" to
have the right menu panel actions appear on the left menu. Then hide the
right menu panel to widen the view area.
NOTE: If you chose one menu panel, functions on the right menu panel
referenced in the documentation by [R+] will be located below the list of views
in [L+].
NOTE: You must close and reopen the database for this option to take effect.

Automatically create notification e-mail when
new documents are loaded

If you wish to notify colleagues when new documents are manually created or
loaded with the Watch Folder or Express Load, choose "Yes" to automatically
create an e-mail with doc-links to the new documents. Only the first 25
documents loaded with Express Load are linked.

Express Load options

These are described in the "Express Load" section of the "Learning
MasterFile" chapter.

Evidence Cruncher options

This is described in the "Briefcases and the Evidence Cruncher" section of
the "Learning MasterFile" chapter

Administrator Settings
New_Doc_Task_Check

If you require new document profiles to have Reminder tasks assigned to
them before they are saved (for example to ensure other users are aware of
and review new documents added to the database), then turn this option on
and users' will be reminded to add Reminder tasks when they save a new
document profile.

Display hidden topics as a column on fact and WARNING - This option modifies the actual design of this database and
player views
affects ALL users of this database. A workstation's local INI file is not used for
this option.
This option toggles the display of a hidden "Issues/Topics" in the Fact,
Chronology and player views so the extra "topic fields" can be seen easily.
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Choose "Yes" to display the column. You must be a Full Administrator of this
database to use this option.
Display 'Bates Range & Doc #' column in views WARNING - This option modifies the actual design of this database and
affects ALL users of this database. A workstation's local INI file is not used for
this option.
This option toggles the display of the 'Bates Range & Doc #' column in all
views. Choose "Yes" to display the column. You must be a Full Administrator
of this database to use this option.

In addition to the above, ensure the FT_MAX_SEARCH_RESULTS value in the NOTES.INI file (on the Domino
server for Domino based databases) is set to a value greater than the number of documents, facts, and extracts you
expect to ever have in any database -- 100,000 for example. Set this using the INI tab on a new config document in
Domino Administrator tool.

The agents
For organizations using MasterFile on a Notes/Domino server, MasterFile
provides "agents" which provide automated processing of documents in
MasterFile databases:


The Extract Refresher agent, which refreshes extract profiles with revised
information from their source documents. See "Refreshing extract profiles"
section in "Working with profiles" for more information about refreshing
extracts.
NOTE: that documents loaded with Express Load, the E-mail Loader, updated
by "Global Add/Remove", "Global Replace", "Power Assisted Review" or the
"Revise database to new value" function on the keyword form, need to be
"refreshed" with the Extract Refresher agent. The agent will automatically be
activated after using any one of these commands. If needed, and you have the
rights, you can also run the agent immediately by clicking on [R+ Profile
Maintenance/Extract Refresher].



Agents activate hourly or once a day at a scheduled time, usually set at night,
when the fewest users are accessing the database because the agent can not
process profiles locked by users for editing.

If you have several MasterFile databases, stagger agent processing times so agents
in all the databases do not activate at the same time for best performance.
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Configuring agents on a Notes/Domino Server
The agents, and various options which control their operation, are configured from
[R+ Administration/Administrator Settings]. Each MasterFile database must have
its agents configured individually. By default the agents are not activated when
you create a new MasterFile database.
To activate or configure the agents for a database on a Notes/Domino server click
on [R+ Administration/Administrator Settings]. The "Administrator Settings"
window appears with the following section:



For each agent you can set an optional activation time to force the agent to
activate only once per day; otherwise it will activate hourly.



You may also request e-mail alerts to be sent if any errors occur during
processing, and in the "Agent_Manager", provide a user name to whom the
alerts should be sent. If you do not specify one, the first user listed in the
profile's managers security field is used, and if none is listed there, the first
name in the database's ACL assigned "Full Administrator" is used.



To activate or deactivate an agent simply click on the respective buttons.
When you activate an agent, it will execute once immediately (within 2
minutes), unless you scheduled an activation time.
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When you activate an agent, if you get a message similar to the following,

then you need to update the server configuration document to give yourself
access to activate the agents properly, even if you still receive a another
message stating the agent will run after you click "OK" in the above message.
To give yourself proper access, open Domino Administrator, and add your
name to the fields, shown in red below, on the "Security" tab of the server
configuration document for the server with the database.
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If you're going to schedule your agent's to run once a day, you will also need
to set the "Max LotusScript/Java execution time" values to "75" in the server
configuration document for your server, as shown below.

Please note the following important points and considerations about the agents:


When an agent is activated it will run immediately (within 2 minutes). This
may result in a lot of activity and reduce server response to other users if the
agent was not activated on installation, so you may wish to do this after hours.



Note that the server you want the agents to run on must also be included in the
MasterFile database's ACL database and assigned the "Manager" Notes user
access class, and the "Server" MasterFile role. If this is the same server on
which you created the MasterFile database, the server will have already been
added to the ACL, otherwise you can set the server from [R+
Administration/User Administration].
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If you refresh or replace the MasterFile design, you may notice a series of
messages appear on the server console and you must reactivate the agents.



When you create a new database, the agents are deactivated, and you may
notice a series of message appear on the server



Agents should only run on one server. If possible, all other servers should
replicate with this server before the agents runs, and again after it has
completed.



To reduce the load on your server, deactivate the agents in inactive or
infrequently used MasterFile databases. Also, set scheduled agents for
databases with low usage to run once a day or not at all (you can manually
refresh any database when needed) staggering the times through out the day so
they do not all activate together.

Using the Extract Refresher agent on single user stand alone MasterFile
databases
If you are running the single user stand-alone version of MasterFile, then the
database is stored locally on your workstation. When the Extract Refresher agent
runs locally, it generates a considerable amount of log information that gets
directed to the status line, and if you schedule the agent to run locally, this output
gets directed to the local log file. Therefore, we recommend that you manually run
the Extract Refresher agent each morning.
To run the Extract Refresher agent locally do the following:
a. Click on [R+ Profile Maintenance/Extract Refresher].
b. You will then be asked if you want to run the agent against:




"Only documents that need to be refreshed",
"Selected documents" to force a refresh of a document and its extracts, or
"All documents in the database" to force every extract to be refreshed.

In general you should choose "All documents in the database" if advised by
MasterFile technical support.
How long the process will take depends on how many documents need to be
refreshed and the speed of your computer. If any documents can not be
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processed, perhaps because they are locked by a user, they will be skipped and
a message printed on the status line at the bottom of the window.

Errors during agent processing
Agent processing can fail for a few reasons. Usually the agents will try and
continue processing around the failure to complete as much work as they can. For
example if a document profile that needs to be updated is found to be locked, then
the agent will skip the document and continue. As explained in the section above,
"Configuring agents on a Notes/Domino Server" you can configure MasterFile
database to send out e-mail alerts when errors occur during agent processing.
Usually when an error occurs, a doc-link to the document that caused the error is
also included to allow for easy trouble shooting and direct access to the document
profile that caused the error.
If your organization is not using Notes e-mail, then you must disable e-mail
notifications as explained in "MasterFile options" above.
Some errors may not be detected and will not cause a Notes mail to be sent. In
those cases agent processing will just terminate abnormally and an error message
will be posted in the Notes/Domino server log.
Whenever an error occurs, an failure event is also recorded in the Notes Events
and Statistics database for the server.
Often after an error has occurred documents will be left locked by the server.
MasterFile Administrators can remove these locks when there are no other users
accessing the database. To remove these locks do the following:
a. Open the [L+ Miscellaneous/Administration/locked or conflicts: by User]
view.
b. Select all documents listed, and then choose "Force unlock and check-in" from
[R+ Administration/Database Fix-up Utilities] to unlock the profiles.
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During normal agent processing, messages will be posted to the Notes log and/or
server console. For example, the following is typical of the messages produced by
the Extract Refresher Agent:
MasterFile - MasterFile: 28/07/2003 16:10:37: START: extract refresher
MasterFile - MasterFile: 28/07/2003 16:10:37: START: ID fix and refresh of all Document Profiles
MasterFile - MasterFile: 28/07/2003 16:10:37: Parent_ID_tf in child not matched to ID of parent Product/Service in $Ref. Fixing ...
MasterFile - MasterFile: 28/07/2003 16:10:37: Parent_ID_tf in child not matched to ID of parent Product/Service in $Ref. Fixing ...
MasterFile - MasterFile: 28/07/2003 16:10:38: Letter -- 17.Feb.2003 -- From: John Trachenburg -- To: Alfred Smith - At top of FixAndRefreshOneProject
MasterFile - MasterFile: 28/07/2003 16:10:38: Letter -- 17.Feb.2003 -- From: John Trachenburg -- To: Alfred Smith - Updating Document Profile
MasterFile - MasterFile: 28/07/2003 16:10:38: Letter -- 17.Feb.2003 -- From: John Trachenburg -- To: Alfred Smith - Updating Page.Line 01.02 -- Letter -17.Feb.2003 -- From: John Trachenburg -- To: Alfred Smith
MasterFile - MasterFile: 28/07/2003 16:10:38: Letter -- 17.Feb.2003 -- From: John Trachenburg -- To: Alfred Smith - refresh complete
MasterFile - MasterFile: 28/07/2003 16:10:38: END: ID fix and refresh of all Document Profiles
MasterFile - MasterFile: 28/07/2003 16:10:38: END: extract refresher
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License Agreement
This program is provided under the following license, granted by MasterFile Software North America
Inc., hereinafter referred to as "MasterFile", which defines what you may do with the program and
contains limitations on warranties and/or remedies.
THIS IS A LICENSE, NOT A SALE.
IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS HEREIN, YOU MAY NOT
DOWNLOAD OR INSTALL THE SOFTWARE. By downloading this software, you are agreeing to bind
your company and yourself to the terms of this agreement. A license to use the software will not be
granted unless you and your company agree to the terms of this Agreement. Downloading and/or
installing the program will be an irrevocable acceptance of the terms of this agreement.
This Agreement is between MasterFile, and you, the person or entity downloading and/or using the
Software referenced herein. This Agreement sets forth terms and conditions applicable to your use of
this Software.
A. Use
MasterFile grants you (an entity or a person) a non-exclusive right to download and use MasterFile or
MasterFile Evidence Cruncher, or other MasterFile versions as maybe released from time to time,
consisting of software and documentation (collectively, the "Software"), under the following conditions:
You may use the Software, in the license quantities purchased , provided you abide by the terms and
conditions of this Agreement. In addition you may make one (1) archival copy of the Software.
For Trial use:
You may evaluate the Software for a period of thirty (30) days (the "Trial Period"). If you wish to
continue using the Software, you must purchase a license of the Software in order for your continued
use of the Software to be legal. Multiple Trial Periods are prohibited.
For MasterFile and related products:
You must acquire one license of the Software as per MasterFile price schedule. The Software may
also be installed on a home and/or laptop computer, but only the licensed user may access the
Software. A license must be purchased for each user of MasterFile.
Certain advanced MasterFile or Evidence Cruncher functions are based on the term of your MasterFile
and/or Evidence Cruncher Maintenance and Support Plans which license you for that functionality.
Therefore, the Software may include functionality that will render certain advanced functions
in-operational upon expiration of your maintenance and support plans. Please see
http://www.masterfile.biz/container/licensing_information/licensing_information.html for details.
Please refer to your Lotus Notes license for Lotus Notes licensing terms.
For upgrades and trade-ups:
If the Software is an upgrade or a trade-up, you are authorized to use the Software only if you are an
authorized user of a qualifying product as determined by MasterFile and provided you (i) either delete
the qualifying product or install the new product on the same computer or network as the qualifying
product and (ii) do not transfer the qualifying product to any other person.
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B. Restrictions
You may not alter, merge, modify or adapt the Software in any way including reverse engineering,
disassembling or decompiling, deleting this About MasterFile document, this license, or any copyright
notices. You may not sell, distribute, loan, rent, lease, license or otherwise transfer the Software or any
copy, except, you may permanently transfer the Software (including all prior versions) provided you
transfer the Software Agreement, all media and documentation and you do not retain any copies of the
Software. If the Software is demonstration or evaluation software, you may not transfer the Software
for commercial purposes.
C. Intellectual Property Rights
All intellectual property rights in the Software and user documentation are owned by MasterFile or its
suppliers and are protected by United States and Canadian intellectual property laws (including patent,
trademark and copyright laws), other applicable intellectual property laws, and international treaty
provisions. MasterFile retains all rights not expressly granted.
D. Limited Warranty
The Software is provided wholly "AS IS" without warranty, representation, promise or guarantee of any
kind, either express or implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation, warranties as to
quality, performance, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose, or any warranty against
infringement.
YOUR USE OF THE SOFTWARE IS ENTIRELY AT YOUR OWN RISK. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO
THE RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS ASSUMED BY YOU.
MasterFile, its suppliers, licensors or dealers make no warranty, representation, promise or guarantee,
either express or implied, statutory or otherwise, with respect to the Software, user documentation or
related technical support, including their quality, performance, merchantability or fitness for a particular
purpose or its accuracy or completeness. Furthermore, the accuracy and completeness of the
information provided in the Software and the opinions stated therein are not guaranteed or warranted to
produce any particular results, and the advice or strategies contained in the Software may not be
suitable for every individual or organization.
The warranty and remedies set forth herein are exclusive and in lieu of all others, oral or written,
express or implied. No MasterFile dealer, distributor, agent or employee is authorized to make any
modification or addition to this warranty.
E. Limitation of Liability
Because software is inherently complex and may not be completely free of errors, it is your
responsibility to verify your work and to make backup copies and MasterFile, its suppliers, licensors or
dealers will not be responsible in any manner for your failure to do so. In no event will MasterFile, its
suppliers, licensors or dealers be liable in any manner whatsoever or have any liability to you or any
other person or entity for indirect, special, incidental, tort, economic, cover or consequential damages
arising out of the use of or inability to use MasterFile products or services, including, without limitation,
damages or costs relating to the loss of profits, business, goodwill, data or computer programs, work
stoppage, lost profits, lost data or computer hardware or software damage, failure or malfunction even
if advised of the possibility of such damages, or they are foreseeable. In no case shall MasterFile's, its
suppliers', licensors' or dealers' liability exceed the amount paid by you for the Software. Some states,
provinces or countries do not allow the exclusion or limitation of implied warranties or limitation of
liability for incidental or consequential damages, so the above exclusion or limitation may not apply to
you.
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F. U.S. Government Restricted Rights
The Software and/or user documentation are provided with RESTRICTED AND LIMITED RIGHTS.
Use, duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in FAR
52.227-14 (June 1987) Alternate III(g)(3) (June 1987), FAR 52.227-19 (June 1987), or DFARS
52.227-7013 (c)(1)(ii) (June 1988), as applicable. Contractor/Manufacturer is MasterFile. In the event
the Government seeks to obtain the Software pursuant to standard commercial practice, this software
agreement, instead of the noted regulatory clauses, shall control the terms of the Government's
license.
G. General
No MasterFile reseller, distributor, agent or employee is authorized to make any modification or
addition to this Agreement.
This License is the entire agreement between MasterFile and you, superseding any other agreement or
discussions, oral or written, and may not be changed except by a signed agreement. This License shall
be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of British Columbia, Canada. If any
provision of this License is declared by a Court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, illegal, or
unenforceable, such a provision shall be severed from the License and the other provisions shall
remain in full force and effect. The headings used in this Agreement are for convenience only, and
shall not be given any legal import. The parties have requested that this Agreement and all documents
contemplated hereby be drawn up in English. Les parties aux présentes ont exigé que cette entente et
tous autres documents envisagés par les présentes soient rédigés en anglais.
H. More Information
Should you have any questions concerning this Agreement or MasterFile's software use policies, write
to MasterFile.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THE ABOVE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, DO NOT DOWNLOAD OR USE
THE SOFTWARE.
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